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HISTORY AND FAITH*
The student of the New Testament should be primarily
The centre and core of all the Bible is history.

an historian.
Everything

else that the Bible contains is fitted into

an his-

torical framework and leads up to an historical climax.

The

Bible

is

primarily a record of events.

That assertion will not pass unchallenged. The modern
Church is impatient of history. History, we are told, is a
dead thing. Let us forget the Amalekites, and fight the
enemies that are at our doors.

The

true essence of the

Bible

is

to be found in eternal ideas; history

form

in

which those ideas are expressed.

ference whether the history
case,

the

ideas

are

the

whether Abraham was an

is

same.

is

merely the

makes no

It

dif-

real or fictitious; in either
It

historical

makes no

difference

personage or a myth

;

in

an inspiring example of faith. It
makes no difference whether Moses was really a mediator
either case his life

is

between God and Israel;

in

any case the record of Sinai

embodies the idea of a covenant between God and His

makes no difference whether Jesus really lived
and died and rose again as He is declared to have done in

people.

It

the Gospels; in any case the Gospel picture, be

be

it

history,

is

an encouragement to

filial

way, religion has been made independent, as
the uncertainties of historical research.
Christianity

it

piety.

The

is

ideal or

In this

thought, of

separation of

from history has been a great concern of modIt has been an inspiring attempt.
But it

ern theology.

has been a failure.

Give up history, and you can retain some things.

You

* An address delivered May 3, 1915, by John Gresham Machen on the
occasion of his inauguration as Assistant Professor of New Testament Literature and Exegesis in Princeton Theological Seminary.
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can retain a belief in God.

But philosophical theism has

You

never been a powerful force in the world.
a lofty ethical

But be perfectly

ideal.

clear

can retain
about one

—

you can never retain a gospel. For gospel means
“good news”, tidings, information about something that
has happened. In other words, it means history. A gospoint

pel

independent of history

simply a contradiction in

is

•terms.

We

are shut up in this world as in a beleaguered camp.

Dismayed by the
modern preacher
our Father;
But alas, the

ways with

God

all

is

Human

stern facts of

facts are too plain

The

—those

love and kindness?

may

suffering

how

Nature

it.

The

satisfying the joys of earth,

full of horrors.

it is

real,

What

if

No

!

cannot be denied

A

span of

life

—and

The

of us, blank, unfathomed mystery!

guilt!

and God

fact of death

soon depart, and of what use are

joys that last but for a day?
all

al-

do you know that

is

it

life.

which are

facts

be unpleasant, but

at least that they will

for

are urged by the

How

fact of suffering!

must have something to do with
matter

we

Let us treat God as

us continue bravely in the battle of

let

us.

life,

to have courage.

then,

fact of

the condemnation of conscience should be

What

but the foretaste of judgment?

if

contact with the

infinite

should be contact with a dreadful infinity of holi-

ness?

What

if

the inscrutable cause of

turn out to be a righteous

thraldom of habit!
rious

power of

known
sponds

abyss!

The

these

—with exhortation.
!

But

alas,

facts

the

Make

news

The

modern preacher

—not

The

reflection

re-

the best of the situation,
life.

you cannot change the

preacher offers reflection.
Bible offers

things should

leading resistlessly into some un-

he says, look on the bright side of
friend

all

fact of sin!

This strange subjection to a myste-

evil that is

To

God?

Very
facts.

Bible offers

on the

eloquent,

my

The modern
more.
The

old, but tidings of

something new; not something that can be deduced or
something that can be discovered, but something that has
happened; not philosophy, but history; not exhortation, but
a gospel.

HISTORY AND FAITH

The

Bible contains a record of something that has hap-

pened, something that puts a
that something

is,

is

It is the life

John.
Christ.

The

What
face upon life.
Matthew, Mark, Luke and

new

told us in

and death and resurrection of Jesus

authority of the Bible should be tested here

at the central point.

The

339

Is the Bible right

about Jesus?

Bible account of Jesus contains mysteries, but the

it can be put almost in a word.
Jesus of Nazwas not a product of the world, but a Saviour come
from outside the world. His birth was a mystery. His
life was a life of perfect purity, of awful righteousness,
and of gracious, sovereign power. His death was no mere

essence of

areth

holy martyrdom, but a sacrifice for the sins of the world.

His resurrection was not an aspiration in the hearts of His
mighty act of God. He is alive, and pres-

disciples, but a

ent at this hour to help us

if

we

more than one of the sons of men; He

He

Him.

will turn to

is

is

in mysterious

It is

opposed today

union with the eternal God.

That

is

the Bible account of Jesus.

by another account.
but the essence of

was the

tains,

That account appears

it is

simple.

fairest flower of

humanity.

remarkable purity and unselfishness.
filial

that

piety,

many

in

Jesus of Nazareth,

He

it

forms,

main-

lived a life of

So deep was His

so profound His consciousness of a mission,

He came

to regard himself, not merely as a prophet,

but as the Messiah.

By opposing

the hypocrisy of the

Jews, or by imprudent obtrusion of His lofty claims,
suffered martyrdom.

He

died on the cross.

He

After His

His followers were discouraged.
But His cause
was not lost; the memory of Him was too strong; the
disciples simply could not believe that He had perished.
Predisposed psychologically in this way, they had visionary
experiences; they thought they saw Him.
These visions
were hallucinations. But they were the means by which
the personality of Jesus retained its power; they were the
death,

foundation of the Christian Church.
There, in a word, is the issue. Jesus a product of the
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come from without? A teacher
and example, or a Saviour? The issue is sharp the Bible
against the modern preacher. Here is the real test of Bible

world, or a heavenly being

authority.

—

If the Bible is right here, at the decisive point,

probably

it is

authority

is

right elsewhere.

The

gone.

If

it is

wrong

here, then its

question must be faced.

What

shall we think about Jesus of Nazareth?
From the middle of the first century, certain interesting
documents have been preserved; they are the epistles of

Paul.
rate

—

The genuineness
is

of them

—the

chief of

them

at

any

not seriously doubted, and they can be dated with

approximate accuracy.

They form,

ing-point in controversy.

remarkable man.

These

therefore, a fixed start-

epistles

were written by a

Paul cannot be brushed lightly
one of the most

was

certainly, to say the least,

men

that ever lived.

aside.

He

influential

His influence was a mighty building;
probably it was not erected on the sand.
In his letters, Paul has revealed the very depths of a
That experience was
tremendous religious experience.
founded, not upon a profound philosophy or daring specu-

upon a Palestinian Jew who had lived but a few
That Jew was Jesus of Nazareth. Paul
had a strange view of Jesus he separated Him sharply from
man and placed Him clearly on the side of God. “Not by
man, but by Jesus Christ”, he says at the beginning of
Galatians, and he implies the same thing on every page
of his letters.
Jesus Christ, according to Paul, was man,
but He was also more.
That is a very strange fact. Only through familiarity
have we ceased to wonder at it. Look at the thing a moment as though for the first time. A Jew lives in Palestine,
and is executed like a common criminal. Almost immediately after His death He is raised to divine dignity by one
of His contemporaries not by a negligible enthusiast
either, but by one of the most commanding figures in the
history of the world.
So the thing presents itself to the
modem historian. There is a problem here. However
the problem may be solved, it can be ignored by no one
lation, but

years before.

;

—
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—

The man Jesus deified by Paul that is a very remarkable
fact.
The late H. J. Holtzmann, who may be regarded as
the typical exponent of modern naturalistic criticism of the

New

Testament, admitted that for the rapid apotheosis of

Jesus as
cite

no

appears in the epistles of Paul he was able to

it

parallel in the religious history of the race

The

raising of Jesus to

ordinarily rapid even

if

it

most emphatically not due

1
.

superhuman dignity was extrawas due to Paul. But it was
to Paul

;

it

can be traced clearly

And

to the original disciples of Jesus.

The

basis of the Pauline Epistles alone.

that too on the
epistles

show

that

with regard to the person of Christ Paul was in agreement

with those

who had been

Even

apostles before him.

the

Judaizers had no dispute with Paul’s conception of Jesus

About other things there was debate

as a heavenly being.

about this point there

is

not a trace of a

conflict.

With

regard to the supernatural Christ Paul appears everywhere

harmony with all Palestinian Christians. That
is a fact of enormous significance.
The heavenly Christ of
Paul was also the Christ of those who had walked and
talked with Jesus of Nazareth.
Think of it! Those men
had seen Jesus subject to all the petty limitations of human
in perfect

Yet suddenly, almost immediately after His shameful
He had risen from the
tomb and that He was a heavenly being. There is an historical problem here
for modern naturalism, we venture

life.

death, they became convinced that

—

to think,

an unsolved problem.

A man

Jesus regarded as

who

a heavenly being, not by later generations

could be

deceived by the nimbus of distance and mystery, but actually

by His intimate friends!

indeed

!

And founded upon

A

strange hallucination

that hallucination the whole of

modern world!
So much for Paul. A good deal can be learned from
him alone enough to give us pause. But that is not all that

the

—

we know about

Jesus;

it is

only a beginning.

The Gospels

enrich our knowledge; they provide an extended picture.
‘In Protestantische Monatshefte, iv(i90o), pp. 465
Welt, xxiv(i9io), column 153.

liche

ff.,

and

in Christ-
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In their picture of Jesus the Gospels agree with Paul;

make

like Paul, they

Not
when
of John could be confronted with a human
of Jesus a supernatural person.

one of the Gospels, but
the divine Christ

Christ of Mark.

(though

all

Mark

to see that

is

past

shades of opin-

as

John

well as

believed in a lesser degree) presents an ex-

is

it

The day

!

Historical students of

now come

ion have

of them

all

Mark

alted Christology,

John represents Jesus

as well as

clearly as a supernatural person.

A

That

never existed.

em

naturalism.

as an absolutely

is

world, it is said, must be explained
unbroken development, obeying fixed laws.

— the

absurd;

is

it

as

But

is

at

any rate not so simple as

that.

present a supernatural person, but they also

—a very

present a real person

That

real, a

who opposed

ate with publicans

very concrete, a very

not denied by

is

cannot possibly be denied.

the parables, the Jesus

who

it

never convince any body of genuine

will

inimitable person.
it

explain

seriously being proposed to-day.

is

The matter

The Gospels

Indeed

You might

Gospel account of Jesus throughout a myth.

That explanation
historians.

How

Christ of the Gospels never existed.

then explain the Gospel picture?
fiction

historians,

the fundamental principle of mod-

The

The supernatural

it

modern

supernatural person, according to

and

modern

If the Jesus

liberalism.

who

spoke

the Pharisees, the Jesus

sinners,

is

not a real person,

living under real conditions, at a definite point of time,

then there

On

is

no way of distinguishing history from sham.

the one hand, then, the Jesus of the Gospels

supernatural person

But according
never existed.

;

on the other hand,

says the

ments

is

is

a

a real person.

modem naturalism, a supernatural person
He is a supernatural person; He is a real

to

person; and yet a supernatural person

problem here!

He

What

modem

is

historical tradition.

—obviously,

In the

never real!

Why,

the solution?

historian

in the Gospels.

is

A

obviously,

there are two ele-

first place,

there

is

genuine

That has preserved the real Jesus. In
is myth.
That has added the super-

the second place, there

natural attributes.

The duty

of the historian

is

to separate

HISTORY AND FAITH

two

the

—

to discover the genuine

lean prophet beneath the
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human

traits of the Gali-

gaudy colors which have almost

human

hopelessly defaced His portrait, to disentangle the

hung

Jesus from the tawdry ornamentation which has been

Him

about

by naive and unintelligent admirers.

Separate the natural and the supernatural in the Gospel

account of Jesus

—

that has been the task of

modern

liberal-

affected

work be done? We must admit at
myth-making process began very early it has
even the very earliest literary sources that we know.

But

us not be discouraged.

How

ism.

shall the

least that the

let

;

elaboration began,

it

may now

Whenever

be reversed.

the mythical

Let us simply

go through the Gospels and separate the wheat from the
tares.
Let us separate the natural from the supernatural,
the human from the divine, the believable from the un-

When we

believable.

elements,

let

us combine them into

Such

the historical Jesus.

what

is

I

know

into this task.

has also been
In the

sort of picture of

The

result

—a

first place,

It

is

has been a splendid

brilliant chapter in the

human spirit than this “quest of the
The modern world has put its very

history of the
torical Jesus”.

and soul

It

any more

scarcely

some

the method.

called “the liberal Jesus”.

is

effort.

it

have thus picked out the workable

has been a splendid effort.

'

hislife

But

failure.

there

the initial difficulty of separat-

is

ing the natural from the supernatural in the Gospel narrative.

The two

incidents,

you

are inextricably intertwined.

Some

of the

say, are evidently historical; they are so full

of local color; they could never have been invented.

Yes,

but unfortunately the miraculous incidents possess exactly
the

same qualities. You help yourself, then, by admissions.
you say, was a faith-healer of remarkable power;

Jesus,

many

of the cures related in the Gospels are real, though

they are not really miraculous.

you

far.

Faith-healing

planation of the cures.

not a

bit

more

vividly,

is

And
more

But that does not carry

often a totally inadequate exthose supposed faith-cures are
concretely,

more

inimitably re-

a
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lated than the

The
human in the Gospels leads
scepticism.
The wheat is rooted up

most uncompromising of the miracles.

attempt to separate divine and
naturally to a radical

with the

If the supernatural is untrue, then the

tares.

must go, for the supernatural

whole

inseparable from the

is

rest.

This tendency is not merely logical; it is not merely what
might naturally be; it is actual. Liberal scholars are rejecting more and more of the Gospels
there
ticism

any certainly

is

Of

absurd.

is

ways be corrected
is

others are denying that

;

historical element at
it

you need have no

by common

The

sense.

Such scep-

all.

fear;

it

will al-

Gospel narrative

too inimitably concrete, too absolutely incapable of in-

vention.

If elimination of the supernatural leads logically

to elimination of the whole, that

It is really impossible,

You have

done.

is

the

we know.

In the second place, suppose this
complished.

simply a refutation of

The supernatural Jesus

the whole critical process.

only Jesus that

is

reconstructed

first

task has been ac-

but suppose
the

it

historical

has been
Jesus

—

teacher of righteousness, an inspired prophet, a pure wor-

You

shipper of God.

clothe

Him with all the art of modHim the warm, deceptive,

ern research; you throw upon
calcium-light of

pose!

The

stage.

modern

liberal

There

is

sentimentality.

But

all

to

no pur-

Jesus remains an impossible figure of the

a contradiction at the very centre of His

from His Messianic consciousness.
This simple prophet of yours, this humble
child of God, thought that He was a heavenly being who
was to come on the clouds of heaven and be the instrument in judging the earth. There is a tremendous contradiction here.
A few extremists rid themselves easily
being.

That contradiction

arises

of the difficulty; they simply deny that Jesus ever thought

He was

the Messiah.

erally rejected!

An

heroic measure, which

The Messianic

consciousness

is

is

gen-

rooted far

too deep in the sources ever to be removed by a critical
process.

That Jesus thought

as certain as that

He

He was

lived at

all.

the Messiah is nearly
There is a tremendous

HISTORY AND FAITH
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there.

It
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would be no problem

if

Jesus were an

He

ordinary fanatic or unbalanced visionary;

might then

But as a matter
On
no
megalomaniac.
of fact He was no ordinary fanatic,
the contrary, His calmness and unselfishness and strength
have produced an indelible impression. It was such an one
who thought that He was the Son of Man to come on the
have deceived Himself as well as others.

A

clouds of heaven.

exaggerating.

The

Do

contradiction!

difficulty is felt

by

I

am

all

has

not think

all.

After

been done, after the miraculous has carelully been eliminated, there

is still,

as a recent liberal writer has said, some-

thing puzzling, something almost uncanny, aoout Jesus. “

mould of a harmless

refuses to be forced into the

A

few men draw the logical conclusion. Jesus, they
was insane. That is consistent. But it is absurd.
Suppose, however, that

He

teacher.
say,

these objections have been

all

Suppose the critical sifting of the Gospel tradition has been accomplished, suppose the resulting picture
even then the work is only half
of Jesus is comprehensible
overcome.

—

How

done.

did this

human

Jesus come to be regarded as

a superhuman Jesus by His intimate friends, and how,
upon the foundation of this strange belief was there reared

Church?

the edifice of the Christian

In the early part of the
principalities subject to

man.

first

century, in one of the petty

Rome, there

Until the age of thirty years

lived

He

led

an interesting
an obscure

life

began a course of religious and
accompanied by a remarkable ministry of
At first His preaching was crowned with a mea-

in a Galilean family, then

ethical teaching

healing.

sure of success, but soon the crowds deserted
after three or four years.

He

fell

Him, and

victim in Jerusalem to

His countrymen and the cowardice of the
His few faithful disciples were utterly
disheartened; His shameful death was the end of all their
the jealousy of

Roman

governor.

high ambitions.

After a few days, however, an astonish-

ing thing happened.
*

It is the

Heitmuller, Jesus, 1913,

p.

71.

most astonishing thing

in all

346
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history.

Those same disheartened men suddenly displayed
They began preaching, with remark-

a surprising activity.

able success, in Jerusalem, the very scene of their disgrace.

In a few years, the religion that they preached burst the

bands of Judaism, and planted

Graeco-Roman world.

of the

At

first

in the great centres

despised, then perse-

hundred
became the dominant religion of the Empire; and
has exerted an incalculable influence upon the modern

cuted,

it

years
it

overcame

itself

all

obstacles; in less than three

it

world.

had not succeeded in winning any considerable number of permanent adherents during His lifetime, the genuine disciples were comparatively
Jesus, Himself, the Founder,

;

few.

It is after

as an influential

His death that the origin of Christianity
movement is to be placed. Now it seems

exceedingly unnatural that Jesus’ disciples could thus ac-

complish what

He

had

evidently far inferior to
in

They were

failed to accomplish.

Him

in spiritual

discernment and

courage; they had not displayed the slightest trace of

originality;

they

had been abjectly dependent upon the

Master; they had not even succeeded
Furthermore, what
they

little

may have had was

in

understanding Him.

understanding, what

shepherd, and the sheep shall be scattered.”

such

men

little

dissipated by His death.

courage

“Smite the

How

succeed where their Master had failed?

could they institute the mightiest religious

could

How

movement

in

the history of the world?

Of

you can amuse yourself by suggesting imYou might suggest, for instance, that
after the death of Jesus His disciples sat quietly down and
“Do unto others as you would
reflected on His teaching.
have others do unto you.” “Love your enemies.” These
are pretty good principles; they are of permanent value.
Are they not as good now, the disciples might have said, as
they were when Jesus was alive? “Our Father which art in
heaven.”
Is not that a good way of addressing God?
May not God be our Father even though Jesus is now dead?
course,

possible hypotheses.
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might conceivably have come to such conBut certainly nothing could be more unlikely.

disciples

clusions.

These men had not even understood the teachings of Jesus
when He was alive, not even under the immediate impact of
that tremendous personality.
How much less would they
understand after He had died, and died in a way that indicated hopeless failure! What hope could such men have,
at

such a time, of influencing the world?

hypothesis has not one jot of evidence in
tianity never

Furthermore, the
favor.

its

Chris-

was the continuation of the work of a dead

teacher.
It is evident, therefore, that in the

the death of Jesus

short interval between

and the first Christian preaching, someSomething must have happened to

thing had happened.

explain the transformation of those weak, discouraged

men

Whatever

that

into the spiritual conquerors of the world.

happening was, it is the greatest event in history. An event
is measured by its consequences
and that event has transformed the world.

—

modern naturalism, that

According to

event,

which

caused the founding of the Christian Church, was a vision,

an hallucination; according to the
the resurrection of Jesus

New

Testament,

modern

all

scholarship.

hypothesis

may

to the historian

tory

is

the learning and

But

all

no purpose

!

it

has been

ingenuity

the

The

of

visionary

be demanded by a naturalistic philosophy;
it

relentlessly

must ever remain unsatisfactory. Hisplain.
The foundation of the Church is

either inexplicable, or else

surrection of Jesus Christ
rection

to

all

was

The former hy-

from the dead.

pothesis has been held in a variety of forms;

buttressed by

it

be accepted,

substantiated; Jesus

it is

from

to be explained by the rethe dead.

But

if

the resur-

then the lofty claims of Jesus are

was then no mere man, but God and

man, God come in the flesh.
We have examined the liberal reconstruction of Jesus.
It breaks down, we have seen, at least at three points.
It fails, in the first place, in

trying to separate divine and

;
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human

Gospel picture.
Such separation is imposand human are too closely interwoven; reject
and you must reject the human too. To-day the

in the

sible; divine

the divine,

We must reject it all! Jesus
Are you disturbed by such radicalism? I for
my part not a bit. It is to me rather the most hopeful
sign of the times. The liberal Jesus never existed
that is

conclusion

is

being drawn.

never lived!

—

proves.

all it

It

proves nothing against the divine Saviour.

Jesus was divine, or else
ever lived.

I

am

we have no

certain proof that

He

glad to accept the alternative.

In the second place, the liberal Jesus, after he has been
reconstructed, despite His limitations

is

The

a monstrosity.

Messianic consciousness introduces a contradiction into the
very centre of His being; the liberal Jesus
of

man who

is

ever could have thought that

not the sort

He was
He was

the

the
A humble teacher who thought
Judge of all the earth! Such an one would have been insane.
To-day men are drawing the conclusion; Jesus is
But do not
being investigated seriously by the alienists.
be alarmed at their diagnosis. The Jesus they are investi-

Messiah.

gating
a

is

not the Jesus of the Bible.

man who

thought

He was

They

are investigating

Messiah and was not Messiah

who thought He was Messiah and was Messiah
have obviously nothing to say. Their diagnosis may

against one

they

be accepted; perhaps the liberal Jesus,

was

insane.

But that

is

not the Jesus

In the third place, the liberal Jesus

if He ever existed,
whom we love.
is

insufficient to ac-

count for the origin of the Christian Church.

The mighty

Christendom was not erected upon a pin-point.
Radical thinkers are drawing the conclusion. Christianity,
edifice of

was not founded upon Jesus of Nazareth. It
It was a syncretistic religion;
heathen
god. Or it was a social
the
name
of
a
was
Jesus
movement that arose in Rome about the middle of the first
they say,

arose in some other way.

century.

absurd.
surd,

These constructions need no refutation; they are
Because they are abtheir value.

Hence comes

they reduce liberalism to an absurdity.

A

mild-
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mannered rabbi
Church.

will

not account

Liberalism has
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the

origin of

for the

blank at the beginning of

left a

These absurd
theories are the necessary consequence; they have simply
Christian history.

tried to

fill

History abhors a vacuum.

the void.

The modern

substitute for the Jesus of the Bible has been

The

and found wanting.

tried

liberal Jesus

—what a world

of lofty thinking, what a wealth of noble sentiment

But now there are some

put into His construction!
cations that

He

is

about to

fall.

if

any history

is

beginning to give

Such scepticism

place to a radical scepticism.

Jesus lived,

He

true.

is

was
indi-

is

absurd;

Jesus lived, but what

Not the Jesus of modern naturalism! But the
Jesus of the Bible! In the wonders of the Gospel story, in
Jesus?

the character of Jesus, in

His mysterious self-consciousness,

in the very origin of the Christian

Church,

we

discover a

problem, which defies the best efforts of the naturalistic his-

which pushes us relentlessly off the safe ground of
phenomenal world toward the intellectual abyss of
supernaturalism, which forces us, despite the resistance of
the modern mind, to recognize a very act of God, which
substitutes for the silent God of philosophy the God and
Father of our Lord Jesus Christ, who, having spoken at
sundry times and in divers manners unto the fathers by
torian,

the

the prophets, hath in these last days spoken unto us by

His Son.

The

resurrection of Jesus

is

a fact of history

;

it is

good

it is an event that has put a new face upon life.
But how can the acceptance of an historical fact satisfy the

news;

longing of our souls?

Must we

stake our salvation

the intricacies of historical research?
ian the

modern

is

The

required.

objection would be valid

history does not stand alone;

An

Is the trained histor-

whose gracious intervention
Surely some more immediate certi-

priest without

no one can see God?
tude

upon

if

it is

history stood alone.

But

confirmed by experience.

historical conviction of the resurrection of Jesus

is
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not the end of faith, but only the beginning;
there,

We

it

faith stops

if

will probably never stand the fires of criticism.

from the dead; the message is
But it is not

are told that Jesus rose

supported by a singular weight of evidence.
just a

message remote from us;

past.

If Jesus rose

from

still

alive,

then

He may

with us to-day to help us

He

the dead, as

He

have done in the Gospels, then
is

concerns not merely the

it

if

still

we

is

declared to

and

is still alive,

He

be found.

is

if

He

present

Him. The
amounted only to
history can do. But

will but turn to

historical evidence for the resurrection

probability

probability

;

the probability

was

the best that

is

making

trial

of

it

We

at least sufficient for a trial.

make

cepted the Easter message enough to

we found

that

it

is

trial

it

it.

ac-

And

Christian ex-

true.

perience cannot do without history, but

of

adds to history

that directness, that immediateness, that intimacy of conviction

which delivers us from

because of thy saying: for

and know that

this is

fear.

“Now we

believe, not

we have heard him

ourselves,

indeed the Christ, the Saviour of

the world.”

The
in its

Bible, then, is right at the central point;

account of Jesus;

it

has validated

its

it

is

right

principal claim.

Here, however, a curious phenomenon comes into view.

Some men

are strangely ungrateful.

Jesus, they say,

we can

Now

that

we have

be indifferent to the Bible.

We

have the present Christ; we care nothing about the dead
past.
You have Christ? But how, pray,
Him? There is but one answer; you got Him

documents of the
did you get

Without the Bible you would never
have known so much as whether there be any Christ. Yet
now that you have Christ you give the Bible up; you are
ready to abandon it to its enemies; you are not interested
Apparently, then, you have
in the findings of criticism.
through the

Bible.

used the Bible as a ladder to scale the dizzy height of
Christian experience, but

you kick the ladder down.
poor souls

who

are

still

now

you are safe on top
Very natural
But what of the
that

!

battling with the flood beneath?

HISTORY AND FAITH

They need the ladder too.
The Bible is not a ladder;

35 1

But the figure

a foundation.

is

it

misleading.

is

It is but-

you have the present
But
Christ, then you know that the Bible account is true.
You cannot,
if the Bible were false, your faith would go.
by experience;

indeed,

tressed,

if

Let us not de-

therefore, be indifferent to Bible criticism.

The Bible is at the foundation of
Undermine that foundation, and the Church

the

ceive ourselves.

Church.

and great

It will fall,

fall.

Two

will be the fall of

is

it.

conceptions of Christianity are struggling for the

we have been discussThe Bible against the

ascendency to-day; the question that
ing

part of a

still

modern preacher!
an end

in itself,

larger problem.
Is Christianity a

means

to an end, or

an improvement of the world, or the cre-

new world?

ation of a

Is sin a necessary stage in the

development of humanity, or a yawning chasm
structure of the universe?

overcome the world’s

evil,

communion with God a
manity, or
Is

God

itself the

world

is this

lost in sin?

with the Bible.

is

no

peace.

Is

help toward the betterment of hu-

identified with the world, or separated

Modern

The Church

trying to compromise.
there

or

very

in the

world’s good sufficient to

Is the

one great ultimate goal of human life?

the infinite abyss of sin?
flict

will

She

And

is

culture

is

from

She

in perplexity.

is

saying, Peace, peace,

rapidly she

is

it

by

here in conis

when

losing her power.

The time has come when she must choose. God grant she
may choose aright! God grant she may decide for the
Bible!
The Bible is despised— to the Jews a stumblingblock, to the

God

is

not a

—but

Greeks foolishness

name

the Bible

is

mysterious, holy Person, not a “present God”, in the

ern sense, not a

right.

for the totality of things, but an awful,

God who

is

mod-

with us by necessity, and has

nothing to offer us but what

who from

we have already, but a God
His awful holiness has of His own
on our bondage, and sent His Son to

the heaven of

had pity
from the present evil world and receive us
the glorious freedom of communion with Himself.
free grace

deliver us

Princeton.

J.

into

Gresham Machen.

THE BOOK OF DANIEL AND THE CANON
works on the Book of Daniel the charge is
made, that the position of the book in the Hebrew Canon
points to the conclusion that the book was written at a
time much later than that at which the Jewish and Christian
churches have always and unanimously, until recently, supposed that it was written. Since the last six chapters are in
the first person, and since they are dated from the reigns
of Belshazzar, Darius the Mede, and Cyrus, no one can
doubt that they claim to be the record of visions which can
In

all

recent

have been known only to Daniel himself.

The

first

six

chapters, though written in the third person, purport to

record actual events in the lives of Daniel and his three
companions during the reigns of Nebuchadnezzar, Belshazzar, and Darius the Mede.
In ancient times, the claim of

Daniel to be historical was contested only by Porphyry, a

man who

New
it

rejected

Testaments.

all

of the sacred books of the Old and

Within the

two

last

centuries, however,

has been frequently asserted, that the

first

six chapters

of Daniel are at best but a series of traditions “cast by the

author into a literary form, with a special view to the
circumstances of his own time” and that the visions of the
;

last six

in

chapters are a narration of events already past, put

an apocalyptic form.

Among

the specifications in this general charge against

the historical character of Daniel,

now

of Daniel in
cisively to

is

the one which will

That
ctf the Book
the Hebrew Canon points “more or less de-

be considered, to wit:

an author

later

the position

than Daniel himself”

In the discussion of this specific charge,

following method.

First,

I

shall

I shall

state the

pursue the

charge in the

words of those that make it. Secondly, I shall present the
and assumptions involved in the charge.
Thirdly, I shall cite and discuss the evidence upon which
these assumptions rest.
And, lastly, I shall give the conclusions which the evidence seems to justify.

admissions
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The Charge
The
of the

first

proof o f the
!

Book

in the

Daniel

late date of

Jewish Canon, not

is

among

“the position
the Prophets,

but in the miscellaneous collection of writings called the

Hagiographa, and among the

Though

to Esther.

little

formation of the Canon, the

o'f

able to suppose that

would have ranked

among

prophet, and have been included

Hebrew

In the

among

is

known with

is
'

it is

the

reason-

work

as the

of a

former ”. 1

included in the third

collection of sacred writings, called the

Of

Hagiographa;

Scriptures “Daniel never occupied a place

the Prophetical Books, but

ographa.

the

to

Daniel existed at the time,
it

proximity

known respecting the
division known as the Pro-

formed prior

phets was doubtless

and had the Book

latest of these, in

definite is

Kethubim or HagiCanon very little

the history of the Jewish
certainty, but there

is

every reason to believe

that the collection of Prophetical Books,

from which

les-

sons were read in the Synagogue, was definitely closed
sometime before the Hagiographa, of which the greater
part had no place in the public services.
That the collection of Prophetical Books cannot have been completed till
sometime after the Exile, is obvious, and on the supposition
that Daniel
this

book

“The
ographa

is

was then known

to the Jews, the exclusion of

wholly inexplicable

place of

the

Book

of

2
.

Daniel

among

'favors also its late composition.

written during the Exile, notwithstanding
character,

it

If
its

naturally would have been placed

Hagihad been

the

it

apocalyptic

among

the

prophets .” 3

“Not

until the

time of the

LXX

(which, moreover, has

treated the text of Daniel in a very arbitrary fashion) does
find a place, after Ezekiel, as the fourth of the ‘great’

it

1

2
3

Driver, Literature of the Old Testament,

A

p. 497.

Short Commentary on the Book of Daniel,
E. L. Curtis in Hastings Bible Dictionary.

A. A. Bevan,

p. ir.
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prophets, and thus it comes to pass that once in the New
Testament Daniel is designated as a prophet.” 4
“The position of the book among the Hagiographa in-

among

the Prophetical works would seem to indimust have been introduced after the closing of
the Prophetical Canon.” “The natural explanation regarding the position of the Book of Daniel is that the work

stead of

cate that

it

could not have been in existence at the time of the completion of the second part of the Canon, as otherwise, the collectors

c>f

neglect

the Prophetical writings,

who

in this case did

not

even the parable of Jonah, would hardly have

ignored the record of such a great prophet as Daniel
resented to be.”

Among

is

rep-

5

“objective reasons of the utmost weight, which

render the view of

its

non-genuineness necessary”, Profes-

sor Comill mentions “the position of the book in the

brew Canon, where

it

is

among

inserted, not

He-

the prophets,

but in the second division of the Canon, the so-called Hagi-

ographa.

If

it

were the work of a prophet of the time of

why

Cyrus, no reason would be evident,

withheld from

it

a designation which

Haggai, Zechariah, and Malachi

there should be

was not denied

—nay, even

“In the Hebrew Canon, Daniel

is

to a

to a Jonah”. 6

not placed

among

the

Prophets, but in the Hagiographa, the latest section of the

Canon; although Haggai, Zechariah, and Malachi. who
were later than the time at which Daniel is described as
living, are placed

among

the prophets.

not regard the book as prophetical, or
later

than Malachi,

c.

444.

Either the Jews did
it

was considerably

7

Assumptions

The assumptions
follows:
the

i.

It is

involved in the above statements are as

assumed that the position of

Hebrew Canon determines

the time of

‘Kamphausen in Encyclopedia Biblica, Vol.
Prince, Commentary on Daniel, pp. 15-16.

i,

p.

5

8

Introduction to the Old Testament, pp. 384-6.
A Biblical Introduction, p. 225.

’Bennett;

its

ioii.

a

book

in

writing, or
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2. at least that the

position of a book in the

determines the time of

its
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Hebrew

admission into the Canon.

Bible

3. It is

assumed that the division of the Hebrew Bible called
“Prophets” in our Hebrew Bibles was doubtless formed
prior to the Hagiographa.
4. It is assumed that had the
book of Daniel existed at the time when the division called
Prophets was formed, it is reasonable to suppose, that if
it had been ranked among the prophetical books, it would
have been placed in this division. 5. It is assumed that no
reason is evident why there should have been withheld from
a Daniel a designation which was not denied to a Haggai,
nay, even to a Jonah. 6. It is
a Zechariah, and a Malachi

—

assumed that Daniel never occupied a place among the prophetical books.
7. It is assumed that the collection of
prophetical books 'from which lessons were read in the
synagogues, was definitely closed before the Hagiographa.
8. It is assumed that the greater part of the Hagiographa
had no place in the public services.

Admissions of the Critics
Before proceeding to a discussion of these assumptions,
special attention should be called to the admissions of the

on the matter of the evidence bearing on the assumptions; and on the character of the premises that justify
critics

these critics in their conclusions.

Dr. Driver admits that

First, as to the evidence,

“little definite is

the formation of the Canon”.

known

Mr. Bevan,

“of the history of the Jewish Canon very

also,

respecting

admits that

little is

known”.

Secondly, as to the character of the premises from which

they deduce their conclusions,
citations, that Dr.

very

little is

it

Driver says,

will be
a'fter

noted

in the

above

having admitted that

known respecting the formation of
known as the Prophets was

that the division

the Canon,

“doubtless

formed prior to the Hagiographa”, and that “it is reasonable
Book of Daniel would have been in-

to suppose that the

cluded

among

"“no reason

is

the former”.

evident

why

Professor Cornill says that

Daniel should not be

among

the
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Professor Prince says that the position of the

Prophets”.

book would seem to

Canon

indicate, that

it

was introduced

into the

after the closing- of the Prophetical Canon, and the

natural explanation of

position

its

is

that

it

did not exist

at the time of the closing of the Prophetical Canon.

Bevan says

that there

is

Mr.

every reason to believe that the

Haphtaroth was made before the closing of
the Hagiographa; and that on the supposition that Daniel
collection of

was known,

his exclusion

from the Prophetical Canon

is

in-

explicable, or not very easy to reconcile with the theory of

the antiquity of the Book.

observed that, while admitting that

will be

It

known, the

critics

little

is

indulge in such phrases and words as

“doubtless”, “reasonable to suppose”, “seem to indicate”,

“every reason to believe”, “supposition”, “not easy to recon“inexplicable”, “natural explanation”, and so forth.

cile”,

All of these words and phrases are admissions on the part

of the critics that their theory with regard to the book of

Daniel

is

not convincingly supported by the evidence, even

themselves being witnesses.

Evidence

The

evidence bearing upon the divisions, number, order,

and use of the books regarded by the Jews and Christians
mar-

as canonical may, for convenience of treatment, be

two heads: 1, the evidence relating to the
number and order and 2, that relating to the use.

shalled under
divisions,

;

1.

Divisions,

Ntimber and

Order

Ben Sira, the elder, speaks a number of times of the
and cites in order Joshua, Judges, Samuel, Kings,
Isaiah, Jeremiah, Ezekiel, Job, The Twelve Prophets, and
Nehemiah. He cites, also, from Chronicles, and mentions
9
the Psalms of David and the Proverbs of Solomon
2. The Prologue to the Greek translation of Ben Sira,
1.

Law

8

,

.

8

References to the Torah are found in 15-1

13; 41.4, 8; 42.2; 45.5; 48.3, 6; 494; 50-20.
9

Chapters 44-49.

;

32.15, 17, 18, 24; 33.2,
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written about 132 B.C., refers three times to the three-fold

Old Testament, as follows: (1) The Law
and the Prophets and the other books which follow them.
(2). The Law and the Prophets and the other ancestral
books.
(3). The Law and the Prophecies and the rest of
division of the

the books.

The

3.

First

Book

Maccabees contains the following

olf

speech delivered by Mattathius, the father of the Maccasons in the year 169 B.C., just before his
b
“Now hath pride and rebuke gotten
49 -6i)
strength, and the time of destruction, and the wrath of
bees,

to

decease

his

(ii.

indignation

:

:

now

therefore,

my

sons, be ye zealous for the

Law

and give your lives Ifor the covenant of your fathers.
remembrance what acts our fathers did in their
time; so shall you receive great honor and an everlasting
name. Was not Abraham found faithful in temptation,
Call to

and

it

was imputed unto him for righteousness?

in the time of his distress kept the

Joseph

commandment and was

made

lord of Egypt.
Phinehas our father in being zealous
and fervent obtained the covenant of an everlasting priest-

hood.

Jesus for fulfilling the

Israel.

word was made a judge

received the heritage

olf

David for being merci-

the land.

ful possessed the throne of

an everlasting kingdom.

for being zealous and fervent for the
into heaven.

delivered (from the

throughout

4.

all

Law was

mouth of

ages, that

overcome,”

Daniel for his innocency was
lions.

And

none that put

thus consider ye

their trust in

The Second Book
records

founding a

him

etc.

of Maccabees contains a letter writ-

ten in 124 B.C., in which the writer speaks

“the

Elias

taken up

Ananias, Azarias, and Misael, by believing

were saved out of the flame.

shall be

in

Caleb for bearing witness before the congregation

(ii.

13)

of

and commentaries of Nehemiah and how

library, he

gathered together the books concern-

ing the kings and prophets and those of David and epistles
of kings concerning votive offerings.”
is

slightly different

and reads thus

:

“It

The
is

Syriac version

related in books
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and in memoirs that Nehemiah did thus that he assembled
and arranged in order the books of the kingdoms and of
the prophets and of David and the letters of the kings
which concern offerings and sacrifices”. 10
5. Philo, who died about A.D. 40, says that the sect of
the Therapeutae received “the Law, and the Oracles ut:

tered by the Prophets, and the

hymns and

the other (writ-

ings) by which knowledge and piety are augmented and
perfected”. 11

New Testament the following passages bear
upon our subject: (1). In Luke xxiv. 44, the Lord speaks
of those things which were written concerning Him “in the
Law of Moses, and in the Prophets, and in the Psalms”.
(2). In Luke xxiv. 27, the author speaks of “Moses and all
the Prophets”. With this compare “Law and the Prophets”
of John i. 45.
(3). In Matthew xxiv. 15, mention is made
With this compare “David the
of “Daniel the prophet”.
6.

In the

prophet” Mat.

35, Acts

30; “Isaiah the prophet”,
Mat. iii. 3”, Jonah the prophet”, Mat. xii. 39; and “the
prophet Joel” Acts ii. 16.
7.

xiii.

ii.

Josephus has the following to say of the Canon

have not an innumerable multitude of books among

:

“We

us, dis-

agreeing from and contradicting one another, but only

twenty-two books, which contain the records of

all

the past

times; which are justly believed to be divine; and of
five

them

belong to Moses, which contain his laws, and the

mankind

traditions of the origin of
interval of time

was

little

till

his death.

short of three thousand years;

but as to the time from the death of Moses

Artaxerxes king of Persia,
prophets,

done

who were

This

who

till

the reign of

reigned after Xerxes, the

down what was
The remaining four

after Moses, wrote

in their times in thirteen books.

10

See Lagarde, Libri Apocryphi Veteris Testamenti Syriace, p. 216.
Vita contemplativa, ii. 475. The genuineness of this work has
been defended in recent times by F. C. Conybeare, P. Wendland, and L.
Massebieau; the last of whom has “shown with great thoroughness
11

De

and thought
by Professor Bigg in Ency.
that in language

essentially Philonic”.

alike

it is

Brit.

XXI.

412.

See Art.
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books contain hymns to God, and precepts for the conduct

human

of

It is true,

life.

our history has been written since

Artaxerxes, very particularly, but hath not been esteemed
of like authority with the former by our forefathers, because there hath not been an exact succession of prophets

and how firmly we have given credit to
those books of our own nation is evident by what we do;
for during so many ages as have already passed, no one
has been so bold as either to add anything to them or take
anything from them ”. 12
since that time

Of Danie

l

;

“He was

himself, Josephus says:

as to have strange revelations
to one of the greatest of

made

so happy
him and those as

to

the prophets.

.

.

.

He

retains

remembrance that will never fail, for the several books
and left behind him are still read by us
till this time; and from them we believe that Daniel conversed with God; for he did not only prophesy of future
a

that he wrote

events, as did the other prophets, but he also determined

the time of their accomplishment; and while the prophets

used to foretell misfortunes, and on that account were
disagreeable

both

the

to

kings

and

to

the

multitude,

Daniel was to them a prophet of good things, and this to

such a degree, that, by the agreeable nature of his predictions,

he procured the good-will of

men

all

accomplishment of them, he procured the

;

and by the

belief of their

and the opinion of (a sort of) divinity for himself,
among the multitude. He also wrote and left behind him
what made manifest the accuracy and undeniable veracity of
truth,

his predictions.

.

.

.

And

indeed

it

so

came

to pass, that

our nation suffered these things under Antiochus Epiphanes,
according to Daniel’s vision, and what he wrote
before they came to pass.
also wrote concerning the

country should be
did this

man

made

many

years

In the very same manner Daniel

Roman

government, and that our

desolate by them.

leave in writing, as

All these things

God had showed them

to

him, insomuch as that such as read his prophecies, and see
12

Contra Apion,

i.

8.
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how

they have been

fulfilled,

with which God honored
8.

would wonder

Daniel'’.

at the

honor

13

In his Eclogues, a collection of testimonies to Christ

and Christianity made from the Old Testament, Melito,
Bishop of Sardis about A.D. 175, gives “a catalogue of
the books of the Old Testament which

We

quote”.
the

have two recensions of

Church History of Eusebius,

Syriac

it

necessary to

one in

26, the other in the

iv.

The Greek

fragments published by Cureton.

Eusebius reads:

is

this catalogue,

of

“Melito to his brother Onesimus, Greet-

ing: since thou hast often, in thy zeal for the word, ex-

pressed a wish to have extracts

made from

the

Law and

the

Prophets concerning the Saviour, and concerning our entire faith, and hast also desired to have an accurate statement of the ancient books, as regards their number and their
order, I have endeavored to perform the task, knowing
thy zeal for the faith, and thy desire to gain information in regard to the word, and knowing that thou, in the

yearning after God, esteemest these things above
struggling to attain eternal salvation.

else,

all

Accordingly,

when

went East, and came to the place where these things were
I learned accurately the books of the
Old Testament, and sent them to thee as written below.
Their names are as follows: Genesis, Exodus, Numbers.
I

preached and done,

Leviticus,

Deuteronomy,

five

books; Jesus Nave, Judges,

Ruth; of Kings, four books; of Chronicles, two; the Psalms
of David, the Proverbs of Solomon, which also
Ecclesiastes,

Song of Songs, Job; of Prophets,

is

Wisdom,

Isaiah, Jere-

miah; of the twelve prophets, one book; Daniel, Ezekiel,
Esdras.”

From
names

Syriac

the

in order, to wit:

recension

I

“Of Moses,

shall
five

give

only

the

(books). Genesis,

and Exodus, and Numbers and that of the

and

Priests,

Deuteronomy and again that of Joshua son of Nun, and
the book of Judges and Ruth; and the book of four Kings;
the boo^c of two Chronicles and the Psalms of David and
of Solomon, the Proverbs, which is Wisdom, and Koheleth,
;

;

13

Antiquities,

X.

xi.

7.

;
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and the Song of Songs; and Job; and of the Prophets,
Isaiah and Jeremiah, and the Twelve Prophets together,
and Daniel, and Ezekiel and Ezra.”
9.

In Chapter

21-22 of The Ascension of Isaiah,

iv.

found the following
'“All these things,

the Parables of

partial

list

behold they are written in the Psalms, in

David the son of

Jesse,

and

in the

Israelite,

and

in the

Pro-

Korah and

verbs of Solomon his son, and in the words of

Ethan the

is

of Old Testament books:

words of Asaph, and

in the

Psalms also which the angel of the Spirit in(Namely), in those which have not the name
written, and in the words of my father Amos, and of
Hosea the prophet, and of Micah and Joel and Nahum, and
Jonah and Obadiah and Habakkuk and Haggai and Zepharest of the

spired.

22.

niah and Zechariah and Malachi and in the words of Joseph

words of Daniel.” 14
10. In the first chapter of Fourth Esdras, the Minor
Hosea,
Prophets are enumerated in the following order
Amos and Micah, Joel, Obadiah and Jonah, Nahum and
Habakkuk, Zephaniah, Haggai, Zechariah, and Malachi,
which is called also an angel of the Lord”.
11. In the Talmud, the following are the most important
allusions to the Old Testament Canon.

the Just, and in the

:

( 1 )

“The Rabbis have taught

the order of succession in

the Books of the Prophets runs thus:

Joshua, Judges,

Samuel, Kings, Jeremiah, Ezekiel, Isaiah, and the Twelve.

The order of succession in the Hagiographa is
Ruth, the
Book of Psalms, Job and Proverbs, Ecclesiastes, the Song
of Songs, and Lamentations, Daniel and the Book of Esther,
:

Ezra and Chronicles.” 15
(2) “All Sacred Scriptures render the hands unclean.
The Song of Songs and Ecclesiastes render the hands
11

See The Ascension of Isaiah by R. H. Charles. If we put these
in the Testament of Hezekiah, they will have been written
according to Charles between A.D. 88 and 100. If they belong to the
verses

Redactor, they were written about A.D. 200.
15

Baba Bathra

14b.

See pp. xliv-xlv.
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“All the Scriptures are holy.” 16

unclean.”

“The Aramaic

portions of Ezra and Daniel render the hands unclean.”

“The Sadducees
you say Sacred

said

but the books of

Hameram 17 do

clean’.

.

.

Scriptures

They say

.

‘we blame you Pharisees because

:

render

the

hands

unclean,

not render the hands un-

that the bones of an ass are clean,

but the bones of Jochanan the

High

Priest are unclean.”

“According to their value is their uncleanness, so that no
one may make the bones of his father and mother into

“So

spoons.”
value

is

are the Sacred Scriptures; according to their

their uncleanness.

The books

of

Hameram, which

are not valued, do not render the hands unclean”. 1S

“Rab Yehuda

Shemuel said the book of
is tantamount to saying that it was Shemuel’s opinion that the book of Esther
was not dictated by the Holy Spirit. But Shemuel asserted
that the book of Esther was dictated by the Holy Spirit.” 19
(3)

Esther does not

(4)

alleges that

defile the

“Remember

that

This

hands.

man

with respect; his name

is

Hananiah the son of Hezekiah. Had it not been for him,
the book of Ezekiel would have been suppressed, because its
contents were contraditory to the words of the Law.” 20
(5) On the festival of the Year, three texts at least were
read from the Law, three from the Psalms, and three from
the Prophets. 21

(6)
the

On

High

the

Day

of Atonement, selections were read to

Priest “in Job and in

Ezra and

Zechariah, the son of Kebutal said,

him

‘I

in

Chronicles.

often read before

22
in Daniel'.”

18

Yadayim, iii. 5. Id. iv. 4.
Perhaps Hameram is Homer.
18
Yadayim, iv. 5.
19
Me gilla, fol. yd. See Hershon, Treasures of the Talmud, p. 44
20
“Rashi
Hershon, p. 45. Moed Katan, 5a. In a note, Hershon adds
in loco points Ezek. xliv. 31 and xlv. 20 as contradictions to the Law.
From the former text it might be inferred that Israelites are allowed
to eat that which was prohibited to the priests, and this would be a
contradiction to the Law. The second passage contains an innovation
of the prophet, for the Law says nothing about such a sacrifice as that
on the second day of the month”.
21
See Barclay, The Talmud, p. 157.
11

:

“ Yoma,

i.

6.
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passages

in
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Ezra and

(8) “All the Holy Scriptures may be saved from fire on
Sabbath”.
“This is interpreted as referring to the

the

Hagiographa

Law and

as well as to the

the Prophets.” 24

(9) All the books of the Old Testament are cited as
Scripture in one or another of the tractates of the Mishna.

The two
“It

written”, and

from the
For example, (a)
Moedkaton; 1 Kings vi.

the Prophets, and the Hagiographa.

Deut. xvi. 14, in

written”.

“It

is

20

in Megillah;

Megillah.
I

is

said”, both being used alike for quotations

is

Law,

usual formulas of citation are “It

Sam. xv.

Dan.

(b). “It

is

ii.

Dan.

32, id.;

46

in

ii.

Sanhedrin, Dan.

iii.

12 in

Gen. xxiv. 42 in Sanhedrin;

said”.

32, id.

(10) Especially to be noted

is

the citation of

all

so-called disputed books, Proverbs, Chronicles, Jonah,

of the

Ezek-

Song of Songs, and Esther, with the
E.g., 2
those employed for the Law.

Ecclesiastes, the

iel,

same formulas
Chron. xxxiii.

as
13,

Sanhedrin: Proverbs,

Aboth; Ezekiel

iii.

2, 8, 16, 18, iv.

Aboth; Jonah iii. 10, Taanith;
Ecc. i. 15, Sukkoth, Chagiga; Song of Songs iii. 11, Taanith; Esther ii. 22, Aboth.
A citation from the Song of

9, 22,

Songs,

iii.

9, 10, is

xli.

22,

introduced by the phrase “the explana-

tion of the Prbphets is”, Sukkoth,

(11)

“Some

desired also to withdraw (ganaz) the book

of Proverbs from use because
tions, 25

vi.

it

contained internal contradic-

but the attempt was abandoned because the wise

men

declared:
‘We have examined more deeply into the
book of Ecclesiastes, and have discovered the solution of the

difficulty’.” 26

(12) “At

first,

they withdrew Proverbs, and the

Song

of Songs, and Ecclesiastes from public use, because they
23

Yadayim,

24

Shabbath, xvi.

25

E.g. xxvi. 4

“Answer not

iv.

5.

and

5,

‘‘Answer a fool according to his folly”, and

a fool according to his folly”.

M Sabbath,
30

b.
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spoke in parables.

And

so they continued, until the

men

of the Great Synagogue came and expounded them.” 27

(13) “The wise

men

of Koheleth, because

desired to hide (ganaz) the book

language was often self-contra-

its

dictory.” 28

(14) “Again,

it

was asserted

dicted other Scriptures.

Thus,

that Ecclesiastes contra-

in

Sabbath 30a, where

it is

words of the
thy wisdom? where is thy

asserted that the Preacher contradicts the

“O Solomon, where

Psalter:

discernment?

Doth

it

is

not suffice thee that

many

of thy

words contradict the utterances of David, that thou contradictest

even thyself?” 29

(15) “Moses wrote his own book, as also the chapter of
Balaam's prophecy and Parables, and the book of Job.

own book and the last eight verses of
Samuel wrote his own book, and also
Judges and Ruth. David wrote the book of Psalms through
the ten elders Adam, Melchisedek, Abraham, Moses, Heman, Jeduthun, Asaph, and the three sons of Korah.
Jeremiah wrote his own book, as also the Kings and the
Lamentations. Hezekiah and his company wrote the book
of Isaiah, Proverbs, Canticles, and Ecclesiastes. The men
of the Great Synagogue wrote the book of Ezekiel, the
twelve Minor Prophets, the book of Daniel, and the book
of Esther.
Ezra wrote his own book and joined on the
Joshua wrote
the

his

Pentateuch.

Chronicles.” 30

(16) Next to the Law, most of the so-called disputed
Books were most highly honored in the services of the
Temple. Thus, (a) Jonah was the only one of the Prophets
of which the whole was read in the public services. On the
Sabbaths and Feast days, selections, called Haphtaroth.
were read from the other Prophets; but the whole of Jonah
* Abo th
**

di

Sabbath,

Rabbi Nathan.
E.g., “sorrow

30.

“I said of laughter,

it is

3 See Ryle, The Canon
of
Baba Bathra, 14 b.

30

is

better than laughter’’

to be praised”

(ii.

2).

the O. T. p. 196.

(vii.

3),

and
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was read on

the day of Atonement. 31
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Haph-

(b) Twelve

from the Book of Ezekiel, sixteen
from Jeremiah, fifteen from the Minor
Prophets (one at least from all except Nahum, Habakkuk,
Zephaniah and Haggai), three from Joshua, three from
Judges, six from Samuel, ten from First Kings, and five
No Prophet, except Isaiah, was
from Second Kings.
in
this respect than Ezekiel,
(c)
honored
highly
more
Aside from the Law and Jonah, only three other books
were wholly read in the public services of the Temple.
These were all from the Hagiographa, and were Ecclesiastes, read at the Feast of Tabernacles; the Song of Songs,
taroth were selected

from

Isaiah, nine

:

read at the Feast of the Passover; and Esther, at the Feast

There

of Purim.

is

evidence that the book of Esther

was

thus read as early as the middle of the second century B.C.

(d) Parts, at

High

of Chronicles were read to the

least,

Priest during his preparation for the functions of the day

of Atonement. 32

Although the Book of Proverbs was
not read in the public services, it is cited in the Mishna
for proof texts more frequently than any other book of the
Hagiographa, except the Psalter.
E.g., in Aboth from
sections

iii.

Proverbs
9,

iii.

iv.

(e)

14 to

vi.

10 inclusive, there are citations of

2, xvi. 32, viii. 21,

2, 8, 16, 18,

i.

14, xi. 22,

The Old Testament Books as given
Greek Manuscripts. ( 1 ). They all agree in
12.

order of the Pentateuch, to wit:
cus,

Numbers, Deuteronomy.

books, the order

is

iii.

(2).

as follows:

the

(a).

a-d,

a-b,

Proverbs,

Ecclesiastes,

Song),

Job,

Psalms,

Wisdom

of

Solomon,

Esther, Judith, Tobit, Hosea,

number and

For the rest of the
For Codex Vaticanus:

Esdras

Paraleipomenon

Wisdom

Amos, Micah,

Asma
of

Joel,

a-b,

(the

Sirach,

Obadiah,

Nahum, Habakkuk, Zephaniah, Haggai, Zechariah,

See the conspectus of the Haphtaroth at the end of any good

edition of the
32

22,

Genesis, Exodus, Leviti-

Kingdoms

31

iv.

in the principal

Joshua, Judges, Ruth,

Jonah,

35,

9, xvi. 31, xvii. 6, vi. 22, viii. 22, xvi. 3.

Hebrew

See Kippurim,

i.

Bible.
6.

:
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Malachi, Isaiah, Jeremiah, Baruch, Lamentations, Epistle of

For Codex Alexandrinus
“Joshua son of Nun, Judges, Ruth (together books 7),

Jeremiah, Ezekiel, Daniel,

Kingdoms

(b).

Paraleipomenon a-b (together six books)
Joel, Obadiah, Jonah,
Nahum, Habakkuk, Zephaniah, Haggai, Zechariah, MalaProphets

a-d,

16,

;

Hosea, Amos, Micah,

Isaiah (the) Prophet, Jeremiah (the) Prophet, Baruch,

chi,

Lamentations (of Jeremiah), Epistles of Jeremiah, Ezekiel
Prophet,

(the)

Daniel

(+

Prophet,

16

in

catalogue),

Esther, Tobit, Judith, Ezras a the Priest, Ezras b the Priest,

Maccabees

a-d, Psalter, Job,

Proverbs of Solomon, Eccle-

Songs of Songs, Wisdom of Solomon (the Panaof Jesus son of Sirach, Psalms of Solomon,
“Paralei(c). For Codex Sinaiticus, so far as known:
pomenon a-(b), Esdras (a)-b, Esther, Tobit, Judith, Maccabees a-d, Isaiah, Jeremiah, Lamentations of Jeremiah,
Joel, Obadiah, Jonah, Nahum, Habakkuk, Zephaniah,
Haggai, Zechariah, Malachi, Psalms of Dadibi, Proverbs
(+ of Solomon in subscrip.) Ecclesiastes, Song of Songs,
Wisdom of Jesus son of Sirach, Job. (d). For Codex
siastes,

retos),

.

.

Wisdom

.

Basiliano-Venetus

Paraleipomenon

Joshua, Ruth, Judges,

:

a-b,

Esdras (a)-b, Esther,

Kingdoms
.

.

.

a-d,

Job, Pro-

Song of Songs, Wisdom of Jesus son
Hosea, Amos, Joel, Obadiah, Jonah, Micah,

verbs, Ecclesiastes,

of

Sirach,

Nahum, Habakkuk, Zephaniah, Haggai,
chi,

Isaiah,

Jeremiah,

Baruch,

Daniel, Tobit, Judith, Maccabees a-d.
13.

(1)

The Armenian

Zechariah, Mala-

Lamentations,

version has the following order:

“Joshua, Judges, Ruth, Kings

4,

Chronicles 2, Esdras

Nehemiah, Esther, Judith, Tobit, Maccabees

2,

Ezekiel,

33

1-3,

1

and

Psalms,

Wisdom, Job, Isaiah,
Obadiah, Jonah, Nahum, Hab-

Proverbs, Koheleth, Song of Songs,

Hosea, Amos, Micah,

Joel,

akkuk, Zephaniah, Haggai, Zechariah, Malachi, Jeremiah,

Lamentations, Daniel, Ezekiel.”

New Testament,
33

it

In an Appendix, after the

adds Sirakh, Illrd Ezra, Manasseh, Illrd

For these lists, see Swete’s Introduction
Canon of the O. T.

Ryle’s

to the

0. T. in Greek and
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Corinthians, John?, and the Prayer of Eithami.

Ambrosian codex of
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(2).

The

the Harclensian Syriac contains the

Psalms, Job, Proverbs, Ecclesiastes, Song of

following:

Two Wisdoms,

Twelve Prophets, Jeremiah (with Baruch, Lamentations, and the Epistle), Daniel
(with Susanna and Bel), Ezekiel, Isaiah. (3). The order in
Solomon, the

the

several fragments of the Itala

Fragmenta Wirceburgensia

is

(a). In the

as follows:

Hosea, Jonah, Isaiah, Jere-

:

miah, Lamentations, Ezekiel,

Daniel,

(b).

Bel.

In the

Fragmenta Weingartensia: Hosea, Amos, Micah, Joel,
(1) Ezekiel, Daniel, (c). In the Fragmenta palimpsesta
Jonah,
Vaticana: Hosea, Joel, Amos, Jonah, Habakkuk, Zephaniah, Zechariah.
(d). In the Fragmenta Stutgardiana
Amos, Ezekiel, Daniel. 34
35
14. The lists in the Greek fathers are as follows:
(2)
Origen: Joshua the son of Nun, Judges, Ruth,
Kings a-d, Paraleipomenon a-b, Esdas a-b, Book of Psalms,
Proverbs of Solomon, Ecclesiastes, Song of Songs, Isaiah
Jeremiah with Lamentations and the Epistle in one, Daniel,
.

Ezekiel,

Job,

Esther.

And

beside

(he.ro)

these,

is

the

(3)
Maccabees.
.

The

list

Prophets,

—

of Athanasius

is

the

same

as that of

Origen

After that we have: Job;
the Twelve, Isaiah, Jeremiah and with him Ba-

as far as the

Song of Songs.

ruch, Lamentations, Epistle, Ezekiel,

There are

Daniel.

also other books beside these, not canonized by the fathers,

but approved to be read with those

Solomon,
.

five of

Wisdom

now

listed

:

Wisdom

of

of Sirach, Esther, Judith, Tobias.

The list of Cyril of Jerusalem: The first books, the
Moses Gen. Ex. Lev. Num. Deut. and besides,
:

;

Joshua the son of Nun (and) the book of Judges with
Ruth; and of the remaining historical books, Kingdoms 4,
Esdras

2,

Esther (twelfth)

cal books, Job, the

the
Mb
31
85

;

and there are found

five poeti-

book of Psalms, Proverbs, Ecclesiastes,

Song of Songs (seventeenth book)

;

and

in addition five

See the edition of the Old Armenian Bible published
See Swete’s Introduction, pp. 96, 9 7.

For Melito, see above under

7.

in

1804.

.
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prophetical (books), one of Isaiah, one of Jeremiah with
(4) and Lamentations and the Epistle, Ezekiel, Daniel
Baruch
(

twenty-second book )

There are three

.

lists

of Epiphanius, no two of them

Num. Deut. Joshua, Judges,
Ruth, Job, Psalter, Prov. of Sol. Ecc. Song of Songs,
Kingdoms 4, Chron. 2, The Dodekapropheton, Isaiah the
Gen. Ex. Lev.

(a).

alike,

Prophet, Jeremiah the Prophet with Lamentations and his

and

Epistles

Baruch,

Prophet, Esdra

Ezekiel

Prophet,

the

(b). Five

2, Esther,

Law

Daniel

the

books (the Pen-

tateuch and the Nomothesia Genesis-Deuteronomy).

Five

Song of
Songs’.) Another Pentateuch, called Grapheia, and by some
Hagiographa (Joshua the son of Nun, the Book of Judges
with Ruth, Chron. 2, Kingdoms a, b, Kingdoms c, d). The
(Job, Psalter, Prob. of Sol. Ecc.

Poetical books.

Pentateuch

Prophetical

(the

Dodekapropheton,

Isa.

Jer.

Ezek. Daniel).
Two others (two of Esdra, called one,
(5)
Esther),
that of Solomon called the Panarete; the book of
Jesus the son of Sirach.

(c).

The Law

as in

a.

The (book)

of Joshua the son of Nun, Job, Judges, Ruth, the Psalter,

Chronicles

2,

Preacher, the

Kingdoms a-d, the book of Proverbs, the
Song of Songs, the Dodekapropheton, of

the Prophet Isaiah, of Jeremiah, of Ezekiel, of Daniel, of

Esdra

of Esther.

a, b,
.

The

historical

list

of Gregory of Nazianzus.

Ex. Lev.

books, Gen.

Num.

Ruth, Acts of Kings, Chron. Esdras.

The twelve

Deut. Josh. Jud.

Five poetical books,

Job, David, three of Solomon, -Ecc. Song, Proverbs.

prophetical books, the Twelve, -Hos.

Amos, Micah,

Jonah, Ob. Nah. Hab. Zeph. Hag. Zech. Mai.

Five
Joel,

-Isa.

Jer.

Ezek. Daniel.
(6)

The

list

of Amphilochius.

tion (ktisis), Ex. Lev.

doms
Job,

a-d,

Chron.

Psalms,

Songs.

a,

Num.
b,

The Pentateuch, Crea-

Deut. Jos. Judges, Ruth, King-

Esdras

a,

b,

Five poetical books,

— Prov. Ecc. Song
—Hos. Amos, Micah,

Three of Solomon,

The Twelve

Prophets,

Ob. Jonah, Nah. Hab. Zeph. Hag. Zech. Mai.

of

Joel,

The four
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—

Isa. Jer.

To

Ezek. Daniel.

these
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some adjudge

Esther.

The list of Pseudo-Chrysostom. The historical
(part).
The Octateuchy Gen. Ex. Lev. Num. Dent.
Joshua the son of Nun, Judges, Ruth. The Kingdoms a-d,
Esdras. The advisory (symboleutic) part, as the Proverbs,
(8)
the Wisdom of Sirach, the Preacher, the Song of Songs.
The prophetic (part), as the sixteen Prophets. Ruth(?)
=Job(?), David.
The Synopsis, revised by Lagarde. The Mosaic.
Gen. Ex. Lev. Num. Deut. The others, Joshua the son
of Nun, Judges, Ruth=the Octateuch. The Tetrabasileion,
(7)

—

.

a, b, c, d,

Chronicles

a, b,

Esdra

a, b,

Esther, Tobit, Judith,

Of Solomon, Wisdom, Proverbs, Ecc. Song of
The Twelve Prophets, Hos. Amos, Micah, Joel,
Songs.
Ob. Jonah, Nah. Hab. Zeph. Hag. Zech. Mai. The four
great Prophets, Isa. Jer. Ezek. Daniel. The end of the sixWisdom of Jesus the son of Sirach.
teen Prophets.
list
of
the anonymous Dialogue of Timothy and
The
(9)
The Mosaic Pentateuch, Gen. Ex. Lev. Num.
Aquila.
Deut. The son of Nun, the Judges with Ruth, the Chronicles, a, b, of the Kingdoms a, b, of the Kingdoms c, d, Job,
Job.

the

Psalter

of

David,

the

Proverbs

of

Solomon,

the

Preacher with the Songs, the Dodekapropheton, Isaiah,
Jeremiah, Ezekiel, Daniel, Esdras, Judith, Esther.

crypha: Tobias, the

Wisdom

of Solomon, the

Apo-

Wisdom

of

Jesus the son of Sirach.

(10) The list of Junilius. Histories (XVII) Gen. Ex.
Lev. Num. Deut. Josh. Judges, Ruth, Kingdoms I-IV(many
:

2, Job 1, Tobias 1, Esdras 2, Judith 1,
Maccabees 2). Prophecies (XVII) Psalms CL,
Hosea, Isaiah, Joel, Amos, Obadiah, Jonah, Micah, Nahum,
Habakkuk, Zephaniah, Jeremiah, Ezekiel, Daniel, Haggai,

add:

Esther

Chronicles
1,

Zechariah, Malachi.

:

Proverbs (II)

(Some add

:

Proverbs of Solomon,

Wisdom, and
(I)
Dogmatics
the Songs of Songs).
Ecclesiastes.
(11) The list of the Pseudo- Athanasius. Gen. Ex. Lev.
Jesus son of Sirach.

the book of
:

:
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Num. Deut. Joshua the son of Nun, Judges, Ruth, of Kingdoms a, b, of Kingdoms c, d, of Chronicles a, b, Esdras a, b,
the Davidic Psalter, the Proverbs of Solomon, Ecclesiastes
of the same, Song of Songs, Job, Twelve Prophets num-

bered as one:

Hos. Amos, Micah, Joel, Ob. Jonah, Nah.
Hab. Zeph. Hag. Zech. Mai. and besides these, four oth;

ers, Isa. Jer.

books as follows
Esther,

And beside these, there are other
Wisdom of Solomon, Wisdom of Sirach,

Ezek. Dan.
:

Tobias,

four

books of
Psalms and Ode of Solomon, Susannah.
Judith,

Maccabees,

(12) The

the

list of Leontius. The Historical Books (12)
Num. Lev. Deut. Joshua the son of Nun, Judges,
Ruth, the Words (logoi) of the Kingdoms a-d, Chronicles,
Esdras.
The Prophetical (Books) (5) Isa. Jer. Ezek.
Dan. the Dodekapropheton. The Paranetic (Books) (4)
:

Gen. Ex.

:

Job, Proverbs of Solomon, Ecclesiastes, the

Song of Songs,

the Psalterion.

(13) The

list

of John of Damascus.

The

First Penta-

which also is Nomothesia.
Gen. Ex. Lev. Num.
Deut. The Second Pentateuch, which is called Grapheia,
but by some Hagiographa: Joshua the son of Nun, Judges

teuch,

with Ruth, of Kingdoms

of Chroni-

cles a, b.

a, b, of Kingdoms c, d,
The Third Pentateuch, the Poetical

(sticherai)

Books, that of Job, the Psalterion, Proverbs of Solomon.

Song of Songs of

Ecclesiastes of the same, the

The Fourth

Pentateuch,

the

Prophetical,

propheton, Isaiah, Jeremiah, Ezekiel, Daniel.

Book of Esdra

Wisdom

a,

b,

of Solomon, the

(14) The

list

The

Esther.

Wisdom

of Nicephorus.

the same.

—the

Dodeka-

Two

Paranetic, that

Others:
is,

the

of Jesus.

(A) Writings approved

Gen. Ex. Lev. Num. Deut.
by the Church and canonized
Josh. Judges and Ruth, of Kingdoms a, b, of Kingdoms c, d,
Chronicles a, b, Esdras a, b, Book of Psalms, Proverbs of
:

Solomon, Ecclesiastes,

Song of Songs,

Job,

Isaiah

the

Prophet, Jeremiah the Prophet, Baruch, Ezekiel, Daniel, the

Twelve Prophets. Together the 22 books of the Old Testament. (B) Books that are disputed and not approved by the
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Wisdom

of Solomon, Wisdom of
and Odes of Solomon, Esther,
Susanna, Tobit which also is Tobias.
List of the Canons of Laodicea.
Genesis of the
Exodus from Egypt, Leviticus, Numbers, Deut.
the son of Nun, Judges-Ruth, Esther, of Kingdoms

Maccabees

3,

the son of Sirach, Psalms

Judith,

(15)

World,
Joshua
a, b,

of

Kingdoms

c, d,

of Chronicles

Book of Psalms, Proverbs of Solomon,
of

Songs, Job, Twelve Prophets,

Esdras

a, b,

a, b,

Ecclesiastes,

Isaiah,

the

Song

Jeremiah and

Baruch, Lamentations and Epistles, Ezekiel, Daniel.

Five of Moses
(16) List of the Apostolic Canons.
{Gen. Ex. Lev. Num. Deut.), Joshua the son of Nun, Ruth,

Kingdoms, two of Chronicles, two of Esdras,

four of

Esther, three of Maccabees, Job, Psalter, three of Solo-

mon

(Proverbs, Ecclesiastes,

Song of Songs), one of

the

Twelve Prophets, Isaiah one, Jeremiah one, Ezekiel one,
Besides, learn by inquiry, that your youths
Daniel one.
learn the

Wisdom

(17) The

of the very learned Sirach.

Concerning the books
and those not included in them. Gen. Ex. Lev.
Num. Deut. Joshua, Judges and Ruth, of Kingdoms a-d,

of the

list

of the Cod. Barocc.

LXX

Chronicles

a,

b,

Job, Psalter, Proverbs, Ecclesiastes,

of Songs, Esdras, Hosea,
diah,

Amos, Micah,

Joel, Jonas,

Nahum, Habakkuk, Zephaniah, Haggai,

Malachi, Isaiah, Jeremiah, Ezekiel, Daniel.
dition to the

LXX,

the

Wisdom

.

.

.

of Solomon, the

Song
Oba-

Zechariah,

And in adWisdom of

Sirach, of Maccabees a-d, Esther, Judith, Tobit.

(18)
Priests,

The list of Ebedyesu. Gen. Ex. the Book
Num. Deut. Joshua son of Nun, Judges, Samuel,

of

of

Kings, Book of Dabariamin, Ruth, Psalms of David the

King, Proverbs of Solomon, Koheleth, Song of Songs, Son

Wisdom, Job, Isaiah, Hos. Joel, Amos,
Obad. Jonah, Micah, Nahum, Hab. Zephaniah, Hag. Zech.

of Sira, Great

Mai. Jer. Ezek. Daniel, Judith, Esther, Susanna, Esdras,
Daniel Minor, Epistle of Baruch, Book of the Tradition of
the Elders, Proverbs of Joseph, History of the sons of

Samona, the Book of Maccabees

(I-III).
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(19)
.

The

list

of Hilary.

VI. Joshua the son of Nun.

I-V.

The

five

books of Moses.

VII. Judges and Ruth, VIII.

of Kings

1, 11, IX. of Kings 3, 4, X. Chronicles 1, 2, XI.
Accounts (sermons) of the days of Esdras, XII. Book of
Psalms, XIII-XV. Proverbs of Solomon, Ecclesiastes, Song

of Songs.

XVI. The Twelve Prophets, XVII-XXII.

Isaiah,

Jeremiah, with Lamentations and Epistle, Daniel, Ezekiel,
Job, Esther,

(XXIII-XXIV.

Tobias, Judith).

The five books of Moses
(20) The list of Ruffinus.
(Gen. Ex. Lev. Num. Deut.), Joshua the son of Nun,
Judges along with Ruth, Kings IV, Chronicle (=Book of
Days), of Esdras 2, Esther, of the Prophets (Isaiah, Jeremiah, Ezekiel, Daniel, the Twelve Prophets, one book), Job,

Psalms of David, of Solomon 3 (Proverbs, Ecclesiastes,
Song of Songs). Wisdom of Solomon, Wisdom of Sirach
(=Ecclesiasticus), Tobias, Judith, the books of Maccabees.

(21) The list of Augustine. Histories. Five of Moses
(Gen. Ex. Lev. Num. Deut.), Joshua son of Nun, Judges,

Two books of Chronicles, Job,
Two books of Maccabees, Two

Ruth, Four books of Kings,
Tobias, Esther, Judith,

books of Esdras. Prophecies.

The book

of the Psalms of

David, Three books of Solomon (Proverbs, Song of Songs,

Wisdom, Ecclesiasticus, The Twelve Prophets
(Hosea, Joel, Amos, Obadiah, Jonah, Micah, Nahum,
Habukkuk, Zephaniah, Haggai, Zechariah, Malachi), The
volume of the four Major Prophets (Isaiah, Jeremiah,
Ecclesiastes),

Daniel, Ezekiel). 36

(22) The list of Innocent I. The five books of Moses
(Gen. Ex. Lev. Num. Deut.), Joshua son of Nun, Judges,

Four books of Kings, Ruth, Sixteen books of the Prophets,
Five books of Solomon, The Psalter, Histories: Job, Tobias, Esther, Judith,

of Esdras,

Two

Two

books of Maccabees,

Two

books

books of Chronicles.

Five books of
(23) The list of the Pseudo-Gelasius.
Moses, Gen. Ex. Lev. Num. Deut. Joshua son of Nun,
M
The twelve Minor Prophets and the four Major are embraced
by Augustine under the phrase “proprie prophetae”.
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Judges, Ruth, Four of Kings.
prophets, sixteen in

Amos, Micah,
Mai.), two of

Joel,

number
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Likewise the books of the
(Isa.

Jer.

Ezek. Dan. Hos.

Obad. Jonah, Nah. Zeph. Hag. Zech.

Chronicles, 150 Psalms, three books of Solo-

mon (Proverbs,
Wisdom of the

Ecclesiastes,

Song of Songs), Book of

the

son of Sirach, Another following book of

Wisdom, Likewise of Histories Job, Tobias, Esther, Judith,
two books of Maccabees.
Gen. Ex. Lev. Num.
(24) The list of Cassiodorus.
:

Deut. Joshua son of Nun, Kings
ter,

i-iv,

Chronicles

1

,

2 Psal-

Five books of Solomon (Proverbs, Wisdom, EcclesiastiEcclesiastes,

cus,

Song of Songs), Prophets

(Isa.

Jer.

Ezek. Dan. Hos. Amos, Micah, Joel, Obad. Jonah, Nah.

Hab. Zeph. Hag. Zech. Malachi which also is Angelus),
two books, two books

Job, Tobias, Esther, Judith, Esdras

of Maccabees.

(25)

The

of Isidorus.

list

Five books of Moses.

1.

Joshua son of Nun, Judges, Ruth.

2.

Two

3.

Four of Kings,

of Chronicles, Tobias, Esther, Judith, Esdras,

Two

Books of Maccabees. 4. Prophets: One book of Psalms,
Three books of Solomon (Proverbs, Ecclesiastes, Song of
Songs), Wisdom, Ecclesiasticus, sixteen books of Prophets.
(26) The list of Mommsen. The canonical books: Gen.
Ex. Num. Lev. Deut. Joshua son of Nun, Judges, seven
books.

Ruth, Four of Kings,

Two

of Chronicles,

Two

of

Maccabees, Job, Tobias, Esther, Judith, 151 Psalms of
David, of Solomon, of the Prophets Isa. Jer. Daniel, Ezek:

iel,

The Twelve. 37

(27) List in the Codex Claromontanus. Gen. Ex. Lev.
Deut. Joshua son of Nun, Judges, Ruth, Four of
Kings, the Davidic Psalms, Proverbs, Ecclesiastes, Song

Num.

Wisdom, Wisdom IHU (i.e. of Jesus ben Sirach),
Twelve Prophets: Hos. Amos, Micah, Joel, Obad. Jonah,
Nah. Hab. Zeph. Hag. Zech. Mai. Isa. Jer. Ezek. Daniel,
of Songs,

Maccabees, First, Second, and Fourth, Judith, Esther, Job,
Tobias.
31

From

this list I

have omitted some irrelevant matter.
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(28) List of the Liber Sacramentorum.
Num. Deut. Joshua, Judges, Books of

Gen. Ex. Lev.

Women:

Ruth,

Esther, Judith, two books of Maccabees, Job, Tobias, Four

of Kings, Sixteen books of Prophets, Five of David, Three

of Solomon,
in

One

of Esdras.

number XLIII.
(29) The list of

Lev.

Num.

The books

of the Veteris

the Council of Carthage.

Gen. Ex.

Deut. Joshua son of Nun, Judges, Ruth, Four

books of Kings,

Two

Psalter, Five books of

books of Chronicles, Job, the Davidic
Solomon, Twelve books of Prophets,

Ezek. Daniel, Tobias, Judith, Esther,

Isa. Jer.

make

Two

books

’

two books of Maccabees. 37
15. The Old Syriac version, called the Peshitto, has an
order differing from all others.
It puts Job before the
Psalter and gives a unique arrangement of both the major
and minor Prophets.
of Esdra,

2.

The Use

Since Mr. Bevan has appealed to the Haphtaroth, or selections

from the prophetical books, to be read on

the Sab-

baths and feast days, as evidence that the book of Daniel

was not

in existence

seems best to give a
evidence

may

when
list

these selections were made,

it

of these Haphtaroth so that the

be forthcoming for the discussion of this

view, which will be given later.
(1). 1).
tara reads:

The

blessing before the reading of the

Haph-

“Blessed art Thou, Jehovah our God, the king

who hast chosen good prophets and accepted
which were spoken in truth. Blessed art Thou
who didst choose the Law and Moses thy servant and Israel
Thy people and the prophets of truth and righteousness.”
of the world,
their words,

2).
art

the

The blessings after the reading are: (a). “Blessed
Thou Jehovah our God, king of the world, rock of all
ages, righteous in all generations, the faithful God, who

sayeth and

it

is

For the most

done, speaketh and
part,

these

lists

it

stands fast; for

have 'been translated

all

from the

originals as given in Swete’s Introduction to the O. T. in Greek, pp.
198-214.
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words are truth and righteousness.” (b). “Faithful art
Thou, Jehovah our God, and faithful are thy words, one

his

word of

thine shall not return back in vain; for a faithful

king art Thou,

God who

is

Zion, for
soul

O

Blessed be Thou, Jehovah, the

God.

faithful in all his words.”

it is

the house of our

do Thou save quickly

Jehovah,
joice,

O

who

in

life.

(c).

“Comfort Thou

And

for humility of

Blessed be Thou,

our days.

Zion with her sons. Make us to reJehovah our God, through Elijah the prophet thy
rejoicest

and through the house of David thine anointed,
quickly let him come and let our heart rejoice.
Upon his
servant,

throne

not a stranger

let

sit,

and

let

not others inherit again

by thy holy name hast Thou sworn to him,

his glory; for

that his light shall not be quenched

for ever and ever.

(d). “For
and for the service and for the prophets and for
this Sabbath day, which Thou hast given to us, O Jehovah
our God, for sanctification and for rest, for glory and for
beauty; for all, O Jehovah our God, we are thanking Thee,

Blessed be Thou, Jehovah the shield of David.”

the

Law

May Thy name

and blessing Thee.

be blessed by every

Blessed be Thou
who sanctifiest the Sabbath. 37b
(2). The Haphtaroth selections in use among the modern
1-18.
Hebrews are as follows: 1). From Joshua, a.
b.
ii.
1-24.
c. v. 2-vi. 27.
2). From Judges, a. iv. 4-v. 31.
b. xi. 2-31.
c. xiii. 2-25.
a.
3). From First Samuel,

and ever continually.

living one for ever

Jehovah,

i.

i.

i-ii.

10.

14-22.

b. xi.

ond Samuel,

a.

Kings,

1-31.

vi.
viii.

a.

13.

e.

i.

17-xii.

of Isaiah,
376

a.

b.

a.

17.
i.

iv.
e.

1-23.

b.

iii.

5).

SecFirst

15-28.
g.

iv.

viii.

1-27.

42-v. 19.

7).

1-13.

From
c.

x.

v.

26-

2-21.

h.

d.

xviii. 46-xix. 21.
b.

vi.

c.

4).

From

xx. 18-42.

1-59.

40-51.

vii.

k.

d.

xxii.

1-12.

f.

xxiii.

1-28.

b.

ii.

xviii. 1-39.

i.

Second Kings,
d. xi.

xv. 1-22.

c.

1-29.

13-26.

vii.

54-66.

vi.

6).
c.

vii.

From
3-20.

the First part
32-xii.

6.

8).

These prayers have been translated from the Seder Birekhoth
Hahaptarah of the Jewish Year Book of Adelbert della Torre, published
at Vienna in 1861, p. 50.
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From
21.

Isaiah

d.

9.

g.

k.

lvii.

lxvi.
iv.

xvii.
i.

1-10.

liv.

14-lviii.

2.

f.

xxxvi. 16-36.

g.

1-22.

b.

12).

From

b. ix.

7-15.

1.

i-iv.

a.

13-xiv.

xii.

c.

1.

Hosea.

a. ii.

xiv.

2-10.

d.

7.

h.

14.

10-27.

k. xliii.

From

xvii.

b.

xxviii. 25-

e.

xxxvi. 37-xxxvii.

11).

xvi. 9-

e.

1-28.

i.

4-28,

ii.

xxxiv. 8-22.

h.

1-16.

xxii.

8.
n.

9.

b.

3.

13-ix. 23.

xxxviii. 18-xxxix. 16.

12.

6-lvi.

10-lxiii.

i-ii.

i.

5-

12-lii.

li.

1-27.
13). From Amos. a. ii. 6-iii. 8.
From Obadiah 1-21. 15). From Jonah.
16). From Micah. v. 6-vi. 8.
17). From
20-iii. 19.
18). From Zechariah. a. ii. 141 -21.
i-ii. 7.
b.
19). From Malachi. a.

Joel.

ii.

14).

11.
ii.

b. xiv.

4-24-

lv.

viii.

xlv. 16-xlvi. 18.

7-xii.

xi.

Habakkuk.
iv. 7.
iii.

i.

m.

xliv. 15-31.

i.

lxi.

Ezekiel,
d.

xxxvii. 15-28.

5.

xxxii. 6-27.

g.

xx. 2-22.

c.

f.

a.

xlii.

c.

3.

lm.

d.

From

10).

32.

xxix. 21.

12.

16.

14-li.

11-lv.

1-22.

Jeremiah,

21-viii.

13-28.

xlvi.

22-xviii.

xlix.

liv.

xxxi. 2-20.

f.

xl. 27-xli.

b.

e.

lx.

1.

From

vii.

c.

h.

14.

9).

14.

1-26.

xl.

21-xliv. 23.

xliii.

1-24.

1,

a.

ii.

i.

i.

38

among

(3). In addition to the Haphtaroth in use

the

modern Jews, which are to be found listed with their corresponding sections from the Law in the conspectus of the
appendix of our Hebrew Bibles, the following Haphtaroth
in use among the Karaites and the earlier Jews are mentioned in an article by Prof. A. Biichler in volume six of

The Jewish Quarterly Review,
b.

2.

Judges

xix.
2.
9.

20.

d.

Sam.

I

24.

v.

e.

1.

Isaiah, First Part.

xxx.

31-37.

15.

e.

pp. 1-73.

6.

16-26.

ii.

21-28.
2.

4.

Kings
b.

b.

xi.

8.

6.

14, 23.
c.

5.
b.

xxxii. 18. xxxiii. 17.

h. xvii. 14-xviii. 7.

vi.

20.

xiii.

e.

3-xiv.
b.

xx.

8.

d.

xvi.

c.

iii.

41.

xix.

xii.

c.

b.

xxi.

d.

iv.

xxvii. 6.
f.

f.

7.

Kings,

I

Joshua

a.

4.

xviii.

c.

xii.

a. iv. 6.

1.

xvii.

e.

xi.

xv.

5. II

13-vi.

xiv.

c.

b.

7.

xvii. 24.

Sam.
7.

ii.

3.

x.

d.
c.

3-18.

1-15,

iv.

4.

x.
ii.

21.

xxix. 8-14.

xxxiv. 11. g. xxvii.

Second Part.

a. xlii.

38
For the list here given, see the Conspectus Haphtararum
Appendix to any good edition of the Hebrew Bible.

12-17.
in

the
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xliii.

b.

13. lxiv.

1.

xii.

b.

15.

xxxviii.
d.

xiv.

12. Joel

i.

12.

10.

8.

e.

3.

iii.

3-vii. 20.

xxix.

c.

1.

xii.

xlv.

f.

12.
14.
i.

Jeremiah,

9.

xvi.

11.

9-

xlix.

e.

xxx. 10-16.

d.
b.

Micah.

ii.

16.

e.

xx.

c.

Hosea

12-ii. 5.

Zech. x. 6-1

17-

In Luke

8.

20.

i.

9-19.

iii.

10.

Amos 3-15.
15. Nahum

13.

12.

g. lxv. 23-lxvi. 8.

Ezekiel,

xlv.

xlviii.

d.

3.

19-22.

vii. 9.

c.

b.

lxv.

xiv.

11.

xlvi.

c.
f.
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41.

xii.

4-13.

12.

b. vi.

Zephaniah

1.

we

are told that Jesus “went to
wont every Sabbath day, and
stood up for the purpose of reading. And there was given
to Him the book of the prophet Isaiah, and He opened the
book, and found the place where it is written: The Spirit
of the LORD God is upon me” &cet. 2. In Acts xii. 14, 15,
we are told that Paul and Barnabus went into the synagogue at Antioch, and, after the reading of the Law and
(4).

1.

the synagogue, as

iv.

was

17,

his

the Prophets,' Paul, on the invitation of the rulers, stood

up to make an exhortation. 3. In Acts xiii. 27, we are told
that the Prophets were read every Sabbath day.
Discussion
In discussing the assumptions of the
to the historicity

critics

with regard

and date of the Book of Daniel on the

basis of the evidence just given above, I shall consider first

the relation between the dates of the books of the

Testament and

their position in the present

All of the critics argue as

if

not the case,
ation of the
rest of the
this

I shall

Law;

its

Hagiographa is a sure
That this is

composition.

proceed to show,

first,

by a consider-

and, secondly, by a consideration of the

books of the Old Testament.

discussion of the

critics, I

Hebrew Canon.
among

the presence of Daniel

the books which by us are called
indication of the lateness of

Old

hope to make

In the course of

main proposition assumed by the
it

plain, that not

merely

it,

but also

the other assumptions and conclusions with regard to the

date of the

from

its

Book of Daniel

in so far as they are derived

position in the present

Hebrew

Bible, are false.
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First, let us take the order of the

According to the order

teuch.

books

in the

Penta-

Hebrew and Greek

in all

manuscripts that contain the Pentateuch, the books were arranged in their present order, that is, the order of the
historical sequence of the events

and of the supposed order

of the codes of law contained in them.

Genesis gives the

from the creation to the establishment of Israel in
Egypt; Exodus and Leviticus, the account of the exodus
and of the events and laws connected with Sinai; Numbers,
the story of the wanderings; and Deuteronomy, a resume
of the history and of the laws enacted up to the arrival of
history

the children of Israel at Sinai.

The

oldest evidence for

works of Origen from the
middle of the third century A.D.
The only list of the
books of the Law antedating this, is that given by Melito,
Bishop of Sardis, from the latter part of the second century
A.D. but it gives the books in the order Genesis, Exodus,
Numbers, Leviticus, Deuteronomy. Since Melito and Origen, these two earliest witnesses for the order, number,
and names, of all of the books of the Law, thus differ as
this

order

is

to be

found

in the

;

to their order,

it

is

m anifest

that at the time

wrote their order had not yet been
position

oDaTibok

m

the soTalTed earliest

Again, according to the radical
tateuch

was not

finished

lation of the Seventy

till

Law

there-

the

was made. 39 Dividing

of the five-fold book of the
histic,

Canon had,

Hebrew Pentime when the trans-

critics,

after the

when they

The_yelative

fixed.

the

main sources

into the Jehovistic, Elo-

Deuteronomistic, and Priestly portions, denoted re-

spectively by J, E, D, and P, they place J

somewhere be-

tween 850 and 625 B.C. E, at about 750; D, at or shortly
before 621; and P, at 444 B.C. 40 The canonization of D
was made in 621 B.C., and that of P in 444 B.C. 41
;

38

Cornill, Introduction to the Canonical

P- 47440
41

Id. p. 91.
Id. p. 472.

Books of

the Old Testament,
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in its present form about
though additions and corrections were made even

The whole work was put together
400

B.C.,

subsequently to the time of the Seventy; 42 that

is,

after

280 B.C. The redactor Rp, who is said to have put J, E,
D, and P together, excluded from and added to the original
documents whatever he pleased, and put them together in
the order that seemed to him to be best.
But this order,
while chronological according to the time at which the
books purport to have been written,
according to the time at which the

were written

for

;

Rp

puts the laws of

although according to the modern

D

school,

not chronological

is

critics

P

say that they

before those of D,

of the Wellhausen
was written about two hundred years before the
critics

writing of P.
be noted, also, that even though the five-fold di-

It will

Law

of the

vision

Philo, 43

cannot be traced back

and even though

time before the time

made, 44

this

when

may have

farther than

existed only a short

the version of the Seventy

was

does not affect the fact that in the Penta-

teuch as far back as
the laws of

it

D

in the

we

can trace

document as

it,

it

45

the

P

laws preceded

came from the hand of

Rp.
Further, since the critics claim that
fore P,

it

D

was canonized

be-

follows that the position of a book in the Canon,

or in a part of the Canon, was not always, or necessarily

determined by the time of
of

its

composition.

present

Hebrew

with the time of
It will

its

canonization, or by the time

So, then, the position of Daniel in the

Bible has not necessarily anything to do
its

composition, or of

its

canonization.

Hebrew
any old He-

be noted that I have written “present

Bible”; for there is no evidence to show that
brew manuscript ever contained the books of the Old Testa42

Id. p. 474-

a De Abrahamo,
**

45

1.

Cornill, p. 28.

The Samaritan Hebrew

text and

Targum,

versions, primary and secondary, and

Law,

early and late, unite in placing

all

D

the

as well as all the ancient
lists

after P.

of the books of the
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ment Canon

Hebrew

as they are arranged in our

now printed. Nor did
Hebrew manuscripts, the

either

of

great

the

Bibles as

schools

of

Spanish, or the German-French,

now

or the Massoretic, have the books arranged as they are

printed; nor are they printed in the order given in the

Nor do they follow the order of the earliest
Hebrew Bibles, such as the Editio Princeps of Bom-

Talmud.
printed
berg,

which put the

Our

Pentateuch.

five

Megilloth immediately after the

Mas-

Bibles agree with the Spanish and

soretic manuscripts in the order of the Prophets, but with

German and French in
of the Talmud differs from
the

the Hagiographa.

that of the early printed Bibles

and from that of the editions
also, in the

The order

in use at present.

It differs,

order of the books both in the Prophets and the

Hagiographa from the Massoretic, Spanish, and GermanFrench manuscripts. The Peshitto Syriac version of the
Prophets differs

in the

order of the books both in Prophets

and Hagiographa from every one of these Hebrew orders.

The

lists

of Melito, Origen, and Jerome,

all

of

whom

de-

from the Hebrew scholars of their
respective times, give an order differing from one another
and from all the Hebrew manuscripts, lists, and versions.
Moreover, no one of the great Greek uncials, Vaticanus,
Sinaiticus, Alexandrinus, and Basiliano-Venetus, agrees in
order with any other one of them, or with any one of the
rived their information

Hebrew or

Syriac sources.

And

lastly,

of the

many

lists

of the Greek and Latin Fathers and Synods, no two are

found to agree with each other; nor does anyone of them

from any other ancient source.
In short, of forty-three lists given above, no two present
exactly the same order for the books comprising the Old
Testament Canon; so that it can be affirmed positively that
the order of those books was never fixed by any accepted
agree with any other

list

authority of either the Jewish or Christian church.

When we

leave the order and

come

to the names,

num-

bers and divisions, or groupings, of the books of the Old

Testament,

we

find

no evidence, except

in the case of the
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book of Daniel had anything
The earliest witnesses give the names

that the position of the

do with

its

date.

of the divisions as follows
1.

The Prologue

(i)

to Ecclesiasticus,

Prophets and Others that followed their

The Law,

steps.

(2)

the

The

Law

and the Prophets and the other ancestral books. (3)
The Law and the Prophecies and the rest of the Books.
2. Second Maccabees says that Nehemiah gathered together (1) the books concerning the kings and prophets,
(2) those of David, and (3) epistles of kings concerning
votive offerings.
3.

Philo says that the Therapeutae

received

(1)

the

Law, (2) and the oracles uttered by the prophets, and (3)
the hymns and other (writings) by which knowledge and
piety are augmented and perfected.
4. Luke xxiv. 44 speaks of (1) the Law, (2) the Proand (3) the Psalms.

phets,

5. Josephus divides the books into (1) the Law, (2) the
Prophets, and (3) the remaining four, containing hymns to

God and
6.

precepts concerning the conduct of

Melito gives

the Five of

(1)
Judges, Ruth, Kings, Chronicles,
Ecclesiastes,

Song, Job,

(4)

human

Moses,

life.

Joshua,

(2)
(3) Psalms, Proverbs,
Prophets, Isaiah, Jeremiah,

The Twelve, Daniel, Ezekiel, (5) Esdras.
7. Baba Bathra speaks of (1) Moses’ “own book”, (2)
of the Prophets, of
Daniel, and

whom

he names eight, not including

(3) of the Hagiographa, of which

it

names

eleven.

Origen names (1) the

five books of the Law, (2) six
counting the four of Samuel and Kings
as one, Judges including Ruth, Ezra-Nehemiah, and Chron8.

historical books,

one each, (3) Psalms, Proverbs, Ecclesiastes, and
the Song, (4) Isaiah, Jeremiah with Lamentations and the
Epistle as one, Daniel and Ezekiel (the Twelve having
icles as

been dropped from the

some
these

copyist),
is

list,

probably through an error of

(5) Job, Esther, and (6) outside (hexo)

the Maccabes.
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The four

9.

great Greek uncials give only the names of

names of

the books, but no

A

divisions, except that

heads

names of the Prophets with the phrase “The sixteen
Prophets", among which it puts Daniel. If it be allowed to

the

on the order and character of the
books, they would be as follows: (1) For B, (1) the Law,
Genesis, Exodus, Leviticus, Numbers, Deuteronomy.
(2)
indicate divisions based

Kingdoms

Historical books, Josh., Jud., Ruth,

Ezra

icles 2,

Song,

the

Tobit.

Job,

(5)

4,

Chron-

(3) Poetical books, Psalms, Prov., Ecc.,
Wisdom, Sirach.
(4) Esther, Judith,

2.

The

xii,

Isaiah, Jeremiah, Baruch,

Lamenta-

tions, Epistle, Ezek., Dan.
(2) For S, (a) the Law, of
which, however, only Genesis and Numbers remain,
(b).

Historical books, of which remain Chronicles, Ezra-Neh.,

Esther, Tobit, Judith, and four of Maccabees,

books,

Isa., Jer.,

Lam.,

Obad., Jonah,

Joel,

The

Zeph., Hag., Zech., Malachi.

(c) Proph.

Nahum, Hab.,

other books have been

(d). Poetical books, Psalms, Prov., Ecc.,

destroyed,

Wisdom,

Song

For A, (a) the Law,
Genesis of the World, Exodus from Egypt, Lev., Num.,
Deut. (b). Historical books, Josh., Judges, Ruth, Kings 4,

of Songs,

Sirach, Job.

(3).

Chron. 2. (3). Prophets 16, the Twelve, Isa., Jer., Baruch,
Lam., Epis., Jer., Ezek., Daniel, (d). Esther, Tobit, Judith,

Ezras

a,

Ezras

b,

terion, Job, Prov.,

mon.

(all that
2,

remain),

Esdras

.

(e). Poetical books, Psal-

Songs, Wisdom, Sirach, Psalms of Solo-

For Bas.-Ven. (a)

(4).

Chron.

Maccabees 4

(b). Josh.,
2,

Law, Lev. Num. Deut.
Ruth, Judges, Kingdoms 4,
the

Esther (lacuna),

(c). Poetical books,

(d).
(Psalms), Job, Prov., Ecc., Song, Wisdom, Sirach.
Prophetical books, the Twelve, Isa., Jer., Bar., Lam., Ezek.,

Maccabees 4.
make, or imply, the following divisions: (1). Melito: Law 5, History 5-9, Poetry 5,
Prophecy 5, Others 1. (2). Origen: Law 5, History 6-1 1,
(e). Tobit, Judith,

Daniel,
10.

The

Poetry
5,

4,

principal Greek

Prophecy

History 6-1

Cyril:

Law

5,

1,

4,

lists

Others

Poetry

5,

1-2.

(3). Athanasius:

Prophecy

History 6-12, Poetry

5,

Others
Prophecy

5,

Law

5.

(4).

5.

(5).
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Epiphanius a:

Prophecy
5, Poetry

5,
5,

5,

History

3,

Poetry
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History 2-6,

5,

Others 2-3, Extra 2. (6). Epiphanius b: Law
Hagiographa 5, Prophecies 5, Others 2', Extra

Law

Psalms 1, History 2-6, Solomon’s Works, Prophecies 5, Others 2-3. (8).
Gregory Naz. History 12, Poetry 5, Prophecy 5.
(9).
Amphilochius Law 5, History 6-1 1, Poetry 5, Prophecy 5,
Proverbs 2, Extra: Esther. (10). Pseudo-Chrysostom:
Octateuch, History 2-5, Admonitory 4, Prophecy 16, Extra 2. (11). Synopsis: Octateuch; History 12, Solomon 4,
Prophecies 12, Major Prophets 4. Extra Wisdom of Jesus
ben Sirach. (12). Dialog. Tim. et Aquila: Mosaic Pentateuch, History 5, Poetry 4, Prophecy 6, Additional 2.

2.

(7). Epiphanius c:

5,

History

3,

:

:

Extra 3.
Proverbs

(13). Junilius: Histories xvii, Prophecies xvii,
ii
(Additional ii), Dogmatics i.
(14). Pseudo-

Law

Athanasius:

Histories 7-1 1, Poetry

5,

5,

Prophets

xii,

Four others besides=the Major Prophets, Beside these, viii
books.
The Historical Books 12, the
(15). Leontius:
Prophetical 5, the Paranetic, 4(5 ?). ( 16). John of Damascus:

First Pentateuch, or

Nomothesia; Second Pentateuch,

or Hagiographa; Third Pentateuch, or the Poetical Books,

Fourth Pentateuch, or the Prophetical. Others 2. Extra:
(17). Nicephorus: Law 5, History 6-10, Poetical
Prophetical
Antilegomenoi
8-10.
6.
(18). Ebedyesu
5,

Two.

:

Law

5,

History

cal 5,

Moses, Historical
Cod. Baroc.
Prophetical

:

Law

5, Historical 7-1

5.

(20). Apostolic Canons:

14,

Poetical

Prophetical

The Wisdom

Prophets 16, Others

Poetical 7,

6,

(19). Canons of Laodicea:

5,

Prophetical

of the very learned Sirach.

Law
16,

.

.

5,
.

6-9.

(22).

Five of

5.

Extra:

(21). List in

Historical 4-9, Poetical

Extra

1,

12.

Poeti-

5,

Hilary:

Esdras,

Five

books of Moses, Histories 6-9, Poetical 4, Prophets 12.
Six other prophets, among which are included Lamentations

and Epistle of Jeremiah, Job, and Esther. Extra 2. (23).
Ruffinus: Five books of Moses, Historical 6-10, Prophets
Extra: 5-8.
(24). Augustine: Histories
5, Poetical 5.
16-22, Prophecies 22.

(25). Innocent

I.:

Five books of
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Moses, Historical 4-7, Prophets 16, Books of Solomon 5,
Psalter, Histories 7-10.
Books of
(26). Pseudo-Gelasius
Moses 5, Historical 4-8, Prophets 16, Chronicles 1-2, Poeti:

Likewise, histories 5-6.

cal 6.
5,

Historical

Poetical

3-7,

Law

(27). Cassiodorus:

Prophets

6,

Others 6-8.

16,

Five books of Moses, Historical 10-15,

(28). Isidorus:

Prophets 22 (including the 5 poetical books). (29). MomHeptateuch ( ?), Historical 15, Major Pro-

msen’s List:
phets
5,

4,

Prophets

Histories

7,

12.

(30).

Poetry

ing Job and Esther).
5,

Codex Claromontanus

:

Historical 13, Prophetical 16, Davidic

Esdras=

xliii

5,

Solomonic

3,

Law

5,

(32). Council of Carthage:

books.

Histories 5-9, Poetry

A

Law

:

Prophets 16, Additional 8 (includLaw
(31). Liber Sacramentorum

6,

7,

Prophets

16.

Others

5-7.

review of the testimony just given will show that only

one witness puts the book of Daniel under any other headThis witness is the Baba

ing than that of the Prophets.
Bathra, a

by the

work not written

till

about A.D. 200, and deemed

critics as so unreliable that

they reject

all

that

it

says in the immediately succeeding context about the writers of the various

witnesses
sources

who

books of the Old Testament. All of the
their information from Jewish

derived

antedating

Prophets,

—

Philo,

this

time,

place

Daniel

among

the

Matthew, Luke, Josephus, and Melito.
studied with the Jewish Rab-

Even Origen and Jerome who

bis of their time, place Daniel

among

the Prophets.

It is

proper, therefore to conclude that the fact that the later

Jews placed Daniel among the Hagiographa has nothing to
do with the questions of its canonicity and date.
Having thus considered the main charge against the early
date of the book of Daniel based upon its position in the
present Hebrew Bibles, I shall next devote myself to some
subsidiary questions more or less relevant to the main
charge, and which the critics bring forward to support it.
The late Dr. Driver says, that “the age and authorship
of the books of the Old Testament can be determined (so
far as this is possible) only upon the basis of the internal
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evidence-supplied by the books themselves, by methods such

employed

as those

in the present

dence worthy of credit
true,

it

sidered

46
exists .”

volume; no external
If this proposition

evi-

were

might be well to ask why, then, Dr. Driver connecessary to present eleven pages of historical and

it

philological reasons, alleged to be derived from, or sup-

ported by, evidence external to Daniel, in order to show
that

it

could not have been written in the sixth century B.C.

The most admirable thing about Dr. Driver, and that which
gained for him his exalted position in the scholarly world,,
was the masterly manner with which he essayed to support
his

judgments based upon the internal evidence of a book

by evidence external to the book
in the case of Dr.

see

m

and external evidence as
confirm their

ought to

to

way

the

to pervert

Canon

and date of Daniel

own

What, I

Driver and his followers,

to seek in every possible

to the canonicity

itself.

is
t

object to
that they

he internal

in general,

and as

in particular, so as to

preconceived opinion as to what they

For as to the internal evidence, no one can
the book of Daniel claims on the face of it to

be.

doubt that
be genuine.

It

make known

purports to

to us the deeds of

Daniel and his three companions and the visions of the

named.

It relates itself to

last

the history of the sixth century

B. C.
That it is full of alleged miracles and of accurate
and detailed predictions, is not internal evidence against its
historicity or date; for the histories of the

Old and

New

Testaments, as well as those of Ashurbanipal, Nabunaid,
and Alexander, are full, also, of alleged miracles and
predictions.

The only thing

the internal testimony at

testimony by means of
relevant and available.

for us to do

its

all

is

to recognize

face value and to test this

the external evidence that

is

In the case before us, the specific

made, that the book of Daniel cannot be genuine,
because the book itself claims to be, in large part at least,

charge

a

is

work from

the sixth century B.C., whereas

**
See the Introduction to the Introduction
Old Testament, p. xi.

to

its

position in

the Literature of the

,
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Canon

the

indicates that

it

cannot have been written be-

fore the second century B.C.

To

support this charge,

it is

Old Testament which in our
called the Prophets, embracing

alleged that the part of the

present

only

Hebrew

Joshua,

Ezekiel,

Bibles

is

Samuel,

Judges,

Kings,

Isaiah,

and the twelve Minor Prophets,

—eight

Jeremiah,

books

according to the reckoning of the ancient authorities

all

was canonized and

Now,

since

all

closed

at,

in

—

or before, the year 200 B.C.

admit that the Prophetical books were

canonized before 200 B.C., and called the Prophets, the
only question at issue
the

word “closed”

is

as to the correctness of the use of

as applied to the books called Prophets.

books named in
Baba Bathra were then canonized, and called Prophets, and
that afterwards no book, or part of a book, was ever added
to, or taken away from, the eight that were thus canonized
and named Prophets? If this can be proven it would have
to be admitted that the book of Daniel cannot have been
among them. If, on the other hand, it can be shown by
external evidence, that the division of the Old Testament
Canon called the Prophets contained at an earlier time
than that at which the Baba Bathra was written more books

Is there evidence to prove that the eight

than the eight named in

For some reason,

have been one of these books.

may
known or

follows that Daniel

its list, it

unknown to us, it may have been removed from an earlier
position among its fellow prophets but the fact will be patent that its later position among the Hagiographa would not
;

indicate that the

book was not

in existence

before 200 B.C.

There are five prime witnesses, antedating the time at
which the first sketch of the Mishna was written, and they
all testify clearly that an eight-booked Canon of the Prophets

was not

in existence in the

time at which they wrote.

These witnesses are the Prologue to Ecclesiasticus, Philo,
Luke, Josephus, and Melito. I shall discuss them in the
order, Josephus, Luke, Philo, the Prologue to Ecclesiasticus,
and Melito.
Josephus

is

the principal witness, because he states ex-

pressly that the

Jews had only twenty-two canonical books.
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twenty-two books he specifies five as constituting
and four as containing “hymns to God and precepts for the conduct of human life’’.
These last were

the

his

Law

probably the Psalms, Proverbs, Ecclesiastes, and the Song

This would leave Joshua, Judges, Samuel, Kings,
Ezra-Nehemiah, Chronicles, Esther, Job, Isaiah, Jeremiah,

of Songs.

Ezekiel, Daniel, and the
thirteen others,

Nehemiah

Twelve Minor Prophets,

—he having counted Ruth

as one with Ezra,

ing to Jeremiah.

as the

as part of Judges,

and Lamentations as belong-

Job was accounted a prophetical book,

Ben Sira, xlix. 9.
Now, whatever may

as in

be thought about the opinion of

Josephus about the time when the
books was written, seeing that

last

this

of the prophetical

opinion

is

expressed

about events which happened 500 years before his time,
there is no reason to doubt that in telling of the number and
divisions of the books held sacred by the Jews of his time,
no witness could possibly be better. For he was a priest
of the royal Asinonean line, educated in all the wisdom of
the innermost circles of Jewish scholarship, possessed of the
official Temple copy of the original Hebrew Scriptures,
which had been taken from the Temple and presented to
him by Titus himself. He certainly would not in a contro-

versial treatise, like that against Apion,

where he challenges

the world to dispute his statements and constantly appeals
to written

documents and

to

the

opinions of the contemporary Jews,

acknowledged current

—he

certainly

would not

have dared to divide the books of the Jews as he does, unless that division was the one accepted by the learned

And

Jerusalem scholars of his day.

in this

division he

certainly places Daniel in the second of the three divisions,

which embraced

all

the books

except the

Law and

the

Poetical books.

The next Jewish testimony

is

that of

Luke

xxiv. 44,

where Jesus is represented as saying, “All things must be
ifulfilled, which are written in the Law of Moses, and in
the Prophets, and in the Psalms, concerning me”.
This
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passage from Luke’s Gospel

I

am

not introducing in evi-

dence as the infallible statement of an inspired book, nor
as having back of

it

the authority of an infallible man, nor

even as having ever been said by Jesus at all; but simply
as an ordinary statement of the writer of this book, called
the Gospel of Luke.
that

this

A.D.

70.

It is

admitted by

the leading critics

all

book was written before or about the year

47

And no

text

is

better supported than that of this

verse.

What,

then, does this verse prove?

It

proves that in the

time when Luke wrote, the Jews divided the books of the

Old Testament into three parts, the Law, the Prophets, and
Everyone admits that by Law the five books
the Psalms.
of Moses are meant. In view of the statement of his contemporary, Josephus, it would be most natural to suppose
that by Psalms he means what Josephus includes in his
third

division,

that

is,

the books called by

Proverbs, Ecclesiastes, and

Song

would be included the other

there

Josephus embraces
course, Daniel.

his

in

us,

Psalms,

of Songs. In the Prophets,
thirteen books

which

second division, including, of

That the writer of Matthew’s Gospel,

also,

among the prophets is supported by
where we read of “the abomination of deso-

considered Daniel to be

Mt. xxiv.
lation,

15,

spoken of by Daniel the prophet”.

Dr. Driver, in his discussion of the

Canon

in the

opening

chapter of his Literature of the Old Testament, as well as in
his chapter in the same volume on the book of Daniel,
studiously avoids

all

reference to this testimony of the

New
ers

Testament books to the opinions of the Hebrew writas to the Old Testament Canon. He appeals at length to

the Talmud, Josephus,

Book of Ezra;

New

Ben '^ira, 2 Maccabees, and the 4th

but passes by in silence the testimony of the

Testament, of Melito, and of

all

Christian writers!

One might understand
is

the motive for this in a Jew, but it
hard to understand what possible motive a Christian can

have
47

in thus

ignoring the testimony of writings whose date

McClymont, Baird Lectures,

pp.

142

f.
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Mac-

certainly as determinable as that of 4th Ezra, 2

is

Talmud, and whose veracity

cabees, or the

as respects the

point here at issue can not be questioned.

Professor Cornill, indeed, goes one step farther than Dr.
Driver; for he says that “Jesus cannot be appealed to as
witness for the Old Testament Canon”. 48

This

means

If he

fusion of the point in discussion.

a con-

is

that

we

have no written testimony by Jesus Himself as to the Old
Testament Canon, no one has ever claimed as much. But
he means that

we have

and reliable testimony
as to what Jesus thought about the Old Testament Canon
than we have in regard to what other Jews of his time
thought, Josephus and the New Testament writers alone
if

excepted,

why

does he not state where

He

of none such.
lived

less direct

and moved

goes on to say,

it is

“He

found?

(i.e.,

know

I

Jesus) indeed

towards

in the holy literature of Israel,

which he did not take up any different position from that of
his

Jewish contemporaries, and,

in fact, in his

days almost

same books were counted as Holy Scriptures as are
found in our Old Testament”. 49 How does he know that
Jesus took up the same position as his contemporaries? He
can know it only from Josephus, Philo, and the New Testa-

the

ment, as far as contemporary written testimony
cerned; and, as

we have

ment both have three
Daniel

among

seen,

Josephus and the

divisions of the

the Prophets.

Jesus,

con-

is

New

Testa-

Canon and both place
therefore, must have

done the same, Professor Cornill himself being witness.
Professor Cornill proceeds further to state that “in fact
in his

days almost the same books were counted as Holy

Scripture as are found in our Old Testament”. 50

be readily admitted by

The only ground

all,

except for the

time between A.D. 70 and 100, expressed
48

Introduction,

p. 482.

Id., pp. 482, 483.

w Id.

p.

483.

will

for the insertion of this limiting particle

that the Sanhedrin, said to have been held at

49

This

word “almost”.
Jamnia
itself

at

in

is

some
favor
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of the canonicity of certain books whose right to a place in

Canon had been disputed. To which it may be said that
no contemporary testimony bears witness to any such Sanhedrin or to any such dispute.
Any knowledge that such a
Sanhedrin was ever held is due to a tradition among the
Jews first put in writing about A.D. 200. A writer who
ignores the testimony of Melito and Origen and subjects
to severe criticism the testimony of the New Testament
and Josephus, should not be so ready to accept an unwritten

the

tradition of the Jews!

But even granting that some books were disputed at A.D.
100, or at the time of Rabbi Akiba, at A.D. 135, or at any
other time,

let it

was not one of the
be remarked again that Ezekiel was

be remarked that Daniel

hooks disputed.

Let

it

one of the disputed books.
critics

If Ezekiel, a

book which

say was in the second part of the Canon,

which, they say was canonized by 200 B.C.,

all

—a

—could be

the

part
dis-

puted as late as A.D. 100, 300 years after it was canonized,
and 650 years after it was written, how does it follow that
the disputing of the canonicity of Esther, Ecclesiastes, and

Song of Songs shows in the opinion of the
they were written late? At any rate, how does
the

r

ing of one or

all

critics that

the disput-

of these books affect the canonicity of

Daniel, a book that, so far as

we know, was

never disputed ?

But not only was the book of Daniel not disputed, but
Daniel himself was held by Josephus to have had “strange
revelations

made

of the prophets”
of the

New

to
(

him and those

Antiq X.
.

x. 1. 7).

Testament, and from

Himself, Daniel was

as to one of the greatest

among

all

And

with the writers

accounts, with the

Lord

the greatest in his influence,

being referred to or cited by them more than a hundred
times.

The next Jewish testimony
to be

found

in Philo Judaeus,

to the

who

Old Testament Canon

is

flourished about' A.D. 40.

In describing the Therapeutae, he says that “they receive the

Law, and the Oracles uttered bv the Prophets, and the
hymns and the other (writings) by which knowledge and
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augmented and perfected”. 51 In this statement,
the hymns are evidently the Psalms, and the other writings
possibly Proverbs, Ecclesiastes, and the Song of Songs, corresponding to the “rules of life for men,” of Josephus.
At any rate, it seems certain that the only place for Danpiety are

in this list

iel

is

The fourth

among

direct

^

the Prophets.

Jewish witness to the three-fold divi-

Old Testament books is to be found in the Prologue to the Greek translation of Jesus ben Sira, made by his
grandson of the same name. This Prologue was most probsion of the

He

ably written in 132 B.C.

mentions the threefold division

three times. First, he says that

“many and

great things have

been delivered unto us by the law, the prophets, and the
other (books) which follow after them”.

Secondly, he says

that his grand-father Jesus had given himself to “the read-

ing of the law and the prophets and other ancestral books”
Thirdly, he speaks of “the law

itself,

and the prophets, and

the rest of the books”.

Since he intimates nothing as to the character of the con-

and third parts nor as

tents of the second

books

in

each,

it

is

where he may have put Daniel.
placed

it

to the

It

seems

likely that

he

in the second division rather than in the third,

view of the fact that the next witnesses

in

number of

simply a matter of conjecture as to

in point of time

and perhaps the writer of
the Martyrdom of Isaiah), all put it there; and further,
in view of the fact that never till the Talmudical period do
we find Daniel placed anywhere else.
(that

is,

Philo, Luke, Josephus,

Certainly, at least,
critics to force

The

when

was written from 200 to 500 years
this Prologue was written.
witness

fifth first-class

about A.D. 180.

at

will permit the

Daniel into the third division on the ground

of testimony which

than the time

no laws of evidence

He

is

later

Melito, bishop of Sardis

says that he desired to

make an
num-

accurate statement of the ancient book as regards the
ber and order of the books and that
/

sl

De

Vita Content plativa,

ii,

475

;

when he had gone

vd. Budde,

Kanon,

p. 56.

to
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come to the place where the things (recorded
them) were preached and done, he learned accurately the
books of the Old Testament and sent the names of them in
a letter to his friend Onesimus.
In the list of these names

the East and
in

he gives the Prophets as consisting of the following

Isaiah,

:

Jeremiah, the Twelve, Daniel, Ezekiel (and) Esdras.

Some doubt may

be

felt as to

whether he meant to put

Esdras among the Prophets; but there can be none as to
because

Daniel,

it

precedes Ezekiel.

Further,

it

will

be

noted that Melito does not put Joshua, Judges, Samuel, and

Kings among the Prophets; but puts them, followed by
Chronicles, after the Pentateuch and before the Psalms of
David.
It is scarcely possible, in view of his deliberate
and voluntary statement that he had carefully investigated
as to the number and order of the books, that he would have
intentionally made a false list of them, especially in view
of the fact that such a falsehood could so easily have been

We

exposed.

are justified, therefore, in concluding that

at his time there

books
in

was

either

in the division of the

holding that

it

no fixed order and number of

Prophets; or that,

if

there were,

was afterwards changed.

All the direct evidence, then, that precedes the year 200

A.D., supports the view that Daniel was in the earliest
times

among

ported by
is

later

all

the Prophets.

Further, this conclusion

the direct evidence outside the

than A.D. 200.

Thus Origen,

at

is

sup-

Talmud, which
A.D. 250, and

Jerome, at A.D. 400, both of whom were taught by Jewish
Rabbis and claim to have gained their information from

among

the Prophets and sepa-

rate the strictly prophetical books

from those which are

Jewish sources, put Daniel

more properly
And,

called historical.

Greek uncials and the Greek and Latin
placing Daniel among the Prophets and

lastly, all the

fathers, unite in
in separating the

Nor can

Prophets from the Historical Books.

was
impugned on

the view that Daniel

Prophets be successfully

originally

the

among

the

ground that other

testimony, mostly late and indirect, indicates the contrary.
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Appeal has frequently been made
assembly of Rabbis held

at
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Sanhedrin or

to the

Jamnia some time between A.D.

70 and 100, as having first settled authoritatively for the
Jews the extent of their Canon. This testimony, however,
is rendered less valuable owing to the fact that it is not contemporaneous, i.e., we have no written records referring to
any such Sanhedrin going back beyond the two tractates of
the Mishna called Yadaim and Idayot, which were written
about 200 A.D.
However, admitting that the testimony is
genuine, what does it prove ?
Simply that certain books had
a right to be held as canonical.
These books were Ezekiel,
Proverbs, Esther, Ecclesiastes, the

and Ruth.

With regard

used with respect to
;

Song of Songs, Jonah,

Jonah no technical phrase is
Ezekiel and Proverbs, the question was
to

whether they should be hidden; with regard to the four
others, whether they defiled the hands.
With regard to the

meanings of these two terms, the following may be said.
First, Genas, in the technical sense in which it is used in the
discussion of the Canon, means “to withdraw from use”. 52
“The Talmudical view is that canonical books may not be
‘hidden’, for this

is

really offensive”.

53

only done in the case of books which are

The books which

the Rabbins ‘hide’

( genaz ) are always such the contents of which were

garded as objectionable, that

would be

inapplicable

if

is,

heretical”.

54

applied to the books of

re-

The word
the Hebrew

Canon, or to the books of the Apocrypha”. 55
Secondly, with regard to the phrase, “defile the hands”,
the author accepts the definition of this term given by Professor Robertson

Smith and elaborated by Professor Karl

work entitled, Der Kanon des A.T., (p. 3-6).
Professor Budde first rejects the opinion of Buhl that it
was meant by this phrase to guard against the profane use

Budde

in his

of worn-out (abgenutzte)
“See
63

Oesterly,

Id.,

p.

p.

185.

"Id.,

p.

185.

184.

The Books

rolls

of the Scriptures; and the

of the Apocrypha,

p.

183.

—
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opinion of Strack and others that by this phrase

Holy

that the

it

was meant

Scriptures, as unclean, should always be kept

apart so as not to be exposed to

harm

from touchand the opin-

resulting

ing consecrated corn or from eating by mice

;

ion of Geiger, that holy books written upon the skin of unclean animals were alone to be declared unclean.

“All such

Yad. III. 4,
decided whether the mar-

explanations’’, says he, “are contradicted by

where the question especially is
gins and back sides of the rolls made the hands unclean.
In

these explanations, this question

all

is

deserves to be noticed rather, that to the

never raised.

It

Holy Scriptures

alone tradition ascribes a rendering of the hands unclean,'

touch making necessary a ritual washing of the

their

The Pharisees (under

hands”.

protest

from the Saddu-

cees) 5G attributed to the holy books such a high degree of
holiness that

whoever touched them dared Hot touch other

things before he had observed the same ritual hand-wash-

ing as
tive

term for

ness”.

The

he had touched something unclean.

if

this

kind of uncleanness of the hands

correlais

holi-

“In accordance with this view, the Old Testament

Mishna ‘the holy books’ or ‘books of
holiness’
“For these two attributes, holiness and uncleanness of the hands, are expressed at the same time and indeed only of a wholly limited number of writings, that is,
books are called

in the

;

”.

the canonical”. 57

See also Dr. Oesterley’s discussion of this term

Books of

filement arose

from the

fact

in

The

“Dethat the canonical books were

the Apocrypha, pp. 175-182,

where he

says.

and holy things defiled by touching them. Compare
Lev. x. 10, where holy=unclean. According to Lev. xvii.
Aaron washed after coming out of the most holy place and
‘holy’,

taking off his holy garments.

So

since sacredness

was im-

puted to the canonical books, contact with them necessitated
a washing of the hands and therefore anyone who touched
;

a sacred book was said to be defiled.”
66

Yadayim,

iv.

6.

Cf. Yadayim,

iii.

5.

Cf.
57
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It is
(

i )
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that only the

Talmud

Aramaic part of Daniel

as defiling the hands,

it

is

spoken of in the

being taken for granted

Hebrew

portion did; (2) that the Aramaic portions
of Ezra are said in the same passage to defile the hands;
that the

(3) that Ezekiel, one of the Major Prophets and one cited
already as a prophet by Jesus ben Sira, was disputed; (4)
that Jonah, one of the Twelve, a portion of the

Canon recog-

nized again by Jesus ben Sira, was possibly another one thus

disputed; (5) that Proverbs, which all authorities acknowledge to have been one of the four books of Josephus’ third

and also to have been used by Ben Sira, is another
of them; and (6) that Ruth, the composition of which
Cornill puts in the time of Ezra-Nehemiah, is also disputed.
division,

So, then, the fact that the right of a book to a place in the

Canon was disputed by some Jewish
that

it

even of Ben Sira, the
they

all

scholars does not prove

had not been received as canonical before the time
critics

themselves being judges; for

place Ezekiel and nearly

all

place Jonah, in the sec-

ond, or prophetical division, which they state to have been

“closed” about 200 B.C.
right to be in the
it

And,

Canon was

if this

disputed,

be so of books

whose

how much more must

be true of a book like Daniel where right to be in the

Canon was never
Again, there

is

denied.

certain evidence in

I

Maccabees,

also, that

Daniel existed before the time of the Maccabees. For from
II, 51-60, we learn, (1) that the
author supposes that the story of Daniel and his three com-

the speech given in chapter

panions was

known

Jews before the rebellion under
(2) That he considered Daniel
and his companions to be as historical as Abraham, Joseph;
Phinehas, Joshua, Caleb, David, and Elijah.
(3) That a
writer who was almost certainly a contemporary of most of
the events that he narrates would scarcely have treated the
information of a book of fiction written in his own age (i.e.,
if we date Daniel in 164-5 B.C., and 1 Maccabees between
125 and 100 B.C.) as affording a fitting climax for a stirring
to the

the Maccabees commenced.
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exhortation such as Mattathias

The

compatriots.

said to have

is

made

to his

writer must have believed that the stories

of the fiery furnace and the lions’ den were

merely to Mattathias but to those

whom

known not
As

he addressed.

was made in the year 169 B.C., it is evident that
the stories must have been in existence long enough to have
been learned by Mattathias and his followers and also to
have been accepted by them as true histories of what had
occurred.
Otherwise, to have placed the reference to them
in the climax of his address would have weakened and made
this address

ineffective the force of his

To

reference to Daniel

is

withstanding that this

by the

argument.

use a phrase of Mr. Bevan’s

critics to

to be
first

it is marvelous that no
met with in 1 Maccabees. Notbook of Maccabees is supposed

have been written

time for the con-

at this

and sympathetic

solation of the Jewish patriots, this exact

narrative never so

much

as alludes, except in the passage

The
book of Daniel or its author
mention the writer of Daniel might be pardoned,

cited above, to either the

failure to

!

inasmuch as he evidently intended that

his

work should be

accepted as a production of the supposititious Daniel,

he so often represents as speaking

Whether

it

was originated

century B.C.,

it

is

in

the

first

in the sixth or in the

whom

person.

second

remarkable, however, that the writer of

Second Maccabees takes no notice of
First Maccabees cites

it

but once.

it,

It is

and the writer of

another remarkable

fact that First Maccabees mentions no divisions of the Old
Testament Canon except the Law.
Next, the Epistle of Aristeas, which was written about

200 B.C., shows no knowledge on the part of the author of
any divisions of the Old Testament except the Law. This
bears upon the controversy about Daniel only in so far as
it shows that the omission of all references to books of the
Old Testament and to persons and events mentioned in them
does not prove that the author who fails to mention them

was not cognizant of
not actually exist.

their existence, or that the

books did
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Again, the greatest of Jewish extra-canonical writings

known

to us, coming from pre-Maccabean times, is the
book of Ecclesiasticus by Jesus ben Sira. The prologue to
this work, written by a second Jesus ben Sira, the grandson

of the

first,

has already been considered.

In the original

work itself, we have a direct reference once to the Law of
Moses (xxiv. 23), and many statements which show a
knowledge of

its

contents.

whom

Many

of the heroes of Israelit-

in his song of
whose merits are depicted in the
Law. As to the prophetical books he shows his knowledge
of the book of Joshua in his account of Joshua and Caleb
(xlvi. 1-10), refers to Judges (xlvi. 11, 12), to Samuel the
prophet (xlvi. 13-20), to Nathan and David (xlvii. 1-11),
to Solomon (xlvii. 12-23), t0 Rehoboam and Jereboam the
son of Nebat (xlvii. 23), to Elijah (xlviii. 1-12), to
Elisha (xlviii. 12-14), to Hezekiah (xlviii. 17-22), to Isaiah

ish

history

the author celebrates

praise (xliv-1), are those

(xlviii.

20-25), to Josiah (xlix. 1-4), to Jeremiah (xlix.

7), to Ezekiel (xlix. 8), to Job (xlix. 9), to the

6,

Twelve

though he mentions none of them by name. Of
among the Hagiographa, he
mentions Job and Nehemiah and makes several citations
(xlix. 10),

the books afterwards classed

from the

parts of Chronicles

the parallels in Kings.
in xlix. 14,

Nowhere

He

which are not found among

probably refers, also, to Ezra

and possibly to Daniel
in Ecclesiasticus

in xlix. 10.

do we find any knowledge of a

Old Testament; nor
any intimation that the division of the Prophets had been
closed; nor any indication, except perhaps in his use of the
Law, of his having considered some books more sacred than
others.
Besides, he elaborates the praises of Simon the
High Priest more than those of any of the great men of
Israel whose records are found in the books of the Old Testament Canon. It is a remarkable fac tthat he does not pay
any regard to the great men who had exercised their functions outside the bounds of the land of Israel, such as Jonah
In
at Nineveh, Daniel in Babylon, and Mordecai in Persia.
threefold, or fourfold, division of the

;
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speaking of Abraham, he does not refer to his coming out
of

Ur

of the Chaldees, nor to his visit to Egypt.

In speaking of Jacob, Joseph, and Aaron, he says nothing of the
land of Egypt; nor does he intimate that Moses had ever

been in Egypt, saying simply of the wonderful deeds done
by him there, that “God gave him might in terrible wonders”,

and that “through the word of

signs to happen quickly, and caused

the king”.

Of

all

him

mouth he caused

to be strong before

the foreign kings mentioned in the Old

Testament, he refers to but two
to Sennacherib.

his

As

—once

far as Daniel

and the foreign kings among

whom

is

to

Pharaoh and once

concerned, therefore,

he labored,

it is

entirely

harmony with the plan of the work of Ben Sira, that no
one of them should be noticed. This silence does not show
It was simply his
that Ben Sira did not know about them.
determination to ignore them. Whether the books containing mention of one or all of them were among those deemed
in

canonical by the Jews of his time, does not appear in any

suggestion of his work.

It

will be

noted especially that

Ben
Job a prophet (xlix. 8), and that he places
him between Ezekiel and the twelve Minor Prophets.
Sira calls

Another piece of circumstantial evidence with regard to
the Old Testament Canon is to be found in the second chapter of Second Maccabees, where the author quotes a letter
written in 124 B.C. as saying that Jeremiah the prophet
gave them that were carried away the Law, charging
them not to forget the commandments of the Lord, and
exhorting them that the Law should not depart from their
hearts and speaking of the things that were reported in
and commentaries
the writings (or official archives)
(or memoirs) of Xehemiah; and how he, founding a library,
gathered together the books of the Kings and the Prophets
(Syr. “those of the Kings and those of the Prophets), and
those of David, and the epistles of the Kings concerning the
holy gifts (Gk. anathemata; Syr. “offerings and sacrifices”)
and that Judas in like manner gathered together all the
things that had escaped (Syr. “had been scattered”), on ac-
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we had and

count of the wars which

Further

:

in chapter xv. 9,

Judas Maccabeus

won

still

with

us.

represented

is

Law

and the Prophets,
mind of the battles which they

as comforting the people out of the

and with putting them

they are
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in

afore.

This book of Second Maccabees was probably written
sometime in the first century B.C. and professes to be an
epitome of an earlier work by Jason of Cyrene, unfortunately lost, but to which the author of the epitome attributes
an exact handling in a work of five books of every particular of the

wars of the Maccabees.

The author of

contained in 2 Maccabees seems

this letter

to have divided the

Jewish literature of Nehemiah’s time

to five or six parts, (1) the

Law, (2)

in-

the books concerning

Kings and Prophets, (3) the memoirs of Nehemiah, (4) the
epistles of the Kings, and (5) the books of David.
The
the
Kings
version
separates
(which
it
renders
kingSyriac

doms) from

the Prophets, thus

these divisions, three

making

six divisions.

and four were added

in the

Of

time of

Nehemiah, and would be probably the subject-matter of our
books of Erza and Nehemiah. The books of David would

Luke calls the Psalms. If Daniel were anywhere in
any of these divisions, it would be in the second division of
the Greek text, and in the second of its two sub-divisions in
be what

the Syriac version, that

is,

which con-

in the sub-division

cerned the Prophets.
It is true

tions Daniel,

nor does he refer

if

to

This, however,

sons recorded in his book.
ordinary,

Maccabees never menany of the events or per-

that the author of 2

is

more extra-

the book of Daniel were written in the second

century B.C. than

if

it

had been composed four centuries

earlier.

The next Jewish witness
of Isaiah embedded in the
of Isaiah.

According to

was probably known
Hebrews, who seems

Canon is the Martyrdom
larger work called the Ascension
Prof. C. H. Charles, this work
to the

to the writer of the Epistle to the
to quote

from

it

in

Heb.

xi.

3 7.

If

;
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so,

it

In Book

have been written before A.D. 70.

will

21, 22, he speaks of the Psalms, which he

iv.

makes

to

58

of David and the Proverbs of Solwords of Korah, Ethan, and Asaph and proceeds to speak of the words of Amos, Hosea, Micah, Joel,
Nahum, Jonah, Obadiah, Habakkuk, Haggai, Zephaniah,
Zechariah, and Malachi, and of the words of Joseph the
59
and of the words of Daniel.
Just,
In this list, it will be observed that Daniel comes after
the Minor Prophets and not among the Hagiographa; also,
that the Twelve are arranged in an order not to be found
This unique arrangement shows
elsewhere in any source.
conclusively that the books of the Old Testament were not
fixed as to their positions when the book of the Ascension
of Isaiah was written.
include the Parables

omon and

the

;

Attention should be called also to three other items of
indirect evidence as to the

that to be derived

from

Old Testament Canon.

the end of most of the books of the Old Testament.
these notes

is

One

is

the Massoretic notes to be found at

usually one telling of the

Among

number of Sedarim,

is said to have 43
Exodus, 29; Leviticus, 23; Numbers, 32; Deuteronomy, 27
Joshua, 14; Judges, 14; First and Second Samuel together,
34; First and Second Kings, 35. So, the number of Sedarim

or sections, in each book. Thus, Genesis

;

68

word for psalms “mazameret” is clearly
Hebrew “miznor”. The words, parables and proverbs, in Charles version are translations of the same word “mesaleyata”
of the original, the equivalent of the Hebrew “meshalim”. While more
commonly used for the proverbs of Solomon, it is employed also in
In the Ethopic original, the

the equivalent of the

Psalms

xlix.

4 and

Ixxviii. 2,

and

in

Job xxvii.

1

and xxix.

1

in the

sense of ‘songs’, or ‘poems’.
59

Prof. Charles thinks that this probably refers to an extra-canonical

book of antichristian character. In connection with the name of Daniel,
it would be more natural to refer them to the well known Joseph of
Egypt, who like Daniel was a great interpreter of dreams.
One is
tempted to believe that the Ethiopic text has made a mistake of putting
Joseph for Job. In the book of Job, i. 1, Job is called “the just”. The
letters for s and b are almost exactly alike in Ethiopic.
If Job be the
true reading, he would be classed among the Prophets, as in Ecclesiasticus xlix. 9, in the Hebrew and Syriac recensions.
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given at the end of Isaiah, Jeremiah, Ezekiel, Daniel, Job,
Psalms, and Proverbs. The twelve Minor Prophets, Ezra

is

and Nehemiah, and First and Second Chronicles, have one
each between them. Now, of the five Megilloth, only Esther
and Ecclesiastes have a statement of their Sedarim. In the

Ruth and Lamentations, this was doubtless because
when the Sedarim were made and counted, the former was
As to the
still united to Judges and the latter to Jeremiah.
had
manner
Song of Songs, it would seem as if it in like
case of

been counted with Ecclesiastes

;

since the

Sedarim are given

The Talmud and all the ancient
but once for the two books.
lists except Augustine and Junilius place Ecclesiastes before
Augustine agrees with the Spanish and Masthe Song.

The
manuscripts in giving the opposite order.
manuscripts
French
printed Bibles follow the German and
soretic

in
is,

giving the order of their use in the yearly festivals, that
the

Song of Songs, Ruth, Lamentations,

Ecclesiastes,.

and

classification

Junilius has a singular division

Esther.

of his own into Historia, Prophetia, Proverbia, and Dogmatica; putting the Law, Ruth, Esther, and Job in the His-

Psalms in the Prophetia, the Song of Songs in
the Proverbia, and classing Ecclesiastes all by itself as Dogtoria, the

matica.

He

attempts apparently to arrange his so-called

Prophetia in a chronological order, resulting as follows
Psalms, Hosea, Isaiah, Joel, Amos, Obadiah, Micah, Nahum, Habakkuk, Zephaniah, Jeremiah, Ezekiel, Daniel,
Haggai, Zechariah, Malachi.
Since the arrangement is thus so obviously due to an
attempt to give a combined logical and chronological arrangement, his testimony on this point should be ruled out.

This will leave Augustine as the only ancient source placing
Ecclesiastes after the
Junilius, has

Song of Songs. But Augustine, like
all his own; for he divides all

an arrangement

the books into Historiae and Prophetae.
toriae,

he counts the

five

of the

Among

the His-

Law, Joshua, Judges, Ruth,

four of Kings, two of Chronicles, Job, Tobias, Esther,
Judith,

two of Maccabees, and two of Esdras.

Among

the

402
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Prophetae, he counts the Psalms, Proverbs, the Song of
Songs, Ecclesiastes, Wisdom, Ecclesiasticus, the Twelve

(Minor Prophets), and the four Major Prophets
der, Isaiah, Jeremiah, Daniel, Ezekiel.

It will

has invented an order for himself differing from

following the freedom of his

own

in the or-

be seen that he
all

others,

will without regard to

the authorities that preceded him.

Yet,

it

is

noteworthy

that the Massoretic and Spanish manuscripts have the

same

order as that of Augustine; and since the Massoretic manuscripts have transmitted to us the Massoretic notes, including the numbers of the Sedarim, the note giving the

of the Sedarim of the combined book

is

number

placed properly in

our Bibles after the book of Ecclesiastes.

The testimony of the Massoretic notes on the Sedarim
would indicate that these notes were made at a time when
the Jews still counted Ruth as a part of Judges and Lamentations as a part of Jeremiah; and also, that when they were
made, they counted Ecclesiastes and the Song of Songs as
one book. If Ruth and Lamentations could, after the time
when these notes were made, be separated from among the
Prophets, so also could Daniel and Esther be thus separated.

The evidence goes

to prove that the position

and divisions of

the books as at present constituted has nothing necessarily
to

do with their age and canonicity.

A

second piece of circumstantial evidence bearing upon

the date of Daniel

says that Daniel

is

may

that suggested by Mr.

Bevan when he

not have been admitted to the Canon

because no selection from

it

appears in the Haphtaroth, or

on Sabbaths and feast days in the Temple and
synagogues. It must be admitted that no selection from
Daniel is found in these lessons as read at present but this
is no proof that Daniel did not exist, or was not deemed a
prophet, when these selections were made.
For, first, no one knows when these selections were first
made and used. The earliest mention of their use is to be
found in Luke iv. 16, where it is said that Jesus read in
the synagogue on the Sabbath day the passage of Isaiah
lessons read

;
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God

is

upon me.” But, since the Jews of the first century A.D.
certainly acknowledged Daniel to be a prophet, they cannot
have failed to make a selection from his prophecy because
they did not consider him to be a prophet.
If, however, it be said that the selections from the Prophets must have been made long before the first century
A.D., I admit that they most probably were; but this is no
proof that the book of Daniel did not exist when they
were made, or that it was not then placed among the Prophets, or even that selections from it were not at that time
read in the synagogue services. For Biichler and others
have shown beyond a doubt that three times as many passages were once read as are read today, that the limiting of
the length to be read was late, and that passages from some
of the prophets from which there are at present no selections were once read. The evidence collected above goes to
show that only such sections were selected as magnified the
Law and the Sabbath and the nationalistic hopes and asMost of them have some readily
pirations of the Jews.
visible point of contact with the portion of the Law which
was to be read on the day for which the particular Haphtara
was selected. Thus at the feast of the passover, such portions of the prophetical books as Joshua v. 2-vi. 27 which
recounts the great passover at Gilgal, and 2 Kings
xxiii. 1-27 which tells of the great passover of Josiah,
were read. For Exodus xxv-xxx. 10, which gives the
plan of the tabernacle, or Exodus xxxv-xl, which give an
account of the completion of the tabernacle, the portions

chosen as Haphtaroth are from

For the passage, Ex. xxx.

1

Kings

11 following,

v. 26 to vii. 51.
which tells about

Haphtara is the account of
the controversy between Elijah and Ahab recorded in
1 Kings xviii. 1-39.
The account of the spies of Jericho
is read with Numbers xiii, which tells of the other spies
who were sent to spy out the land. The Haphtaroth, then,
were selected with a regard to the appropriateness of their

the golden calf, the appropriate
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contents for the occasion, and for the portion of the

Law

which they were meant to illustrate. Those who made the
selections were the judges of what they deemed to be appropriate.
Some of us might differ from these judges as
to the aptness of some of their selections.
We might even
go so far as to contend that some of their principles of selection were wrong.
We might have taken one from Haggai,

which they apparently did

We might have retained
which once were read from

not.

one, or more, of the portions

Zephaniah and Nahum, which the modern Hebrews have
rejected.
We might, possibly, have found some portion in
Daniel appropriate to be read, which they apparently did

But the fact remains that the selection of the
Haphtaroth had nothing to do with the age or canonicity of

not

find.

the books nor, as far as we know, with the position of a
book among the divisions of the Old Testament as they were
constituted at the time when these Haphtaroth were chosen.
Did Mr. Bevan ever attempt to select a few passages from
the book of Daniel which he thinks more appropriate for

reading

that

of the synagogue on any given ocany particular portion of the Law, than

in the services

casion, or along with

which as

a

matter of fact

is

now employed ?

I

for one

think that the Jews have done about the best that was possi-

harmony with the principles upon which they acted
making of their choice.
Further, it seems to me that what we have just learned

ble in

in the

about the Haphtaroth affords the best explanation possible

number of the books in the prophetical division from its earlier number as given by Josephus to the number as derived from the list of prophetical
books as given in the Mishna, that is, from 13 to 8. When
once the Haphtaroth had been selected, a reason would at
for the reduction of the

once be apparent

why

the books in which they were con-

tained should be put and kept together for readiness of

use in the services of the synagogue; just as in later times
the five Megilloth were put together for the
or,

as

in

the

modern Vienna

edition

same purpose,

of Adelbert della
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Torre,

we

find the

Hebrew Torah,

the

Targum
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of Onkelos,

Five Megilloth, and various prayers and comments

the

published in one volume, together with the appropriate

Haphtaroth.

Such considerations

as this last lead us naturally to the

evidence as to the divisions and arrangements of the Old

Testament books

know

to be derived

that ancient books

from

way

the

were written.

in

which we

In the pre-Christian

times books were written upon tablets of clay or stone, or

upon rolls of papyrus, or skin; so that instead of one book,
Old Testament contained from 22 to 39 books according
These
to the number of rolls upon which it was written.
books could be arranged in any order that suited the good
pleasure of their owner.
According to any system of arrangement, logical or chronological, the Law would naturally be put first but the lists show that even here Melito and
the

;

The

Leontius placed Numbers before Leviticus.

early edi-

tions of the printed Bible put the Megilloth immediately after the

cient

Law, though

lists,

either put

the Canon, or

all

the manuscripts, versions, and an-

them

all

together in the third part of

some among the Prophets, and some among

This will account, also, for the fact that
no two ancient sources agree as to the order of the books.
As the lists have been handed down to us, it would be imposthe Poetical books.

sible

for any one to say. where certain books might be

found.

Job, for example,

is

phanius (in one of his three

Law; whereas
of
all

all.

in the

Codex

placed by Cyril and by Epilists)

immediately after the

Sinaiticus,

it

is

the last book

Ruth, Lamentations, Chronicles, Esther, Psalms,

shift their positions according to the pleasure of the

owner, or the writer of the

list.

Some

books, never ac-

knowledged as canonical by the Jewish church, such as
Tobit, Judith, and Wisdom, became mingled in certain collections of private owners of religious literature with the
Holy Books, and in this manner probably they at first assumed a semi-canonical character, and were afterwards
listed

by their indiscriminating possessors

among

the can-

:
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In the case of Daniel, however,

onical books.
in all lists
ical

and sources,

in all ages,

books, and always in the ancient sources

Prophets, except in the

dist

it

is

found

always among the canon-

among

the

found in the Baba Bathra.

Conclusions

The evidence given above and

its

discussion permit only

of the following conclusions
1. That the position of a book in the Hebrew Canon
was not determined by the time at which it was written.
2. That the position of a book in the list of the Mishna,
or of the Hebrew manuscripts, versions, and editions, does
not determine the time at which it was admitted to the

Canon.
3.

That

Latin,

all

the earlier

Syriac, and

Hebrew

and

sources,

all

the Greek,

Armenian sources put Daniel among

the Prophets.
4.

That Daniel’s genuineness, or

its

right to be in the

Canon, was never disputed by the ancient Jews or Christians.
5.

That there

is

no external evidence, direct or

from the
Daniel was not composed

except the argument
that

silence
till

of

indirect,

Ecclesiasticus,

the time of the

Mac-

more than

offset

cabees.
6.

That the

by the

silence of Ecclesiasticus is

silence of First

and Second Maccabees, and of

all

other sources, as to the origination of any such book, or
the existence of the author of any such book, at the time

of the Maccabees.
7.

That there

is

no

direct evidence of the existence of a

threefold division earlier than the prologue of Jesus ben
Sira, written in 132 B.C.

That the absence of any selection from Daniel in the
Haphtaroth does not prove that the book of Daniel was
not in existence, or acknowledged as canonical, when the
Haphtaroth were chosen.
9. That Daniel was always considered by Josephus, and
8.
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by the writers of the

and that

his

New
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Testament, to be a prophet,

book was placed by the same authorities among

the prophetical books.
10.

Daniel

That

all

among

the early

Hebrew

which place
Mishna in hold-

authorities

the Prophets, agree with the

ing to a threefold division of the Canon.

That the testimony that we possess does not show
Canon was closed before the
books of the third part were all written.
12. That the assumption that the division of the Hebrew
11.

that the second part of the

Canon called the Prophets in our present
Hebrew Bible was doubtless formed prior
rapha,

is

unfounded, inasmuch as there

this division as

it is

now made was

second century A.C.
13.

That

all

is

editions of the
to the

Hagiog-

no evidence that

in existence before the

\

witnesses agree in putting the

Law

first;

and that Melito and Leontius alone change the order of
the books of the

Law,

in that they put

Numbers before

Leviticus.

That not one of the ancient witnesses puts the five
Megilloth together, not even the Talmud.
15. That in nearly all the lists, the five poetical books
14.

are placed together.
16.

That

the

only great difference of

order between

and Josephus, representing the earliest Hebrew arrangement, and the early Christian lists, arises
from the fact that the former put the poetical books at the
end, whereas the latter usually place them before the sixPhilo, Luke,

teen books of the Prophets.
17.

That the books of the Old Testament Canon were

never authoritatively and fixedly arranged in any specific
order, either by the Jews, or by the Christians.
18.

That the order

|ias

nothing to do with the canonicity,

nor necessarily even with the date of a book.
19. That length, supposed authorship, subject-matter,
and convenience, as well as the material upon which a book
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was

written,

were the potent factors

in all the ancient ar-

rangements of the books.
20.

That

since the modern Jews have changed the poRuth, Lamentations, and Esther, to suit their con-

sition of

venience in the public service, there

is

every reason to be-

book of the Prophets was collected
together into one for the same reason; and that the omislieve that their so-called

sion of Daniel

with

its

from

this collection

had nothing to do

either

age or canonicity, but simply with the fact that

it

was not employed in these public services.
21. That all the testimony that the ancient Jewish and
Christian sources give, bearing upon the time of the composition of the Old Testament books, is consentient in
granting the claims of the books themselves as to their hisgenuineness, and authority.
That the determining factor in the canonization of
a book was its supposed age and author, and its agreement with the Law.
23. That in accordance with these rules Ecclesiasticus,
Tobit, Maccabees, and other apocryphal books were rejected from the Canon.
24. That those who rely upon documentary evidence,
toricity,

22.

cannot escape the conclusion that the indictment against the

Book

of Daniel on the ground that

Prophets
ity

is

false

;

and that

it

is

in so far as the

not

among

the

age and canonic-

of the book of Daniel are assailed on the ground of

position in the Canon, the old view stands approved.

Princeton.

Robert Dick Wilson.

its

PHILOSOPHY AND THE PROBLEM OF
REVELATION
1

It
its

has been supposed since modern philosophy began that

independence of Christian theology was absolute and

final

;

that

no union of

this

theology with other sciences was

which would oblige philosophy to take account of
any data exhibited by this particular science. Robert Flint
has said that “the fusion of theology and philosophy was the2
possible

distinctive feature of mediaeval

Christendom

;

their separa-

marked characteristic of modern ChristenEven when both have been occupied with religious

tion has been a

dom.

inquiries

and thoughts of God, they have kept apart; they

have often codperated but seldom commingled.”

And

yet

was not a confusion of the two domains in science.
Philosophy was subordinated to the
service of theology, but had its own distinct place and function as a natural theology complemental to revealed, and
the scholastic fusion

much

else.

In fact, as Flint has said in another place:

“The separation of
tually the work of

much emphasized

natural and revealed theology
the scholastics.”

in the treatise

Historians of philosophy often

The

was

distinction

vir-

was

Raymond of Sebonde
make this total separation
by

.

of philosophy from dogmatic theology the most distinctive

mark of modern philosophy properly
this separation
all

so called, and identify

with the emancipation of philosophy from

authority but that of reason.

Bacon himself emphasizes in the strongest way the isolation of what was called revealed theology by including all
other sciences in philosophy, and then setting philosophy
over against this form of theology as making the two chief
divisions of all science.
He had no hostility to theology,
and was better versed in it than many professional theol1

This

article is in

on Charles WoodReview, October, 1914.
on “Theism”, and “Natural Theology”,

direct sequence to the article

ruff Shields, published in this
3

See

Flint’s

two

articles

Encycl. Brit., 9th edition.
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Henry

ogians.

philosophy

ology .” 3

B. Smith speaks of

better

is

known

than his

“Lord Bacon, whose
more profound the-

Unhappily, in these days, his philosophy

more often misjudged than understood.
garded as science

in its

itself is

Philosophy he

re-

most universal form, and Christian
its most transcendental form;

theology as valid science in

but the two were kept severely apart, because their combi-

nation had involved some serious abuses.

The

breach, thus

begun, was deepened by Hobbes and Descartes, and has

grown wider

to this day.

Theologians themselves have commonly accepted

this

Drummond says
own estimate. It

that

isolation

of theology,

and Henry

“Science has taken theology at

The

thing apart.

its

world

spiritual

is

is

a

not only a different

world, but a different kind of world, a world arranged on a
totally different principle,

scheme .” 4

under a different governmental

This certainly was not the conception enter-

tained by Bishop Butler, nor by

ogians but
;

it

some other great

has been widely entertained.

theol-

Drummond

then

says that “the facts of the spiritual world are as real to

thousands as the facts of the natural world, and more

real

But he supposes that theology has never
facts the conception of law which alone makes

to hundreds.”

applied to

its

Yet, hopeful of the future, he says again

science possible.

that “as the highest of the sciences, theology, in the order

of evolution, should be the last to
reserved for

it

to perfect the final

fall

into rank.

It

is

harmony.”

Like Aristotle so Bacon by reflection on all common
experience would have philosophy reach the knowledge of

God

as

its

But the form of revelation
was so exalted and exceptional

highest attainment.

Christian theology assumed

saw no way of coordinating this
the general domain of philosophy.

that he
in

else

seen plainly

alone
3

*

;

how

who, getting

his

this

own

science with the rest

Nor

has any one

might be done unless Shields
first

inspiration in philosophy

Faith and Philosophy, 1877, p. 142.
Natural Law in the Spiritual World, 1883, Introduction.
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from Bacon, has healed the breach that Bacon made, and
has completed the unification of all science. Yet it is commonly recognized to-day that all philosophy must culminate
in a philosophy of religion; that in a cosmic scheme of
thought

this constitutes the highest

its best,

based on

all

that the high-

and that a philosophy of religion must be

the facts entering into this experience.

many

Again, by
held that

;

experience belongs to religion, at least to re-

est plane of

ligion at

is

province

all

some form of

writers on the philosophy of religion

religion

a reaction of the

is

human mind

it

to

revelation; thus distinguishing the psychologi-

from a revelation which, in some sort, is
objective to the apprehending mind, and a part of its experience.
Orr says
“There is probably no proposition on
which the higher religious philosophy of the past hundred
years is more agreed than that all religion originates in
Then commenting upon this fact Orr says:
revelation.”
“With respect to this universalizing of the idea of revelation
the general principle on which it rests may be granted,
cal fact of religion

:

.

.

.

with one important qualification,

For

originates in revelation.
that ‘religion’

is

viz. that all true religion

it is

not here to be overlooked

a wide word, and covers

self-evidently false,

foolish

much which is
in no way

and superstitious

—

the product of revelation, either general or special, but the

outcome only of man’s wayward and unbridled phantasy .” 5
In so far as religion and revelation are correlative there
can be no philosophy of religion which is not at the same
time a philosophy of revelation, and of all the facts that
enter into either term.

experienced

fact, then,

Thus

divine revelation

if

whatever form

it

may

is

an

assume, reve-

becomes a problem of philosophy, inseparable
from the cardinal problems of knowledge and being. It is

lation as such

in this relation that Shields has placed
It is also

commonly acknowledged

ophy must seek

to interpret, in

quate reason, the whole of

them.

that a cosmic philos-

terms of reality and ade-

human

experience as one whole,

'James Orr, Revelation and Inspiration,

1910, pp. 2, 4.
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and coordination of

in the unity

From

parts.

its

philosophy, aiming to be inclusive of

all

such a

experience, no one

That

province of experience can be legitimately excluded.

philosophy must reckon with the whole of experience
indeed, not questioned, but only

whether

what

or that alleged experience

this

any

tian theology

A

cognizance?

Chris-

of which philosophy must take

facts

recent theologian of great learning, thor-

who

much bound

the sciences are as

also did

“Theology has

in philosophy, asserts that

own which

Has

is real.

oughly acquainted with modern thought,

work

is,

the experience, and

is

good

facts of its

to respect as

it

should respect the facts of other science .” 6

But
save

it is

objected that philosophy recognizes no authority

reason,

that

reason

is

its

own

authority; that the

sciences deal exclusively with experienced facts, while the
so-called science of theology

ward

sort.

must

it

Yet
It

is

on authority of an out-

built

philosophy means to explain experience

know what

first

planation.

i'f

must get

the experience
its

is

data from the several sciences,

historical, observational, experimental, in

organized.

is

Experience reaches

All such testimony

ally recognized as such, the

the

maximum

experience.

maximum
Hence

is

same way, and

several sciences that supply

its

indispensable as reason itself to
effort to assimilate the experience

whom

the ex-

authority going with
these sciences

all

to the

data.

to

authority, univers-

proximately on authority, and philosophy
to authority in the

which experience

such sciences in the

all

form of testimony given by those persons
perience belongs.

that requires ex-

itself is

same

rest

beholden

extent, as the

Authority

is

just as

human culture, in its
and wisdom of mankind.

all

“Science compensates the inequalities of individual experience by reenforcing

it

with the aggregate of

all

other

experiences .” 7

A
0
T

p.

wholly false issue has been often raised between liberty

George P. Fisher, History of Christian Doctrine, 1896, p. 19.
William T. Harris, Psychological Foundations of Education,
2.

Cf. pp. 149, 254.

1898,
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and authority in science, philosophy and life; also between
authority and reason. There is no true liberty either of action or thought without some authority even of an outward
sort

Nur

das Gesetz kann uns die Freiheitgeben.

[Goethe.]

any sound reasoning possible which rejects the
Because authority
authority of good testimony to facts.
has been misused, a blind attack is made on the very principle of authority; as if all authority were intrinsically bad,

Nor

is

This has had disastrous

none good.

effects not only

in

morals, in the state and in theology, but in every science, and
in philosophy.
last,

what

It

can issue

in

nothing short of anarchy at

man thinks only
Yet those who have most

when, regardless of evidence, every
is

right in his

own

eyes.

to say against authority merely

for another,

known

has ever

for an old.
the

of
to

substitute one

Many who

weightiest

witnesses

whom,

best.

writers

It

in the discord
is

usually

have produced a

religious matters,

authority
reject

the

mankind

facts of the religious order, yield

uncritical submission to those scholars

science
like

a

testimony

united

most

new

of

modern testimony, they

acknowledged

that

the

Bible

body of testimony which,

represents- a

a

and men of

maximum

in

experience, and

that they share in one general conception of the world and

man. Yet their united testimony is discredited by appealing from their competence as witnesses to the more competent authority of some modern men of learning who, at
best,

cannot pretend to be primary witnesses in the prem-

ises disputed,

and have

'far less religious

experience to aid

their judgment.

Christian theology has always claimed to be an historical
science

based primarily on the experienced

facts

of

an

overt revelation, and proximately on the sifted and co-

ordinated testimony of

men purporting

ticipants in the experience,

to be

primary par-

primary witnesses to the

with their immediate associates and successors.

In

facts,
all

its

leading elements the testimony constitutes a strong con-
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which has been much disputed but never disproved;
consensus is accompanied by an enormous range of

sensus,

and

this

corroborative evidence always too

little

known

But whether the testimony be accepted or rejected

jectors.

the function of authority in Christian theology
the

same

as in

any

much higher

very

testimony

is

revelation

is

its

is

Apart from experience it
But the function of author-

fact.

all.

in the least

function in any science, or in philosophy
is,

be

not lessened because the

theology as a science does not differ

Self-evident reason

may

it is

an experienced

could not be recognized at

It

and must be so if the united
in any other science.
The

in degree,

accepted, than

precisely

is

historical or empirical science.

authority of a divine revelation

ity in

to the ob-

indeed,

no outside support; but reason

from

itself.

its

own

is

seen to be self-evident

authority, needing

only in the presence of given terms, and terms of exper-

on the authority of testimony
of Lessing is entirely correct,

ience are given to science

The famous saying

alone.

but has been ambiguously applied
history never can

reason.”

From

:

“Accidental truths of

become the proof of necessary truths of

this

it

who

has been inferred by those

dis-

exempt from
depend on that testimony 'for

credit the testimony of Scripture that they are
all

necessity

and obligation

to

the requirements of either philosophy or religion.

evident truth which, apart from that testimony,
ble, is

held enough for these requirements.

The
is

Thus

self-

accessiif

God,

freedom and a future life are necessary implications of the
moral law and cosmic order, why should either philosophy
or religion be concerned with the disputed claims and teachings of the Bible?

Now,
truth,

truth

a

contingent facts are not the proof of necessary

but they supply the conditions whereby necessary
is

reached.'

posteriori .” 8

may

“A~ priori

What

principles are only discovered

the necessary truth in any given case

be depends, not for

its

truth but for

its

recognition, on

’Samuel Tyler, The Progress of Philosophy in the Past and
Second edition, enlarged, 1868, p. 179.

Future, 1858.

in the
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Truths of reason are

the terms of experience involved.

first

learned in connections that experience supplies, and constitute

its

Experience and

presuppositions.

self-evident

history determine the whole direction and emphasis of our

knowledge, and the greater the experience given, past or
present,

so

much

more can reason

the

learn

from

it.

Change, diminish or enlarge the experience, and the lesson
is

correspondingly affected.

life

I‘f

God, freedom and a future

are necessary presuppositions of experience in

its

most

ordinary forms, these presuppositions can only be multiplied

and enriched when

to

common

experience

added

is

all

that

highest plane of experience reported in the Bible, and at-

company of witnesses who,

in

mutual concur-

rence and moral weight, have surpassed

all

other witnesses

tested by a

good upon mankind.
necessary truth recognition and cor-

that ever lived in their influence for

Experience brings to

roboration, but does not strictly prove

So too a necessary

truth.

of

it,

nor add to

its

truth never can disprove a truth

Lessing probably had in mind the distinction made
Monadology of Leibnitz between contingent facts of

'fact.

in the

experience and the universal truths of reason.
tinction

was

first

plainly

made by

The

dis-

Plato but neither Leibnitz
;

nor Lessing seems to have clearly understood the connection

between these orders of

truth.

truth, the truth of pure reason,

is

Kant saw

that necessary

only seen to be self-evident

under given terms of experience; but even Kant was not
wholly consistent in his account of it, and did not fully
apply this insight in the domain of religion.

In this

field

were conditioned by a rigid exclusion of nearly
that experience which makes the foundation of theology

his results
all

in its specifically Christian

form.

Lessing’s

maxim by misGerman and

use has been the keynote of transcendentalism,

American.

It

has permitted or fostered an illegitimate iso-

lation of rational intuition

perience

is

conveyed

prepossession.

in

from experience whenever exis hostile to some

testimony that

Transcendentalism

is

that exaggeration of

reason which flouts experience whenever experience or

testi-
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mony

stands in the

way

of

some

favorite prepossession, but

gladly uses experience whenever
bias.

it

Empiricism exaggerates the

perience while blind to
in a just

its

agrees with this mental

sufficiency of concrete ex-

necessary presuppositions.

Only

combination of these opposites can a just philoso-

phy be had.
An American form of Lessing’s saying is the often
quoted declaration of Lucretia Mott: “I will take truth
for authority, not authority for truth.”
But how much
truth could any human being find by reasoning from private
experience alone, and rejecting all that is learned on the
testimony of others?

All reasoning

is

facts of experience as are recognized,

ing be good or bad.

determined by such

whether the reason-

All such facts outside the individual

experience are taken on the testimony or authority of others.

Nine tenths of

all

that

most persons know

is,

in this

way,

derived from authority; and the more learned any one
so

much

Men

the

more has been taken on

is,

the testimony of others.

means that they
what they think. The

boast of being free thinkers, which

are moral agents responsible for
Bible addresses every

man as a free thinker, responsible
how he hears, and weigh evidence.

because free to take heed

The words quoted

'from Lucretia Mott

than the words of Lessing the

spirit

show even

better

and fallacy of tran-

scendentalism, a defiant self-confidence, and a failure to
discern the normal relation of self-evident truth to just

testimony and experienced

'fact.

Truths of reason are

learned as the necessary implications of experience, and so
far as they concern reality in

no other way.

They

are less

or greater in content according to the experience received.

To know them

rightly

we must

first

know

the experience in

which they are involved, and so far as possible the whole of
that experience. This means that induction must go before
rational intuition, an adequate induction precedes

quate metaphysics.

In a very special measure

case with the implications of causality.
is

If the

is

any adethis the

world-ground

a divine Being standing in causal relation to the world-
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order, this Creator can only be

known by what He has done

within the experience of man; and by

all

that

He

has done,

All that natural

a knowledge that
and human history and private experience can teach
regarding the phenomenal world-order carries some necessary implications regarding the noumenal world-ground.

if

we want

is sufficient.

history

If therefore the overt revelation attested in the Bible is
a fact of actual experience, then reason, science and philos-

ophy cannot afford to overlook

this fact.

It is

not enough

for philosophy to claim that, apart 'from this disputed fact,
God, freedom and the future life may be known as neces-

sary postulates of experience, and as the universal factors
need all that experience, and the whole of
of religion.

We

experience, can teach of these high truths, not merely a part.
these three postulates were self-evident

and ab-

solutely true, but only in their most attenuated form.

When

For Kant
a

little

before his death an intimate friend “asked him what

he promised himself with respect to a future

life,

he ap-

peared absorbed, and after reflecting answered, ‘nothing
certain’.

Sometime before he was heard to reply to a simiby saying ‘I have no conception of a future

lar question
state’.

Upon

another occasion he declared himself in favor

of a kind df metempsychosis .” 9

That there is a God Kant
was profoundly convinced, not only on moral grounds but
also on teleological, despite his criticism of this argument
from ends 10 The ulterior purpose of his whole critical
labor was to establish this truth.
Yet when all was done
.

how little light he had!
“When we reflect on the
on

course of reasoning in his work

religion, his frequent assertions that reason alone

can

on Kant, Biblical Repertory, Vol. IV, 1828,
This article on Kant by Professor Stapfer of Paris was translated and prefaced by Dr. Charles Hodge.
It comprises fifty-two
pages, and is probably the first large account of Kant’s life and philosophy published in America. The Repertory is only the first title and
form of the Princeton Review.
10
Cf. R. A. C. Macmillan, The Crowning Phase of the Critical Philosophy. A Study in Kant’s Critique of Judgment.
1912.
’

Philip Albert Stapfer

p. 338.

-
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give us no certainty as to the severity or indulgence with

which God

will treat the violations of his

not conceive

how man

law that he could
;

without extraordinary divine

assist-

ance can restore to the good principle the ascendency over
his actions, and the exclusive authority which it has lost;
that no one can prove either the impossiblity or improbability of a revelation,

—when we

reflect

on these opinions so

eminently favorable to the idea of the intervention of God,
as directing and seconding the moral education of man, we
are astonished and afflicted to find in certain parts of this

work, and everywhere in the memories of his friends, his
repugnance to admit the supernatural origin of Christianity.” 11

The
human

Scriptures purport to exhibit the highest plane of
experience, a plane transcending

all

that philosophy

has usually surveyed, yet a plane of actual experience.

If

good reasons can be given for accepting the united testimony of its writers, philosophy has no right to ignore that
testimony, and can only be measurably completed by

its

Such reasons can be given, and have been
given, ample, cogent, unrefuted and irrefutable.
At least,
for those who so believe the duty and scope of philosophy
ought to be plain. Philosophy aims to effect a synthesis
of all knowledge, and should exhibit the several parts of
knowledge in the cumulative order and proportion required
by the unity of science. In no other way can philosophy
adequately show the unity of the world and of its ground
with the true order and character of both. Any thing less
'full

recognition.

than this must be a truncated philosophy at best, or an
ascent of reason that never arrives at the top, and loses the
best vision

and glory of the climb.

The testimony of the Bible writers to the highest experience of the human race, and the implications of that
experience, has already exerted the most important influ-

ence of any testimony in our hands on the whole history of

mankind.
u

This testimony

Stapfer, op.

cit., p.

337.

is

coherent and impressive be-
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yond

all

cause

it

example, and ought not to be lightly set aside be-

with some favorite prepossessions of the

conflicts

age, and presents an experience that is not common to the
whole human race. The testimony, if true, has the most
momentous value for all knowledge and life; and the least
philosophy can do is to give it adequate consideration.
Moreover, the place of reason in theology, like that of

authority,

identical with its place in every other science

is

The data of theology

of experience.

are received on au-

and addressed to reason, and by reason they must
But as the
scope of theology is far more comprehensive than that of
any other special science, the range of reason demanded 'for
thority

be interpreted, exactly as in any other science.

the interpretation of

The powers

data

its

human

of

is

correspondingly enlarged.

reason have never been more emi-

nently exercised than they have been in theology, and the
frailties of

human

reason which the age-long development

of theology has exposed are the same

every science.
lest I

Butler says

frailties

exposed

should be mistaken to vilify reason, which

we have

the only faculty

even revelation
posed

itself

revelation

in

“I express myself with caution

:

to

is

indeed

judge concerning anything,

or be understood to assert that a sup-

;

cannot

proved

be

false

from

internal

characters .” 12
If the testimony used in theology has been often mis-

interpreted
science.

or disputed,

Such dispute

limitations

o*f

human

is

has been the case in every

so

not only inevitable with the present

nature, but

the correction and perfection of

was made

synthesis ever yet

in

even indispensable to

is

all

doctrine.

No

good

any science of experience

without adequate examination and combination of some
thesis

and

antithesis

old theology and

going before.

new

The

best formulas of

science have alike been 'forged, not

only in the midst of controversy, but also through

and stimulus.

The

greatest

its

apostles were frequently called out by contradiction.
12

Analogy,

Pt.

ii,

>Ch.

iii.

aid

words of Christ and His chief

The
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old paradox of Heraclitus

men

brings

still

together; out of

holds good

“Opposition

:

discord comes the

fairest

harmony, and all things have their birth in strife.” “Were
there no injustice men would never have known the name
of justice .” 13

ment and improvement; and
ophy and every science.

What

sort of philosopher

and meet

tradiction,

of rational self-defense

It is in the necessities

that the science of theology has

it

had

its

source,

its

develop-

this is largely true of philos-

is

that

who

cannot tolerate con-

with an even lace, and learn from

aspects of truth that he can never otherwise acquire?

it

The man of
profit from

science, theologian or philosopher,

who

cannot

and will not patiently weigh it
worthy of his profession. The man
theology or philosophy, who cannot welcome
contradiction,

in just scales, is not

of science,

contradiction to gather

honey from the

his

for his

own

“The only

the truth

For

opinion.

of antithesis

tion

all

lion’s

is

light of

it

has to yield, and take

mouth, cares

less for truth

than

Plato, says Schwegler “the no-

the soul of philosophical method.”

any truth,” says Ferrier,

“is its con-

trasted error.”

In the last chapter of his Introduction to Philosophy 14

Ladd

says

:

“Each extreme moreover contains

The

tent the corrective for the other.

thinking, and of
cal systems,

its

shows

results in the

some ex-

formation of philosophi-

this process of reciprocal limitation

correction constantly going on.
effort of

to

history of speculative

modern philosophy

is

The

clear,

and

self-conscious

directed toward a reexami-

nation of the ground so as to secure, in a

more comprehen-

and tenable form, the statement of the results of analysis.
But it also aims at ultimately combining and
sive

u Sidney Lanier, the poet, reminds us in his work on Shakespeare
that music is a result of opposition. “A tense string set in vibration
produces music by the opposition of a longitudinal and transverse
force.
So the transverse force of the human will, acting upon the
longitudinal strain of the natural instincts of man, can, when properly
applied, produce moral harmony and ethical music.”
14

(

1890 .)
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systematizing' these

results

so

as

to

comprehensive view of the principles of
all

attain
all

a true and

knowledge and

being.”
Shields has exemplified this whole process in one treatise,

his Philosophia Ultima, which, in serving the

ends of an

organon, exhibits in due order the leading problems and
alternative solutions found in cosmology, noetics, ontology,

and the

relation to all other science of theology, just as the

unification of all science in philosophy, or first function

For if philosophy is a science of
form of science, seeking a cosmic

of philosophy, demands.
sciences,

the terminal

synthesis of

all

experience to determine the presuppositions

of the whole, then philosophy cannot rightly ignore any

which a consensus of weighty testimony is presented; and must treat disputed testimony in
this science with the same impartiality of honorable judgment which is due to such testimony in all science. Nor
can theology afford to lose the benefits to be had from a
facts of theology for

comparison of

critical

results of all research,

its data and its dogmas with the
and from that logical coordination

which philosophy should be able to effect.
The hasty inductions of Biblical data by which the testimony of Biblical writers often is misjudged, not only by its
with

all

science

and the equally hasty inductions from history and nature by which that Hebrew testiopponents, but by

mony

is

its

believers,

opposed, betray alike the infirmities of

human

reason, and obstruct alike the just consideration of such
scientific values as the ancient

unfortunate,

men

if

record

may

possess.

To

this

not reprehensible, propensity, whether in

of theology or any science, the Philosophia Ultima

offers a noble contrast

and

And
work may

corrective.

the absence of final revision the

contain some faults of detail,

its

although in
be found to

main argument and func-

tion are not thereby greatly impaired for the reader
will be at the pains to

warded for

his

pains.

master

The

it;

who

but he will be richly re-

successive

volumes of

this

treatise have not lacked for exceedingly high appreciation
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of

incidental values, nor for criticism of

its

its

real or sup-

But the scope of the work is too large to
admit of adequate interpretation from one reading, and
hitherto no one seems to have pointed out what its central

posed defects.

function and chief value are
ally

with

all

15
.

Although dealing incident-

the larger problems of philosophy, there

is

only

one problem that the author makes peculiarly his own, the

problem preliminary to

The

all

others, or that of

central function of the Philosophia

an organon.

Ultima

not to

is

elaborate an affirmative system of noetics, ontology nor of

cosmology, nor even a philosophy of religion, though

all

of

these subjects receive illuminative discussion; but to elabo-

science.

organon of research which shall exhibit the unity of
This fact its readers should continually keep in

mind.

The work

rate an

is

a propaedeutic to philosophy showing

the normal connections between

all

the several fields of

knowledge, the right order and methods of research, the

whereby the cumulaon the ulterior and final

practicable integration of experience,
tive bearings of totalized experience

problems
10

may be found showing how
;

Yet one reviewer of the

this central function in the

the problem of world-

first volume (third edition) gets
words italicized below. He says

dentally the student gets a complete classification of

work as a whole

is

a wonder of patient

all

acumen and

close to
:

knowledge.

“Inci-

The

catholic compre-

men of science, and
even metaphysicians, for a joint base and starting point.
The volume is peerless in our literature, and proves once more that, in the
last resort, religion and science, history and metaphysics are necessarily one.
Theologians will not fail to study it
but it is
.
particularly desirable that men of science and students of natural
history should read and digest this inspiring work” ( The Beacon,
Boston, June 2, 1888). Again a reviewer of the first two volumes said
that “in a work of such magnitude, and of such encyclopedic compass,
hensiveness, and might be taken by theologians,

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

is easy to misconceive the purpose of the writer, and even to dismiss
with a sneer the great enterprise of a philosophical scholar, who, without formally professing to do so, has really been compelled by the
very nature of his task to take all knowledge for his province” ( The
Examiner, New York, July 18, 1889). This very just remark was exit

emplified in several instances, and also the saying of
that “no class of

works

is

received with

more

said derision, than those which deal with science

Law

in

the Spiritual World, Preface).

Henry Drummond

I had almost
and religion” ( Natural

suspicion,
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order, the

phenomenal and empirical order, precedes the

problems of world-ground, of reality as such, of revelation
as such, and even of knowledge as such how this problem of
;

the phenomenal order can best be handled for the purposes

of philosophy;

how

phenomenal world-order must inphenomena known to actual experphenomena may be; how this entire

the

clude the whole range of
ience,

whatever the

range of experience can best be epitomized on the principle
of proportional representation, to constitute a cosmic con-

and meet the requirements of philosophy how following the description of experience comes the explanation
of experience in metaphysical terms of the three cardinal
problems of knowledge, being and revelation, to which all
other problems of philosophy are corollaries or subordinate.
spectus,

;

The author does not pretend to answer all the questions
show in due order what the leading

that he raises, but to

questions are with which a cosmic philosophy
deal,

as

and how they ought to be approached.

may

elsewhere be shown, in a

prehensive, but also

more

way

practical

ever been exhibited hitherto.

is

bound

to

This he does,

not only more com-

and

effective than has

In so doing, he has indeed

provided “a joint base and starting-point” of research as

above suggested, for theologians,
physicians.

He

men

of science and meta-

says himself that “the final philosophy, as

presented in this work, could not claim to contain that

fin-

ished system of perfected knowledge which might be grasped

by omniscience alone, but simply to project an ultimate or
ideal

scheme of research”

(II. 4).

In short he gives us the

right point of departure and order of advance for philosophy
in its largest,

cosmic sense, whenever induction makes the

sole foundation.

In 1861, or long before

Wundt, he

first

projected a scheme which should “unite the general cognitions obtained by the particular sciences into a consistent

system”, in order, with Brodbeck and Schleiermacher, “to

make

the organism of thinking a true representation of the

organism of the world”. 16

Thus he

“ Quoted by Ladd, Introduction

to

fills

out Bacon’s ideal of

Philosophy, pp.

52, 50.
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a Globus Intellectuals.

As

is

said of Socrates, so

may

be

“His grand effort, like that of Bacon, is
to furnish men a correct method of inquiry rather than to
apply that method.” 17 Many scholars might well be emsaid of Shields:

ployed in applying this method in different departments of

wide domain of philosophy

special research, or in the

at

large.

As

the several sciences organize particular departments

of experience, so philosophy, in

its

largest sense,

must or-

ganize the sciences in their logical relation to each other, find
the sciences that best represent the whole of knowledge,

and

in those sciences find the facts

and questions that have

the largest bearings on the ulterior problems

common

to

all.

In other words, the

first thing philosophy should do is to
and so do this as to secure ( i ) an integral
view of the whole field of experience, (2) a proportional
attention to its several departments and details, and (3) a
clear discrimination of those leading questions which are

organize

its

common

to all departments,

data,

and which bear most

directly

the cardinal problems of world-order and metaphysics.
said of

is

Hegel that “he

finds the sciences

on
It

fragments of

one symmetrical system of thought and reality”; and that
“the recognition of

all

known

truth in

its

necessary unifica-

18
tion will continue to be the prerogative of the few”.

losophy cannot properly aim at anything

less

Phi-

than a synthesis

of man’s total experience to find the primary implications

of the whole.

edge of
ciples

first

But the synthesis should yield a just knowlprinciples, and not be deduced from first prin-

assumed

in

advance as already

meaning of experience

as a

settled.

Before the

whole can be adequately inferred,

the totality of experience must needs be passed in review.

any part of experience be excluded from review the interIf there be any way by
pretation will accordingly suffer.

If

"Benjamin

F.

Cocker:

Christianity

and Greek Philosophy ,

1870,

pp. 319. 329.

"Gabriel Campbell, “Philosophy
pp. 511, 525.

in

America”, Bib. Sacra, July, 1885,
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which

sum

the

of

human knowledge

can be so expressed

way should

as to serve the ends of impartial philosophy, that

be

made

is

precisely the

organon of research; and it
is only by means of such a synthesis that “the incommensura19
This
bleness of nature is brought down to our capacities ”.
plain in a preliminary

work

organon the

By means

and

own department

to the

whole of knowledge
its narrowing

an age of excessive specialization, with

in

effect

of such an

every science can learn the logical

specialist in

relation of his

more

that Shields has accomplished

completely than was ever done before.

upon the student’s mind, nothing

is

more needed than

such an organon in the interest of higher education.

To

counteract the abuses of specialism was one aim of the

The

Philosophie Positive.
in his

work

great service of

the clear recognition of the fact that
service

is

Comte

now

is

20
.

With

its

best

supplanted by that of Spencer.
fore Spencer, and particularly

work of Comte is
and came to be widely

value the

Other British thinkers beBacon and Coleridge, enter-

tained high ideals of the unity in philosophy of
but no thorough synthesis

The

was made.

all

it

all

science;

best service ren-

dered by the Synthetic Philosophy of Spencer

profound impression

esti-

and also most

Outlines of Cosmic Philosophy,

all its

exceedingly defective and deficient,

nature and

This

one.

widely recognized and, apart from the

critical appreciation in the

by John Fiske

science

all

mate made by Shields, has perhaps

all

consists

for the unification of empirical science, and for

in the

lies

has produced of the unity pervading

and of the

science;

fact that the successive

orders of phenomena are connected by a law of develop-

ment.

His conception of

this

law

may

be largely wrong,

ignoring some of the principal factors by which
ditioned.

But that there

is

it

is

con-

a cosmic law of evolution both

Spencer and Hegel have done

much

to

make

plain.

The

Bible also has a law of cosmic evolution, considerably ante-

dating modern science and
18

Robert

Flint,

all

too

little

known, deserving

Philosophy as Scientia Scientiarum, 1904,

“"Two volumes,

1874;

new

edition 1894.

p. 6.
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the

most careful attention on

its

own

merits, even

if

it

should be nothing more than an ancient hypothesis of
world-order. 21

The Synthetic Philosophy

of Spencer was announced in
few months before Shields’ early
pamphlet; but each man’s project was independent of the
other, and their later enterprise contemporary.
Both men
outline

in i860, only a

had found a rough model for their synthesis in Comte;
though Spencer disowned all obligations, and could bear no
rival near his throne.

“He

alone of British thinkers,” said

George Henry Lewes, “has organized a system of philosophy”; and when this remark was made it was largely
true.
William James says that “Herbert Spencer brought
us back to the old ideal of philosophy, which, since Locke’s
time,

had well nigh taken

pletely unified

flight

;

the ideal namely of a

worlds should enter on equal terms.

Greek

ideal

com-

knowledge, into which the physical and mental
of

philosophy

to

This was the original

which men surely must

return.” 22

But the organization of knowledge effected by Shields was
at the same time, and profited from all foregoing ef-

begun

forts in a

measure that Spencer did not attempt;

is

a

more

complete and better synthesis than his in several significant
respects to be elsewhere shown, and outlines a grander cos-

mos than Spencer

ever conceived possible.

offer in detail a constructive

Shields does not

scheme of the world,

first

de-

duced from speculative premises, now already overthrown,

and then supported by induction of the sort Carlyle has called
attorney logic but he shows us how to arrive at a just scheme
;

of the world by the use of pure induction impartially ap-

A good introduction to this Biblical study may be found in a
book by Tayler Lewis, published first in Schenectady and London, 1855.
and later in Edinburgh and New York, entitled The Six Days of Creation, or the Scriptural Cosmology; with the ancient idea of TimeWorlds, in distinction from Worlds in Space. There is much else
bearing on the same topic. See also D. L. Holbrook, The Panorama
of Creation, published by the Sunday School Times, Philadelphia, 190923
Memories and Studies, by William James, 1911, pp. 107-142.
81
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plied to such data as are adequately attested in each depart-

ment of experience up
It

to the highest.

has been charged against this treatise that while pur-

porting to represent philosophy

even as such some think

it

it is

much

only an apologetic

This

nothing to do with apologetics.

said, has

the chief objection

and already

is

it

it,

and

in

and
it

is

fact

is

which has been brought against the work;
what has here been

largely answered in

said regarding the cosmic scope of philosophy,
in

;

Philosophy,

belated.

in theology, of both authority

and the place

The

and reason.

objection betrays not only a superficial reading of the treatise

but a misunderstanding of apologetics, of philosophy and

of the man.

A

brief notice of his

1900, goes

lished in

Paddock Lectures, pubwas

further, asserting that this

still

merely such a book as might have been written by an

intelli-

gent clergyman thirty years before, or about 1870; and
might benefit those, but only those, who had not faced the

problems
criticism.

The

of

modern philosophy,

science

and

historical

23

writer of this notice of course had not read the

Philosophia Ultima in the two volumes previously published,
did not

know

that the premises of the

book

in his

hands were

the reasoned conclusions of the foregoing treatise, and

not aware that the writer of the treatise in his

own

was

acquaint-

ance with the modern problems named, and with the vast
literature of apologetics, not only old but

new, was the peer

man who ever lived very well known to be such by all
scholars who had carefully read his treatise, or who had been
much associated with their author. Whatever provocation
for the reviewer’s words may appear to a hasty reader of the
of any

;

Paddock Lectures, or the third volume considered by itself
no excuse could ever be found for applying them to
main
work of which these volumes form an unfinished
the
alone,

part. 24
23
24

Biblical

World, Chicago, 1901 (xvii),

Among

philosophical

better equipped than Dr.

p.

235.

years no man was
Samuel Harris of Yale, author of The Philotheologians

of

recent
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Many

calls for

a

new

apologetic

have never mastered the

much

of

it

old,

come from persons who

who do

not

just as serviceable today as

is

know how very
ever, who have

any one of its numerous divisions or
works and who, when writing new apologetics often
travesty the old. But those who know apologetics best, both
old and new, have least occasion to apologize for accepting
Christianity in its most Scriptural and self-consistent form.
scarcely mastered
classic

It

;

need not be denied that in the Philosophia Ultima an

apologetic

is

involved as an important factor of the whole

sophic Basis of Theism and The Self Revelation of God.
He said
of Shields’ treatise that no other man in this country could have written
it.

This was said to his son-in-law. Prof. Edward Coy, who repeated it
Dr. Harris reviewed in The New Englander the

to the present writer.
first

volume on

its

first

Among

appearance.

philosophical

scholars

of the transcendental school no American was more accomplished than

George Ripley, founder of Brook Farm Community, translator of Cousin
and Jouffroy, editor of many European classics, author of a Philosophy
of Religion, and long famous as literary editor of the New York Tribune, where he reviewed Shields’ work, Jan. r, 1878. He says: “In the
course of his work Dr. Shields endeavors to cover the entire ground of
philosophical speculation, and it must be admitted that he has left but
few points of magnitude unnoticed.
He betrays an extensive range
.

.

.

of philosophical studies, a remarkable familiarity with the successive
aspects of speculation,

and a rare power of perception and appreciaand theories, ais well as a transparent lucidity

tion of different systems

in the exposition of opinion.

Whether

for wealth of erudition, clear-

ness of apprehension, or perspicuity of statement no recent publication

of the American press

is

more conspicuous than

this

volume.”

these respects and several others can any issue of the

Nor

in

American press

was penned, outrival the
Philosophia Ultima. The present writer, who was a pupil of Dr. Shields
in the year 1871-2, has examined some sixty or seventy reviews and
notices of the Philosophia Ultima, finding among the best those pub-

in the intervening years since this estimate

by The Beacon, June 2, 1888, Vol. I; June 1, 1889,
The Congregationalist, Oct. 3, 1889 (both volumes), and probably written by Morton Dexter; The Christian Register, Oct. 10, 1889,
probably written by Samuel Barrows. Also The Examiner, July 18,
Good reviews were written by Drs. Samuel Osgood ( Evening
1889.
Post), John Hall, Henry van Dyke, Sr. A long and scurrilous attack
appeared in The Saturday Review, London, written apparently by a
The philosophical values of the treatise were
Spencerian agnostic.
discerned by none more clearly than by George Ripley in the whole
review from which a passage is here quoted.
lished in Boston

Vol.

II.
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The author wished

discussion.

must be Christian
experience; that
it

was

if it

to

would be just

show

that philosophy

to all the facts of

human

cannot be just on any other terms; but

it

was writing.
and demands

chiefly philosophy, not apologetics that he

Philosophy assumes the unity of
the integration of

world and of

its

all

all science,

experience, to reflect the unity of the

ground.

Incidentally to

its

leading aim

philosophy must allow and even require a critical defense of
any or all disputed data that it proposes to employ, to classify
and to explain. Otherwise it would either ignore important
data, or uncritically

assume whatever may appear from any

source agreeing with the predilections of the thinker.

The

philosopher must defend whatever position he assumes, and
that

is all

an apologetic means, whether

in the interest

of

Christianity, of bare theism, of pantheism or agnosticism, as

the case
is

may

The whole philosophy

be.

of Herbert Spencer

an apologetic for agnosticism of a violent and intensely

He

dogmatic kind.

has to assume a kind of omniscience to

prove that neither himself nor anybody
ever can.

All evidence to the contrary

sented or suppressed.

more

case

knows God or

else

either misrepre-

is

Yet Spencer did not

justly than Shields did for him,

state his

who

own

also could

well appreciate the magnitude of Spencer’s effort and his

powers.

Why

should

tion that
do,

it

be entirely philosophical to defend a posi-

makes for theism,

as Kant, for one, undertook to

and unphilosophical to defend a position that makes

for theism of a distinctively Christian kind, provided any
suitable

appear?

facts

Kant himself asserted regarding

these facts that neither their impossibility nor their improbability

could be proved.

Agnostics regard Spencer as more

philosophical in defending a position that

physical ignorance

theism can

Frederick Harrison thinks Comte far more

be.

philosophical

makes for meta-

and confusion than any defender of

than Spencer because Comte will have no

metaphysics at

all,

at

least

none

visible

on the surface.

But the Christian who can show good reasons for assuming
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an overt revelation centering

in Christ is

viewed as unphilo-

he exhibits the evidence of such a fact in an effort
to determine the actual world-order and the predicates of resophical

if

Thus a merely Kantian

ality.

theist

may

regard the Chris-

tian theist as unphilosophical for using data rejected by the
first to

reach a higiier form of theism than Kant discerned.

Spencer,

who was

ignorant of Kant, and rejected important
Kant employed, regarded any man as unphilo-

facts that

sophical

had he

who defended any
known the system

kind of theism at

all

;

and Comte,

of Spencer, would have scorned

the rags of metaphysics that Spencer retained to cover his
philosophical nakedness, preferring for himself a strictly
philosophical state of nature.
It is

at

all,

only experience with which philosophy

but

must

it

is

concerned

good
more unusual forms of

be the whole of experience, so far as

attestation can be found.

All the

experience have been disputed, and unless philosophy weighs
the evidence

The

it

cannot ascertain what experience has been.

fact that serious testimony

is

disputed does not exempt

philosophy from the obligation to give

even though this unbelief

may

it

such examination,

be the academic vogue.

Phi-

losophy cannot bear the suppression of evidence in any

department of experience and
its

The

mission.

philosopher

still

who

continue

faithful

to

denies an impartial hear-

ing to testimony in matters of religion has no more right to
be called a lover of

wisdom than

if

he refuses such attention

to conflicting evidence in physics, biology or psychology.

His business is to know the salient facts wherever found,
whatever they may be, and however they may conflict with
He should spare no pains to sift
his own prepossessions.
the evidence that he

the facts of

all

may

coordinate facts of each kind with

kinds in a cosmic synthesis of experience;

and it is only by more or less disputed testimony that facts
of any kind ever reach philosophy at all.
If disputed facts can be honestly presented and judicially
maintained

it is

plain that such a defense can be legitimately

subordinated to the ends of a general cosmic theory.

Phi-

losophy

from
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PHY

PHII
?

.

its

exists,

f

addres
able

which good evidence

facts for

presented.

is

>
;

a?

ning to

e

man

to
to

it

has

considered as a rational being,

weigh evidence; and from the begin-

time Christianity, in

ttie

It

Christianity, as a system of religious

hat always from the beginning

an

life

any

competent testimony

c

a pec

is

theory, and cannot afford to exclude

*y

Scriptural form,

its

has maintained a reasoned defense of these claims, suited
to each successive time

overcoming opposition
rational intelligence of

who

and

powerfully effective in

place,

and

in the past
faith.

for nearly three centuries

promoting the

in

“The Christian apologists
from Justin Martyr to Au-

gustine assailed the popular system with such force alike

of reason and eloquence” 25

—

men began

these

that reasoned

defense of Scriptural Christianity, as a strictly rational
system, which has never long lacked for such defenders to
this latest day.

It

was not

as often

left,

is

pretended, for

Spinoza, nor for the Deists, to introduce reason into religion.

Athanasius and Augustine were no
than theologians, and by these

were

laid of

26
.

Christianity, subordinated wholly to

the ends of philosophical research,

is

involved in the whole

structure of Shields’ organon, making

Christian philosophy by eminence.

been equalled nor approached.
to

Christianity,

minor

defects,

it

“John
with

its

for 1880.

On

it

the organon of

As such

it

But aside from

and despite some large
has not been approached

as an organon of research.
place.

great philosophers

chiefly the foundations

philosophy as Christian

Such a defense of

less

men

This

may

be

has never
this service

deficiencies
in value

shown

in

and

merely
another

the supposition that Scriptural Christianity has

Cairns,

Unbelief in the Eighteenth Century, as Contrasted

Earlier and Later History.

New

York, 1881,

p.

Being the Cunningham Lectures

18.

“The evidence for this in the case of Augustine has been made
luminously plain by Dr. B. B. Warfield in two articles on “Augustine’s
Doctrine of Knowledge and Authority” in The Princeton Theological
Review, July and October,

1907.
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any good evidence

at all to

show

f(

t

should be problematically stated in

may aim to unite all
knowledge. Some initial

paedeutic which
all fields

theory,

of

>r

in

working

suits of all

and a philosophy proceedi

ntegration

;

of experience to
reality

pro-

Dwledge

invariably required to secu

is

induction

evidence

ihical

its

and reason,

is

interpretation

f

well warrantee in

much

theory any assumption for which so

ultimate

a working

evidence has long

been found as theism, or even the Christian revelation.

But

in philosophy

such assumptions must of course be used
dogmas, but as working theories until their
vindication is measurably complete.
Their philosophical

not as

final

vindication can only be completed at the end and not the

beginning of induction; an induction which shall include,
together with the empirical evidence, a consideration of the

grounds that may exist for an antecedent presumption
whether favorable to the theories or hostile. Life, indeed,
cannot ordinarily wait for the completion of philosophy;

although a philosophy once reached

may

also hinder

life.

may

greatly help, as

it

Life demands a shorter road to truth;

and much less evidence makes a sufficient ground for faith
in God and in Christ than suffices for philosophy.
In the Philosophia Ultima both theism and the Christian
revelation in its Scriptural form are assumed, not dogmatically, but problematically, pending the whole development
of the discussion

made
times,
27

27
.

It is

shown

that these assumptions are

reasonable by the evidence accumulated in

all

former

and they accumulate new evidence of a most impor-

The

present writer has the author’s

word

for

it

that he intended

these assumptions to be thus understood, as problematically not dog-

In the treatise at large the fact will be obvious to any
and if any passages convey a different impression, the
author’s intention would have been made more explicit and unmistakable had the purposed revision of his volumes been carried out. The
section most at fault in this regard is probably the Introduction of the
first volume, which conveys a somewhat misleading impression of what
follows in its philosophical character. This section was rewritten before
matically used.
careful reader

;

the author’s death.
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argument

tant kind by the whole progress of the

When

treatise.

in this

the author’s survey of the sciences and

statement of the metaphysical problems

is

completed, near

the conclusion of his second volume, then, and not sooner,
these assumptions are regarded as validated and established

theories required by the whole philosophical approach to a

general theory of the world and man, and ready to be
applied to

all

secondary questions and details of research

in every science.

At

sion of his work.

ends the theoretical divi-

this point

Philosophy has been shown as a true

Science of Sciences, a terminal and universal science, wherein all the particular sciences are united, their

reciprocal relations to each other defined,
to the higher

What

such.

a

and

normal and

their relation

problems of knowledge, being and revelation as
follows

is

a Logic of the Sciences to

Theory of the Sciences can be applied

show how

to all the details,

of research for the purpose of constructing a sufficient

account of the world-order as preliminary to a sufficient
conception of the world-ground.

The
form

fact that the Christian revelation in

is

doubted or denied by

many

persons

its

Scriptural

who have

not

no good reason why a master in all
branches of that proof should not show its due place in phimastered

its

losophy.

The

proof,

is

objections

made

to the claims of this overt

revelation were better understood by Shields than by most

of the objectors; for he saw every objection in the perspective of its total history,

rendered.

The

with

all

the answers historically

rational defense of this revelation he viewed

as “the highest branch of applied logic” (II. 434), while the
prevailing justice and magnanimity of his attitude toward
all

opponents, the insight, accuracy and fairness generally

shown

most varied and contradictory
positions, have been cordially acknowledged by most of his
reviewers, and those most widely removed from him in their

own

in characterizing the

opinions.

Regarded merely

as an historical statement

of the conflict between the sciences and theology during the
whole Christian era, and especially the last three centuries,
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nothing more just to
written.

all

parties in this dispute

was ever

28

Whether an overt

revelation, such as Scripture records, has

indeed been given to mankind, and received in the experience
of good witnesses, this

losophy

many

offered

is

certainly a question in

which phi-

concerned, and to which philosophy has already

is

tion as such

replies.

For

just as

much

is

Shields, the

problem of revela-

a problem of philosophy as that

of knowledge as such; and these two problems are not only
reciprocal with each other, but equally related to the central,

highest problem of being as such, or problem of reality,

with
says

its
:

corollaries in ethics, aesthetics

and

He

religion.

“As we proceed it will be found that a science of
must involve in its logical structure, not only

the sciences

a theory of knowledge and a theory of being, but also
a theory of revelation as consequent and complemental
to the other

formed, as

two
all

theories.

science

is

And

these theories are to be

formed, inductively and experi-

mentally; not by any one mind evolving them from

own

consciousness

collective

as

sheer

speculations,

but

its

by many

minds through many generations, framing and

testing one

hypothesis after another in the progress of

research and of thought; that

is

to say, in the history of

philosophy as the general science, or science of sciences.

Moreover philosophy

in attaining these three theories will

accomplish her three traditional

aims as a science of knowl-

edge, as a science of being, and as a science of things divine
29
It is not strange that a German
295).
reader of the Philosophia Ultima declares in the Gottingische

and human”

(II.

23
To quote only one tribute to this effect from many: The Open
Court bore witness that “notwithstanding this difference of opinion
in a point of fundamental importance, we pay, and gladly, the tribute
of our heartiest admiration to the sweet purity of tone, the liberality
and impartiality of spirit, that pervade the work.” In this impression
agreed Unitarians, Roman Catholics, and reviewers of all the leading
Probably its strongest statement was made
Christian denominations.
by the transcendentalist George Ripley in other passages of the re-

view already quoted.
21
This last definition of philosophy has come down

to us

from

Cicero.
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Gelehrte Anzeigen that “the noble enthusiasm of the author
makes a thoroughly pure impression upon the reader; since

even though one should find occasion for extended doubt

and

dissent,

one must

still

be delighted, not only by his distin-

guished learning, his comprehensive, clear judgment, and

method, but also by

his lucid, expository

and

warm

his

devout feeling

moreover a matter of peculiar
interest at the present moment that the great problem of this
work should have been grasped in America, and particularly
his

heart.

It is

by our author, who devotes a portion of

his treatise to the

indications that the western hemisphere, as well as the pres-

ent age, can alone

That

losophy.”

fulfil

this

the conditions of the Final Phi-

would prove

to be the case

was

also

the opinion of Cousin, expressed in his Introductory Lectures of 1828. 30

What

to say of revelation

was

a serious question with

Lessing and Kant and Fichte and Schelling and Hegel,

all

whom had their philosophy of religion. Lessing made
some good suggestions on the function of revelation in the

of

education of the

human

race, suggestions

which might have

been much better had their author better discerned the actual
30

A

translation of these lectures by

Henry Gotfried Linberg, was

published in Boston in 1832, under the title, Introduction to the History
of Philosophy, by Victor Cousin. A second translation of these lec-

was made by O. W. Wight, and
two volumes in 1852, entitled Course of
the History of Modern Philosophy. Cousin makes the whole development of philosophy a closed circuit in three principal periods and
He believed that the final
fields, Oriental, European and American.
synthesis of philosophy would be effected in the western hemisphere.

tures, together with the lectures of 1829,

published in

He

does not

New York

name

in

the region, but describes the conditions unmistakably

and eighth lectures of the first course. Shields
first, after Cousin in 1828, to appreciate the
fact that in philosophy, as in other things, America is preeminently
the heir of all the ages; and that here all past philosophy must be
assimilated and reproduced in some new and living form. His is the
first American treatise (Vol. I, 1877, Vol. II, 1889, Vol. Ill, 1905)
after Noah Porter’s Human Intellect (1868), to be based on a large
acquaintance with the whole past history of philosophy and science.
On the perennial problems of philosophy he has focussed the whole

in the sixth, seventh
in

1861

is

perhaps the

light of past discussion.
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scope and nature of that revelation which the Scriptures
report.

Certainly that revelation in both

its

primary and

its

written form has been the supreme instrument of education
available to man.
But, as Canon Liddon says in Some
Elements of Religion: “In view of moral evil revelation
must be not only illuminative but remedial/’ Lessing and

Kant both doubted the Christian
form, and yet both
the apostles and

first

revelation in

plainly assert that

its

Scriptural

could not be

it

moment Lessing exclaimed of
men who thus pre-

In one luminous

disproved.

vailed

men

Christians that the

must have had a true resurrection behind them

account for

all

that followed

31

Can

.

to

a philosopher believe

the Gospel record of Christ’s resurrection to be historically
valid,

and yet think philosophy, which seeks

synthesis
Is not

all

knowledge, has nothing to do with such a fact

Must not a world-order

resurrection of Christ
ferent

one
?

our conception of the world-ground philosophically

reached as an implication of the world-order
exist?

to unite in

from one

in

is

possible

which

it

But on the supposition that

is

we suppose

to

which an event like the
and present be wholly dif-

in

impossible or even absent?

this event

occurred must

be in accord with the actual world-order?

it

not

Can anything

belong to actual experience which does not also belong to
the world-order?

adjustment.

We

Many

may

not be able to

facts of experience,

make

the needed

and many discov-

beyond our present power of adjustment to the plan of the world, yet we must suppose that plan
It must cover all
is large enough to include all actual events.
eries of science, are

experience though not limited to experience.
the

modern view of

the world

is

alleged resurrection as impossible.
the world

is

is

called

thought to exclude the
But the modern view of

a dissolving view, subject to

much

sion, like the frequent revision of the past.

beset with

What

future revi-

It is

already

contradictions and mysteries beyond number,

which are freely acknowledged to be such among men of
The advance of science involves a continual reviscience.
31

Cairns, op.

cit.

180.
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sion,

enlargement and enrichment of the current world-view.

Not a few

discoveries have been

made which

prior to dis-

covery, and even after that, have been denied as impossible

on the ground of

conflict

with the laws of nature and order

The advance

of the world.

of knowledge

is

effected

through

a persistent attestation of facts often long discredited, even
for centuries before they are
It is said that the

between the ancient and modern

He

views of the universe.

this crucial

made

In effect he

all

naturalism stand or

he

finally calls

staked his whole conception of

problem of Christ’s resurrection.

the claims of naturalism against super-

with this one alleged event, which

fall

a world-historical humbug, and which the

critical historian,

Arnold of Rugby,

fact of history.

The

entire Bible

of Christ, His resurrection

instance

of

that

divine

which the whole Bible

calls the best attested

is

is

the supremely crucial

by

revelation

a record.

A

not only admits this event, but founds
this

event,

plainly

do,

as

the

keeping with the

in

is

Aside from the very personality

resurrection of Christ.
itself

believed.

leading idea of D. F. Strauss was the

irreconcilable opposition

world-order on

commonly

first

intervention

Christianity which
its

claims on

of

this

all

known exponents

must of necessity be an

of

faith

different

essentially

kind of religion, having a wholly different world-order, and
a different character in God, from one that flouts the intervention of

God

in this

unreasonable, uncalled

world as an arbitrary, unnatural,
for proceeding.

But such

is

the

connection of this one event with the whole Scriptural conception of the world before and after as to
rection

make

acceptance of this one event makes reasonable,
sary,

the resur-

a key and test of that whole conception.
if

The

not neces-

an acceptance of the whole universe of Scripture.

For, as

may

elsewhere be shown, the Bible has

its

own

universe, one self-consistent view of the world, physical

and metaphysical, historical and predictive, one coherent
and sublime conception, whether truth or fable, pervading
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the entire canon of

writings, though progressively de-

its

veloped in them from

page

first

to last.

divine intervention occurs

If

in

a single instance our

whole conception of world-order and world-ground must be
conformed to that event; and philosophy cannot escape
the question whether that recognized instance may not
be only the conspicuous illustration of a method that enters

whole plan of the world.

into the

There are those

to

whom

the resurrection of Christ “is a miraculous occurrence which

stands out solitary in the long record of time .” 32

But

nothing can be more unlikely than one, sole instance of
divine

intervention

universe.

and

whole scheme of the known

the

in

If a series of

instances in the physical order

history culminates in such an

in

resurrection,

and

is

event as

Christ’s

confirmed and illustrated by that, then

method must be found to enter far more deeply
would otherwise ever be supposed.

the whole

into the world-order than

may even

It

yet appear that initial causality proceeding

from the ground of the world, together with the genetic
process sustained and directed by that same power, are
integral, alternate

and complemental factors

in that

whole

world-order which so-called naturalism would reduce to

an exclusively genetic process.

But

may

it

apostles Peter

be rightly said, and in effect

and Paul,

if

true, that the resurrection is only the

ward sign of a

:

incarnation

rests,

itself,
33
.

that of

The

editor

“His mighty works were

not the miracles on which faith builds

was himself

by the
words be

said

most conspicuous out-

far greater miracle than

own personality, or the
now quoted goes on to say

Christ’s
just

is

the record of their

its

invincible peace

;

he

the miracle on which the faith of humanity

on a foundation more massive than the round world
But it has been well said by another that His

itself.”

miracles are “the logical expression of his person, or, as
See a notable Easter editorial in The Outlook,
15,

1911,

" Acts

p.
ii.

806.

32-6,

Romans

i.

3

*

4

-

New

York, April
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Athanasius puts

it,

‘in

rational sequence’ with that person

and mission ”. 34 The miracle of His personality requires the
external miracles as its suitable insignia, to make His real
nature and office unmistakably known; and in the editorial,
quoted this view is practically accepted.
Certainly no outward miracles could ever alone warrant
the confidence claimed and rewarded by the

Christ; and yet

if all

New

Testament

the personal claims were really uttered

Him

which the Gospels report, such miracles are indisIf they were not performed
they should have been performed.
The character alone
by

pensable to support His claims.

If there was no exhibition of
powers commensurate with the claims then the character
itself is discredited by these claims; which uttered by any

cannot support the claims.

other
insane.

man

today would put him in an asylum for the

The primary ground

of confidence in the Christ of

amazing and unparalleled fact that
these personal claims and teachings, and character and
powers are all perfectly in keeping with each other. No
inequality nor want of harmony appears in the supreme personality of history, but a perfect unity and self-consistency
and proportion in all His words and works and ways, in His
expressed prerogatives, manifest powers and actual influence on mankind to this day.
Whether fact or fiction,
everything said of Him, in Scripture, makes a perfectly
Scripture

lies

self-consistent

in the

representation,

a single

portrait,

such

as

its own best evidence of agreement with
Theodore Parker said it would take a Jesus
to forge a Jesus. But remove the miracles, and the unity of
With the miracles we must remove
portraiture is gone.
the claims, those words of transcendent self-assertion which
And when we
in any other man would mark the paranoic.
have eliminated both the miracles and the claims, how much
is left from which to judge what manner of man He was,
and who can tell what He ever said or did? Miracle so interpenetrates the whole Gospel record that it cannot be re-

would seem

to be

the reality.

81

Hitchcock, Christ and His Critics,

p.

148.

Cf. Orr, op.

cit.,

p.

118.
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moved without throwing

into utmost confusion the report

of Christ’s teachings and His personal claims.

becomes of the massive foundation for

What

then

faith in such

an

idealized personality?
It is

widely asserted at the present time “that the Chris-

tian religion

thought

so

essentially independent of miracle”. 35

is

Lessing

nor

Not

As God can only
and is best known

Spinoza.

known by what He has done,
in the measure that we know His works, whether in
ourselves, in other men or the physical world, it is plain
that if by the power of God the Gospel miracles were
be

actually wrought, they

and relation

nature in

so far as

it

must reveal aspects of His nature

men, which

“All that

learned.

human

to

falls

man

its

in their absence never could be

does contributes to a revelation of

entirety.” 36

And

all

way

can

we know

either

them

all,

we

would seem as

eyes

man

or

In no

God than by what

are told, the glory of God.

those miracles occurred, and
it

does,

Those who witnessed the miracles of

they have done.
Christ saw in

God

His nature.

tures, contributes to the revelation of

other

that

within the cognizance of His rational crea-

if

we need

— something prescribed

we no

to

If

longer see that glory,

have something done to our

in Rev.

iii.

18.

Spinoza had a very different view of the importance to
Christianity of miracle;

for he said to Bayle,

reports, that “if he could

or Bayle

have persuaded himself of the

would have broken in pieces his
whole system, and embraced the common faith of Chris37
In his case miracle had vital importance, not only
tians”.
resurrection of Lazarus, he

for Christianity, but for philosophy; since the fact of miracle,

once admitted, means a different world-order and a

world-ground than could ever be suspected in its
The miracles of Scripture imply the action of
absence.
different

35

George A. Gordon, Religion and Miracle,

36

W.

3T

1909, p. 167.

T. Harris, Psych. Foundations, p. 375.
Art. “Spinoza”, in Bayle’s Dictionary, quoted by Cairns, op.

p. 48.

cit.,
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initial causality

on the part of God.

Theism

of a self-determining personal Absolute in
of

initial

causality

resides

its

exercise,

origin

of

the

unless

as

will

the

power

the

in

A

God, but

some connection with

in

world-order

present

the doctrine

absolute measure.

assumes the same power

naturalistic theism

denies

and omnipotent

the

in

is

whom

assumes an

;

the

eternal

ground of the world, and

denies that absolute will ever functions as a free agent.

This conception,
entire

tency

it

is

self-consistency,
it

has this form.

true,

but

is

in

And

seldom maintained with

measure

the

of

consis-

this conception easily

fades

out into that of an impersonal world-ground, constituting

phenomena, the dynamic element and
The colors and shades of pantheism
vary like the chameleon. There is always a self-existing
Absolute exercising power; but everything done in the unithe sole reality in

all

sole agent in all action.

verse

is

done by

this sole being,

and the universe

is

only

being in action

this

Jupiter est quodcunque vides.

This Absolute, whether conceived

(Lucan.)

in

terms of substance,

of power, of thought, or even of will as in Schopenhauer,
always, in effect, impersonal

;

is

for the reason that, although

and usually supposed, in theory, as with
and
Spinoza
Spencer, to have infinite powers and attributes
transcending all that are recognized by man, yet this Absocalled absolute,

lute is practically limited to

no
no

alternative,

modes of

action that permit of

nor choice, nor freedom.

This Absolute

is

phenomenal products, and might as
well not be absolute at all yet the world-ground, under
whatever conception, is necessarily self-determined and free
less fated

than

its

;

Not all
name; perhaps few have
done so. Spencer certainly did not, and yet this is what his
teaching comes to. Spinoza did not, for the term had not
then been invented, and probably was not used before 1720.
Yet pantheism had prevailed for many centuries in India,
as the best philosophy has recognized since Plato.

pantheists call themselves by this

—
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and was known

in

China, Persia, Greece and Egypt, and

far back in ancient Babylon.

Thus a

true theism changes to pantheism through the

God who never intervenes.
This change can be observed in historical instances; as in

intermediate conception of a

the case of
first

John Toland,

to

whom

the term pantheism

is

due, and who, objecting to Spinoza, became a pantheist

himself.

On

the supposition of a primaeval theism, such as

the Bible writers

all

assume, though this has been denied

every assertion of fact

is

now

denied

—the

early

and pre-

vailing combination of pantheism and polytheism

ancient races

may

in this

way

be accounted for

38
.

among

Nothing

can be more natural than the association of pantheism and
polytheism with a resultant divorce of religion and morals.

For when the Supreme Being ceases to be an object of
worship, and is regarded as wholly inapproachable, and
usually as unknowable, the religious instinct must be met
by other and inferior deities believed to be accessible and
responsive; deities that are supplied from several sources,
and largely reflect the character of the worshippers. These
for the more ignorant may constitute the only gods, while
more cultivated minds may regard themselves as irresponsible incarnations of the only being.

The theory of the ethnic religions presented in the
chapter of Romans is in accord with the entire Bible.

first

In

the Psalms the nations are said to have forgotten God,

whom

once they knew, and

it is

predicted that they will yet

God they have forgotten. In the statements of
both in Romans and in Corinthians, the apostle would

return to the
Paul,
ss

“In
Speaking of the time between Noah and Abraham, Orr says
mankind again multiplies, and is distributed in its families
and nations throughout the earth. This, according to the Bible, takes
place in connection with the judgment of Babel. The divine providence
fixes the bounds of the nations (Gen. x, Deut. xxxii. 8, Acts xvii. 26).”
“The period is marked by the growing obscuration of the consciousness
of God that confusion of God and the world which is the root error
of heathenism and the loss of the sense of the unity of God in polytheism (Josh. xxiv. 2). Hence the need of a new beginning in special
revelation, in the call and covenant of Abraham.” Op. cit., p. 69.
:

this period

—

—
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seem

have

to

times,

men

in

mind

certain leaders of thought in early

men of their
They were
to know God,

professing themselves wise, learned

whom

day, with

men who had

a general apostasy began.

every reason and opportunity

but who, in their unrighteousness, held down, held back, or

suppressed the truth
pressio veri;

who

—the worst

possible instance of a sup-

while knowing God, glorified

as God, nor gave thanks, but

became vain

all

the re-

thought and conduct familiar to the entire pagan

world, and too well
truth of

not

in their reason-

ing and their senseless hearts were darkened, with
sults in

Him

God

for a

known

They exchanged

elsewhere.

the

and worshipped and served the creat-

lie,

ure rather than the Creator.

Professing themselves wise

they became fools, so that the world, through

its

own

wis-

dom, knew not God, became agnostic in respect of the
Supreme and must be recovered to God through, what the

Men had

world considered, the foolishness of preaching.

reaped what they had sown, and through this universal law

who

of moral equation God,

wisdom of

foolish the

certainly acts by law,

the world

39
.

The

apostle

had made
is

not dis-

paraging philosophy, as will elsewhere be shown.
disparaged no philosophy but that which

is

He

contrary to

and held men responsible for a true philosophy 40
The whole Scripture gives the strongest possible encourChrist,

.

agement

to the right pursuit of philosophy.

But on the

supposition that an early apostasy from the original faith

began

in this

way, divine intervention and instruction would

grow

inevitably

altogether in

less

its

frequent,

with the witness of God in their

in

time be suspended

men were still
common experience of

left

con-

world-order,

and the indications frequently

among Pagan

writers of a moral government

the

science,

recognized

and

obvious forms while

over the nations.

Deism

is

thus the

first

recognizes one supreme
33
40

Romans
Col.

ii.

i.

8;

and

1

Rom.

Cor.
i.

20.

remove from a true theism.

God who never

intervenes.

i.

Acts, xiv. 14-17; xvii. 22-29.

It

All
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forms of naturalistic theism are only
sometimes improvements, a higher

the post-Kantian

of

variations

deism

deism,

and deism

;

is still

pantheism the term

name

the best

for them

Blount, and his posthumous Oracles of Reason,

Kant

lished in 1695.

is

deism; but he only reconstructed the arguments.

The

of

pub-

first

sometimes called the destroyer of

postulates are taken over bodily

a stronger basis.

Like

all.

of British origin, due to Charles

is

from the

deists,

His three
and put on

teleology of the third Kritik

that

is

philosophy since Socrates, shared by Kant with the

all

again

but

deists,

and

postulates,

profoundly

this teleology

a universal natural religion,

The

reconstructed.

three

were for Kant the elements of
having which we do not need

to call in the aid of revelation by miracle.

In the content of

and the new support he found for

his creed,

it,
Kant is
them all. As a sufficient acEngland had been overthrown

in fact the greatest deist of

count of religion deism in

by the massive learning of

its clerical

opponents, the impreg-

nable argument of Butler, and the Evangelical revival. 41

But Kant put
gave

it

a

its

new

chief postulates on a

lease of life that

still

new

foundation, and

continues.

It

has re-

turned to England, and spread through English-speaking
lands.

Its

fundamental tenet

is

a divine revelation in con-

science and the world-order, with the denial of revelation by
intervention.

In

all

Christian churches, until recently, this

denial of the overt revelation, as distinguished

from formal

atheism, has constituted infidelity.

Pantheism
it,

is

the second

remove from

a true theism.

In

divine personality, the godhead, so plainly seen by Soc-

rates

and Paul

in the things that are

made, becomes

dis-

persed and dissolved in the totality of things. The worldground from having been a qualitative Absolute, and the
perfect form of personality, becomes a quantitative Abso41
As an example of strictly scientific reasoning by induction, Butler’s
Analogy never was surpassed. It is a far stronger argument than
Darwin’s in The Origin of Species; and as being valid from its premises was granted even by Huxley and John Stuart Mill.
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and that indifferent identity of things that Hegel calls
In the pantheism
all cows are black”.
of Egypt a cow among other animals was worshipped as a
In no proper sense can such an
sufficient symbol of deity.
It is only an
Absolute be either worshipped or known.
lute,

“the night in which

inscrutable essence of things, and

food for metaphysical

speculation of the least profitable kind.

of theism

mon

may

An

attenuated form

indeed be philosophically warranted by com-

experience, without any appeal to the miraculous reve-

lation.

But theism cannot permanently survive the denial
It has been kept alive to this day

of divine intervention.

among men

solely

by the influence of the Hebrew and Chris-

God who has always intervened, who still
and who has sometimes done this in a miracu-

tion faith in a

intervenes,

lous way.

Spinoza was entirely right
rection of Lazarus

is

in

thinking that

if

the resur-

an historical fact then the Scriptural

form of Christianity must be true; and the whole worldorder must be conformed to that fact, conditioned by that
revelation, and very different from what he had otherwise
supposed.

He

discredited

all

the miracles of Scripture on the

ground that the universe exhibits a rational and immutable
order, to which events so highly exceptional could not be conformed. So think most objectors to miracle, but the supposition is gratuitous.
If the world-ground is a rational being
the most immutable plan might easily cover all the miracles
of Scripture and a million more. We have only to suppose
that the self-determining Absolute saw fit to provide in the
constitution of the universe for acts of initial causality con-

He had in view. If such acts
His freedom and transcendence than His
goodness and severity, we have only to recall that selfrevelation is presumably His end. The fact that such acts
are infrequent and exceptional may be due to the moral
ducive to the moral ends
reveal

no

less

encountered.
Under moral conditions either
worse they might appear an every-day affair; and
so long as human science aims to control the laws of

conditions
better or
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nature only through their more complete observance,

obvious that the being through

no need to

He

not hard;

demus

set aside the

law

The Chinese say

will.

if it is

it

is

those laws exist has

produce what

in order to

effects

you know how a thing is
you don’t know how. Nico-

that

hard then

How

asked,

whom
if

He

can these things be?

simply did

know how; but that did not alter the facts, and Christ
knew how. Most persons who ride in a trolley car or speak
through a telephone cannot tell how the thing is done, and
not

the best electrician does not fully understand

Many

facts of the world-order

it.

have been discovered since

Spinoza lived which he would have thought quite contrary

Human

to that order.

the world-order, and

ence

may

experience

what

is

is

not commensurate with

highly exceptional to experi-

be far from exceptional to that order in the funda-

mental principle involved.
enlarging, and

But experience

now embraces much

itself is

continually

that even fifty years ago,

or ten years ago, would have seemed to contradict the laws

Most great

discoveries

have been ridiculed

announced, or

in advance,

and many long after

of nature.

when

first

the discover}'

whatever acts

is

made.

He

If the world-order

is

God’s plan,

employs would be in keeping with His

general plan; but what that plan

is

He

doubtless

knows

own plan God cannot be
we do.
supposed to interfere, though men are strongly inclined to think that what interferes with their own
In His

better than

wishes, opinions and ordinary experience, interferes with the

plan of the world.

Miracles wrought by the power of

God

could never be an interference with the world-order, and

should never be so called.

world-order

is

We

can only learn what the

by taking account of

all

actual events.

This

was plain even to Huxley who in 1887 wrote as follows:
“Nobody can presume to say what the order of nature must
be.
all

All that the widest experience, even
past time and through

in a certain

way

all

if it

space, that events

extended over

had happened

could justify, would be a proportionally

strong expectation that events will go on so happening, and
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the

demand

for a proportional strength of evidence in favor

of any assertion that they had happened otherwise.

weighty consideration, the truth of which any one

this
is

It is

who

capable of logical thought must surely admit, which knocks

the bottom out of

all

a priori objections either to ordinary

miracles or the efficacy of prayer, in so far as the latter

No

implies a miraculous intervention of a higher power.

one

is

entitled to say a priori that

any given so-called miracu-

no one is entitled to say a priori
some change in the ordinary course of
nature cannot possibly avail. The supposition that there is
any inconsistency between the acceptance of the constancy
of natural order, and a belief in the efficacy of prayer is the
more unaccountable, as it is obviously contradicted by analolous event

is

that prayer

impossible, and

for

42
gies furnished by every-day experience .”

Originative acts
plan; and

if

may form an

the world-ground

integral part of God’s
is

whole

a personal being this

may

be reasonably expected. Moreover they must be so employed
if God, a Moral Absolute, would make any adequate revelation of Himself to His moral creatures. Omnipotent energy
joined to absolute wisdom would employ initial causality
when and where and how the general plan and purpose of
work required. If such a power produces finite moral
agents, and would be known to those agents as their moral
original, Creator and Redeemer, no means of self-revelation
could be half so effective as evidence of initial action on the
part of that power which has produced the order of the

world.

This has been obvious to

men

of science in large

numbers, and of the highest rank, but usually those

who

have read the Scripture, as well as nature, with due care.

The

fact that other

men

of science,

who have

taken no

pains to master the principles and laws of the higher revelation, are

ready to repudiate

its

miracles, does not point

out as competent judges in the premises.
attested

and

relation of

them

There are well

fully accepted facts in every science the full

which to the order of the world no

0 Science and Christian Tradition, 1893,

p.

133.

man

of
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But Pascal, who was eminent in
and also was deeply acquainted with Christ, said

science can yet discern.
science,

that not to

know

Christ

was not

know

to

the order of the

any man of science knows to the contrary Christ may be the key to the whole world-order.

For

world.

Through
together

that

all

Christ, the apostle said, all things consist, or hold
43

.

Spinoza was strongly impressed with that ethical personality of Christ

which

now

is

said to be a sufficient

ground

of faith; but nothing short of miracle would have convinced

him
The

that the Christ of the Gospels
.

Gospel representation as
it is

was altogether real.
from the entire

ethical personality of Christ is learned
it

stands.

effected by the ensemble,

As

a mental impression

and has no

reality apart

from

the miracles that support the claims which are ascribed to
Christ’s

own

How

lips.

can the unqualified faith required

by Christ in the Gospels be given to a highly
idealized character,

who

at best

ceiving the history of His

own

was

fictitious

and

a deluded man, miscon-

nation, the order of nature,

and the very nature and conduct of God Himself?

A

God who never

mercy and judgment,

intervenes for ends of self-revelation,
a very different being

is

from the only

God recognized by the only Christ we know anything about.
pulpits made famous and glorious in the past by a
gospel of divine intervention in man's behalf, are now occupied by clergymen who, in the name of Christ, preach
Yet many

Easter sermons without a resurrection, and view with incredulity

who by

and repugnance the very notion of

initial

action does but exercise the

a divine being

first

prerogative

of a moral agent, and thus reveals Himself plainly to His

The

was once believed to
“For we did not follow cunningly
devised fables when we made known unto you the power and
coming of our Lord Jesus Christ; but we were eye wit-

moral offspring.

have written the words

43

Col.

i.

17.

apostle Peter

:
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nesses of his majesty .” 44

maximum

It

is

conceded

in science that

maximum

authority accompanies the

experience.

But these preachers reduce to a fable the united testimony of
the most impressive witnesses the world has known to the
fact of God's revelation by intervention.
Some minor
miracles they are indeed willing to admit, provided the

phenomena do not

indicate intervention, but only

ucts of the genetic process
in

The

terms of law.

God

part of
that

some prod-

which have not yet been explained

supposition of initial action on the

from the dead

they cannot abide, even to raise

Lord of life who was ignominiously slain for their
They have no doubt that His soul survived this

redemption.

He

execution; but so far as they are concerned
slain,

fort

and
is

in this

world

will get

that as Christ doubtless

will stay

Their com-

no vindication.

survives, an immortal

still

somewhere in space, they also may
survive. On no account would they have Him visibly return
to earth in glorified body and royal state, for they are not
prepared to meet Him in that way. They may indeed repeat
but disembodied

spirit,

the apostles’ creed, but to every clause of

give a private

it

interpretation.

The

divine agency emphasized in miracle

immediate agency as

initial

agency.

is

much

not so

In Scripture the

imme-

most common
phenomena of nature and so far as the prevailing language
diate agency of

God

is

connected with

all

the

;

may

of Scripture requires the only real second causes

The

finite wills.

miracles
causality

least

common denominator

not immediate action, but

is

of

all

be

the Bible

initial action.

Initial

always represented as revealing, in a way that

is

otherwise could not clearly be revealed, the transcendent

freedom and power and the mind of God, but never represented as opposed to the order of the world; while the fact
that a fixed and rational order belongs to the world

nized in Scripture by

overlooked.

It is

than in Scripture.
2 Pet.

i.

16.

many

is

recog-

indications that are too often

not more clearly recognized in Aristotle

The world-view

of Scripture

is

far

more
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often travestied than understood, and invites attention on

own

merits, quite apart from the authority which it may
Without assuming this authority in advance, it can
be gathered by adequate attention, and an open mind, just

its

claim.

as the world-view of

Homer

or Dante

may

be learned; and

but one world-view pervades the whole of Scripture,

though

it is

al-

only gradually shown.

Huxley saw

that the miracles require initial action, and

that although this means volitional action, they would not

He

necessarily oppose the order of nature.

rests the

whole

question of their occurrence on testimony, and denies that
the testimony

is

adequate.

But to

this

testimony he gave no

adequate attention, never saw the profound coherence of
the whole, the self-consistent world-view of
its

concurrence with

moral

fitness to the

whole Bible

is

all

all

Scripture,

duly attested facts in science, nor

needs of man.

He

its

did not see that the

the context of every part, and that only in the

whole can a just interpretation of particular
portions be made. Yet in a superficial way he recognized
the fact that the Bible has one world-view of its own, and
light of the

of this he was the most brilliant and effective antagonist the
last

century produced.

In the Book of Acts (iv. 16) we are told that “with great
power gave the apostles witness of the resurrection of the
Lord Jesus”, who after that event had shown Himself alive
Paul
to the apostles “by many infallible proofs” (i. 3).

wrote to the Corinthians (1 Cor. xv. 13-15) that “if there
be no resurrection of the dead then is Christ not risen. And
if Christ be not risen then is our preaching vain, and your
vain.

faith

is

God

because

;

Christ;
not.”

whom
In the

Yea, and

we have

we

are found false witnesses of

testified of

first

volume of

God

that he raised up

if

so be that the dead rise

his

History of the Church,

he raised not up

Baur wrote: “What the resurrection was in itself
Historical
beyond the sphere of historical inquiry.

F. C.
lies

contemplation has only to keep

itself to this point, that

for

the faith of the disciples the resurrection of Jesus became
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the most fixed and incontrovertible certainty.
Christianity

In this faith

secured the firm foundation of

first

its

histori-

cal development.” 45

The whole question

of an overt revelation

staked, as Strauss, in effect, has done,

on

may

be rightly

one crucial

this

event; and the primary proof of this historical event

lies

where Huxley has placed it, in adequate testimony, both
direct and circumstantial. The apostles, by their own confession, were false witnesses, if the resurrection of Christ
did not occur; and not only the apostles, but the entire body
of first Christian believers through whose absolute unanimity

of testimony to this fact Christianity was carried into

all

the empire of ancient

was

It

many

Rome, and survives

the testimony of persons living close to the event,

of them

acquainted

with the apostles,

sealed by the blood of countless martyrs to

an

to this day.

historical event or

an hallucination

;

testimony

what was

either

martyrs of the most

exalted character, whose faith and example have been repro-

duced

in all

subsequent time.

It is

not strange that Lessing

once, considering these facts, exclaimed that the

men who

thus prevailed must have had a true resurrection behind

Although he himself remained a rationalist, and
probably became a pantheist, he regarded the orthodox

them.

faults,

more

respect,

than

Lutherans of his time, as being, with whatever
self-consistent

and

intellectually

worthy of

the rationalizing theologians led by Semler.

wrote to his brother,

Of

these he

in 1774, that “their attempts to explain

away miracles only weakened their cause, and in seeking
to make men rational Christians they made them highly
irrational philosophers”. 46

The new

rationalists say that the old

deadly to ideals;

47

rationalism was

but an hundred years after these words

of Lessing, Strauss had reached the same conclusion regard-

ing the
45

its
16
47

new

Quoted

rationalists that

in R. S.

Lessing had expressed about

Storrs’ Divine Origin of Christianity

Historical Effects, 1884,

Seen from

p. 636.

Quoted from Cairns, op. cit., p. 143.
Edward C. Moore, An Outline of the History of Christian Thought

Since Kant, 1912,

p. 34.
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the old.

In 1873,

The Old and

in

that “if the old faith

is

New

absurd so

is

Faith, Strauss said

the modernized, that

of the Protestanten Verein and the Jena Declarationists.

The old
The new

Bible faith only contradicted reason, not
contradicts itself in

all its

parts.” 48

itself.

In the opinion

of Strauss the old Bible faith contradicts reason because
1

•

it

asserts miracle, or a divine revelation by intervention.

But the new Bible

was

full

which was only a new rationalism,
of compromise, and haggled over the resurrection;
faith,

and Strauss had no doubt that

He saw

with this event.

world-view of

its

all

Scripture stood or

fell

that the Bible presents a single

own, which view he considered utterly

irreconcilable with the view he supposed

modern

science to

require.

Kant held
ning

to the culpable sinfulness of all

from normal

in a wilful lapse

;

mankind, begin-

the original moral state

having been normal he also held to the absolute sinlessness
;

—two conceptions with large implications for reve-

of Christ'

elsewhere considered.

lation, to be

Fichte began his career

by composing in an eight day’s fury a Kritik of all Revelation, to show how unnecessary and incredible was the kind
of revelation which the Bible pretends to report.
lived to

But he

acknowledge that reason has need of some such
we find in Scripture, and to say that “a Higher

testimony as

Being undertook the charge of the

man

race, just as

first

members of

an old and venerable document, containing

the deepest and sublimest truths, represents

done; and to this testimony
revert”. 49

the hu-

all

him

to

have

philosophy must in the end

Schelling spent long, silent years repenting the

incontinent pantheism of his youth, and then trying to restate

in

terms of supernatural revelation the naturalistic

50
speculations of his untempered days.
48
49

Cairns, op.

lief,
50

cit., p.

21

Quoted by Theodor
1874,

1.

Christlieb in

Modern Doubt and

Christian Be-

p. 79.

Perhaps no American scholar has been more intimately acquainted

with Schellings’ early and late product than Henry B. Smith, whose
article on Schelling is superior to most short estimates of this
thinker.

Cf. Appleton’s

New

American Encyclopedia, “Schelling.”
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Hegel makes so vast demands on patience before he can
be rightly understood that he has been amply repaid, with

And yet those who have studied him
most deeply seem to find him the most fecundative and illuminative mind of the century past.
The Bible itself is
misunderstanding.

much misunderstood
foolish a book as

it

for

want of

ling, the British expositor of

and

patience,

has frequently been

made

is

not so

to look.

Stir-

Hegel, asserts that “Hegel,

all

consideration of his principle and method apart, has pro-

duced on

human

all

aesthetic 51

interests,

theoretical,

and

practical,

a body of generalized knowledge, which

,

for

comprehensiveness and accuracy, for power of penetration

and power of reduction, has never been approached .” 52
Such a man’s view of revelation ought to be considered. It
is certain that Hegel reacted from some revolutionary ideals

own

of his

He became

youth, and current in that time.

defender of the established church and

state,

a

viewed not only

as a necessity to the social order, but as a legitimate expres-

sion of the reason that constitutes the cosmic order.
politics

tional

In

he was a liberal conservative, advocating constitu-

government; and

in all things state

and church and

doctrine he emphasized the value of order and organization.

Hegel

is

commonly

own

regarded by his
nearest to

with his

wrote

him

family, nor by the students

in his later years,

total output,

his life

called a pantheist; but he

53
.

who

who were

was not so

who

stood

best acquainted

works and
first and best

edited his complete

All these, and several of his

01

Following the Kantian division of knowledge in the three Kritiken.
62
Schwegler’s Handbook of the History of Philosophy, translated by
J. H. Stirling, Edinburgh, 1868, p. 465.
™The Life of Hegel by Rosenkranz appeared first in 1844; and in
1848 was the basis of an admirable account of the life and character
of the philosopher, by James W. Alexander, in The Princeton Review.

The same

saw published the first intelligent accounts in this
One was a volume by J. B. Stallo, a political exile from Germany, who many pears later was American minisIt was called General Principles of the Philosophy of
ter to Italy.
Nature. The second account was prepared anonymously by Henry B.
Smith for a volume by Frederick H. Hedge, on Prose Writers of Germany. Dr. Hedge of Harvard, himself a highly proficient scholar in
the literature of Germany, asked Dr. Smith to prepare this section on
year, 1848,

country of Hegel’s philosophy.
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expositors in Great Britain and this country, with

Vera

the Italian, have considered Hegel as being not only a theist,

but fundamentally and sincerely Christian in his convictions

and philosophy.

His system and significance

as a

whole

can never be comprehended from the isolated study of a
part, nor from those interpretations which he would have
rejected altogether, and did reject.

Hegel broke with Schelling when Schelling became unmistakably a pantheist. He revolted from Spinoza, and set

However im-

forth Christianity as the absolute religion.
perfect his success,

it

was

yet his

aim

to give philosophical

expression to some fundamental truths that Christianity

A

teaches in a historical form.

weighty reconstruction of

was the

last work of his life; and so
from being a pantheist, his most eminent, learned,
critical and profound American expositor, William T. Harris, would seem to make it plain that the refutation of

the theistic argument
far

pantheism enters as a fundamental purpose into Hegel’s

whole philosophical task

54

In his History of Philosophy

.

the express ground that Dr. Smith

was then the

best qualified

man

in

This brief account of Hegel was read not long
after by Henry C. Brockmeyer of St. Louis, who became an ardent
Hegelian, and who first interested William T. Harris in Hegel.
In
1867 Dr. Harris founded his Journal of Speculative Philosophy, the
first of the kind ever published in the English language; and through

the country to do

this journal,

of the

it.

became

for

some years

German systems following

American expositor

the leading

after Kant.

M

W. T. Harris, Hegel’s Logic, 1890, Introduction to the Study of
Philosophy, 1889. Psychological Foundations of Education, 1898. Articles on Hegel, and Philosophy, in Johnson’s Cyclopedia, Journal of
Also, McBride
Speculative Philosophy, St. Louis, 1867-1887, passim.
Sterrett,

James,

in

William
Studies in Hegel’s Philosophy of Religion, 1891.
The Hibbert Journal, Oct., 1908, says: “Any author is easy

you can catch the center of his vision. From the center in Hegel
came those towering sentences of his that are comparable only to
Luther’s, as where speaking of the ontological proof of God’s existence
from the concept of him as the ens perfectissimum to which no attriif

bute can be lacking, he says

:

‘It

would be strange

if

the notion, the

a word, the concrete totality we call God,
were not rich enough to embrace so poor a category as Being, the very
poorest and most abstract of all for nothing can be more insignificant

very heart of the mind,

or, in

;

than Being’”

( i.e .,

mere Being without

predicates).

This comment of
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Hegel asserts that philosophy and supernaturalism

in reli-

gion agree in substance and are only different in form;

whereas rationalism

in religion is

opposed to philosophy in

He thought the dogmatic presentahad indeed become wooden and lifeless;

both form and matter.
tion of Christianity

but he strongly objected to a theology without historical

and dogmatic content, reduced
of

and

feeling,

left

at

to Schl'eiermacher’s

loose ends

55

Stirling

.

ground

says that

Hegel believed the resurrection of Christ 56 and we are
told that when he lay dying, like Sir Walter Scott, he
would have no book read to him but the Bible. Doubtless his views of Scripture were too lax to please the
stringent Hengstenberg, between whom and Schleiermacher
Hegel stood, acceptable to neither; all three men teaching
,

Nor

at the University of Berlin.

part of his

very

American

commonly

by whom he was
though some large amends for

critics in the past,

travestied;

these former travesties have been

some

did he please the greater

made

American scholars

half a dozen

stands William T. Harris, and

in recent years

at the

among

head of

by

whom

the latest President

John Grier Hibben.

The philosophy
stand,

of Hegel is confessedly difficult to underand exceeding few are the students who have taken

pains to master his entire output.

It is better to

suppose

not understood him than to give him an interprewhich was repudiated not only by those persons who
were best acquainted with the man, but by the author himHe seems to have accepted the historical fact of an
self.

we have
tation

overt revelation, and this
problem^

James

is

—whether

the prior question in the whole

the more interesting from

its source in one calling himself a
might be shown that the idealism of Hegel
and the empiricism of James was only the vestibule to

radical empiricist; though

meant

is

indeed an overt and explicit revelation,

reality

it

his unfinished metaphysics.
55

Cairns, op.

cit. p.

165.

Cf. William Wallace on Hegel in the Ency-

clopedia Britannica, 1879.
50

Schwegler, op.

cit.

p. 440.
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New

such as the Old and

Testaments record, has entered

into the historical experience of mankind, or

jected

compliance

in

demands of

with

the

strident

must be reand intolerant

naturalistic reasoning in these days.

writes in the Analogy:

Butler

“Religion came into the world

prior to

all consideration of the proper authority of any
book supposed to contain it, and even prior to all consideration whether the revelation be uncorruptly handed down”

(Pt.

Ch.

i,

tianity

is

“The only question

iii).

whether

it

of the truth of Chris-

be a real revelation, not whether

attended with every circumstance which

looked for” (Pt.

On

ii,

Ch.

we

it

be

should have

iii).

the supposition that the Christian revelation has en-

tered

actual

the

experience of

mankind

in

the

manner

described by the primary documents of the Christian faith,

then beyond doubt

it is

the

most momentous part of human

experience, and philosophy cannot ignore

recreant to

its

own

mission.

perience in terms of reality

it

without proving

For the interpretation of exand sufficient reason is condi-

tioned on the completeness with which the integration of

experience

is

effected.

Again,

if

the Christian revelation, as

recorded in the Christian canon, does in fact constitute a
valid

which

means of any knowledge of the universe and God,
is otherwise beyond our reach, philosophy cannot dis-

regard

it

without being false to

its

own

mission.

Since

it is

the business of philosophy to exemplify the unity of learn-

means of knowledge in all fields of research
in their mutually complemental and corrective relations, in
order to gain a just and synthetic view of the world and
man, with an adequate conception of their necessary presuppositions in that Absolute Being whereby both world
ing, to unite all

and

man

exist.

There can be but one universe, and whatever methods of
revelation are employed, they must, beyond question, be in
keeping with the order of this universe. But what that order
is

can be learned only from

human

experience in

its

total

range, and the range of experience can be learned only from
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the concurrent testimony of

good

testimony must philosophy take

From such
No human

witnesses.

all

its

facts.

testimony ever was presented so wonderfully united, so

morally exalted, so solemnly impressive, so powerfully effective in the enlightenment of

man’s

intellect

and

rectifi-

cation of his will as the collective testimony of the Bible

writers to the

experienced fact of an overt revelation.

Therefore we have good reason to believe that
revelation

is

this overt

a fact of experience, an integral factor in the

world-order, and a means of knowledge that philosophy

cannot honestly ignore.

and bend to

all

Philosophy must bend to the

facts,

the facts, not bend the facts to please our

Philosophy must integrate experience and

predilections.

find a sufficient reason for the whole, or fail of its mission.

The

largest fact of

human

experience

is

and phi-

Christ,

losophy must be Christian, must conform to Christ, or
absolutely fail to render a sufficient reason.

It

cannot be

Christian and repudiate the world-order involved in the

whole recorded testimony and career of Christ.

words ascribed

Him

to

In

all

the

but one world-order can be found,

one self-consistent and sublime conception pervading

all

His words, exemplified in all His claims, His function
and career.
The scope of philosophy must be commensurate with the totality of experience, and the facts
of experience from the least and lowest to the greatest and
highest must be reviewed in their totality and unity, and in
The
the natural order of their importance and ascent.
concurrent testimony of honest witnesses must be seriously

weighed, however strange the contents of the testimony

may

appear.

The

sciences

and philosophy are dependent on

the material of experience, for every

such testimony for

all

fact they recognize

and

use.

This

is

the only

way

in

which

any kind reach the sciences or philosophy. There
no escape from testimony as the only available means of
acquiring data.
Always and everywhere good testimony
is authority, and apart from such authority no science of
facts of

is

experience

is

possible.

Incessant use of authority, whether
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good or bad,

is

may
among

involved in

all

philosophy, though the phi-

losopher

think as freely as he will.

choose

authorities,

and

He

is

free to

to interpret their testimony

as he will; but he can never be rid of authority, nor rid of
responsibility in free thought.

therefore he

Thus

all

responsible,

is

if

Because he

is

free to think

the universe has a moral order.

matters of fact are received in the sciences and

philosophy upon faith in the testimony of witnesses,
rational insight

and

all

men

all

conditioned by the testimony received,

are free to accept or reject the testimony of-

Even

fered.

is

the testimony of Christ

is

forced upon none,

but freely offered to our acceptance or repudiation.
contradiction

in

The

matter between faith and unbelief

this

could scarcely be more plainly shown than in these words

from Emerson's Oversoul: “The
thority

is

The

not faith.

on auon authority measures

faith that stands

reliance

the decline of religion, the withdrawal of the soul.

men have given

position that
turies

is

to Jesus

a position of authority.”

now

for

many

The
cen-

So would transcendent-

and mystic alike have insight independent of all testimony, experience or reason but their own and consider
valid no religious faith but such as one private experience
alist

may

produce.

Not only

is

mankind, but
best

He

is

Christ the largest fact in the experience of

in the conviction of all

who have known Him

also the highest witness to the truth. In this agree

who during His ministry were his nearest associates,
and those who in all after times have made the largest proof
of His reported testimony in their lives, who have most
those

completely acted on

it

and lived by

it.

All these, with one

consent, attach finality to the testimony of Christ as the

testimony of a competent witness.
testimony to which

finality

There

is

much good

cannot be attached; but the

Christ of Scripture invariably assumed finality for His

testimony in

corded

any

Him

own

whole extent, and this has always been acby those who would seem to know Him best. In
its

case, the recorded

testimony of Christ involves a per-
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and spirand moral, past and future. This conception

fectly coherent conception of the universe, physical
itual, historical
is

supported by the concurrent testimony of

all

Hebrew

the

prophets and apostles, constituting a consensus of which the
moral weight never was surpassed and never equalled.
These witnesses supplement each other in many matters of
detail,

but never contradict each other in any leading fea-

ture of their world-view.

All the principal witnesses of this

extraordinary group claim an experimental contact with the
supernatural which qualifies them for the testimony given,

and

this claim in its highest possible

The world-view
Christ Himself, by

of

whom

it is

exemplified. “Verily, verily,
to

have

said,

“we speak

form

Scripture

all

I

is

made by

assumed, enlarged and even

say unto thee”,

we do know, and

that

Christ.

the world-view of

is

He

is

reported

testify that

we

have seen; and ye receive not our witness.

If I

have told

how

shall

ye believe

you earthly things and ye believe
if I tell you of heavenly things?”

not,

Was

Jesus Christ a com-

petent witness in the matters that His testimony covers, and

has philosophy nothing to do today with the world-view
that such a consensus of testimony presents?

Weltanschauung of Jesus Christ be stated

command

He

find faith
is

Is Christ indeed the

When

of our schools, or not?

If this

Cannot the

terms that will

the respectful attention of masters in science and

doctors in philosophy today?

shall

in

the

Son of

Master

Man cometh

on the earth?

not a naturalistic universe,

it is

supernaturalistic

and the sooner this is recognized in philosophy the better.
Naturalism is not an observed fact but an hypothesis of
world-order based on highly contradictory data, yet frequently assumed with dogmatic finality as an irrefutable
result of science to

be conformed.

major premise
worst sense.

Any
is

which

all

science

and philosophy must

philosophy using this assumption as

The mark

of a self-consistent naturalism

the complete elimination of initial causality
cal

its

a dogmatic system from the outset in the

and human history.

All

phenomena

from

all

is

physi-

are the necessitated
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product of natural antecedents without a beginning, and

even

human

action

is

wholly of

this sort.

No

event origi-

nates in a free and strictly spontaneous will choosing be-

tween possible alternatives of

action.

higher, moral sense, has no reality in
liberty in

than Fate.

man

is an
But the key of

illusion,

E. North field, Mass.

Personality in the

God

or man.

All

God Himself

this

is nothing more
whole universe is Christ.

Henry William Rankin.

CRITICAL NOTE
VON SODEN’s TEXT AND MATTHEW

The

New

small edition

Testament

is

I.

l6*

(Handausgabe) of von Soden’s Greek

a reprint of the large edition with an ab-

Both the text and the apparatus
upon and express the results of von Soden’s theory of the
history of the text embodied in the three volumes of his Die
breviated critical apparatus.
rest

Schriften des Neuen Testaments, 1902-1910. This theory is
based upon a very comprehensive examination and analysis
of the materials for the criticism and history of the text.

In-

deed the increase and present extent of the primary materials
the Greek manuscripts
have induced von Soden not only

—

—

to adopt a

new system

but also to

of symbols for convenient designation

reduce their citation in the

apparatus

critical

under which the materials are distributed by his theory.
Information concerning this theory
of the history of the text is given in a brief introduction and
this is followed by a statement of the principles upon which
the critical apparatus is constructed and an explanation of the
symbols employed.
After tracing the growth of interest in the authentic text
of the New Testament in the second century which culminated
in Tertullian and Origen, von Soden points out the fact that
the influence of these two men in textual matters was proTheir text was successful against that of Tatian,
found.
Marcion and a second century recension of Acts, though later
texts were not free from mixture from these and other

mainly

to the categories

;

sources, especially the free citations of the early fathers, the

Latin,

Syriac and possibly the Sahidic versions, and from

local text

About the end of the

forms (lectionaries).

century three efforts were

made

to purify the text

;

in

third

Alex-

andria by the Hesychian recension (H), in Caesarea by the
Palestinian recension (I), and in Antioch by the recension of

(K).

Lucian

The primary

task

of textual criticism

establish the text of these three recensions.
* Griechisches

ausgabe)

.

Neues Testament.

Back of

1913.

to

this

Text mit kurzem Apparat (HandSoden. Gottingen. Vanden-

Von Hermann Freiherr von

hoeck & Ruprecht.

is

Pp. xxviii, 436.

M.

4. 20,

geb.

M.

5.

—
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where they

question of origin and value must be

differ, the

The original form of each recension can be
fixed only by means of its history. Each seems to have established itself in its own region; and there is no manuscript
containing an earlier text. The H-text did not spread beyond
investigated.

Egypt; and
better than

has withstood the introduction of K-readings

it

I.

derived from a

has occasional

(B), S2 (x)

Its chief representatives are Si

common

I

and

K

ancestor
readings,

S 1-2.

and

Si

is

the purest; 82

this is true to a larger

extent also of 83 (C), 848 (33 etc.); £014 (W, the Freer
manuscript of the Gospels in Washington) is a good witness
in Lk and Jn.
Others of diminishing purity are 86 ('I'),
£26 (Z), €56 (L), cy6 (A), etc. The history of I and
is
much more complex. There is no manuscript of I as pure

K

as the oldest representatives of

H

;

but there are a number of

—

good witnesses 36 manuscripts in the Gospels and 14 in the
Apostle whose text is not a compromise. K-readings have
entered, but in different places so that the reconstruction of

the

common

archetype

(the

I-text)

constitute a group, I\ very close to

Acts), £014

can be made without

In the Gospels a number of manuscripts

serious difficulty.

(W),

in

Mk, £050

K

I

(Tiflis).

— 85

(D), a 1001 (E
Others show greater

and strikingly form groups representing dismixed text due probably to the influence
of editions issued from certain centers in the fifth or fourth
centuries. The later history shows the increasing intrusion of
K-readings. In the Gospels there are nine such groups which
again divide into sub-types. Those which preserve the I-text
In the Apostle there are only two types
best are 1 and I
b2
cS
cl
and there are
which divide into two sub-types I" I I I
admixture of

—

tinct types of this

1

11

.

1

;

certain material changes probably due to an early edition of

Reckbecomes a fixed quantity like H.
Twelve
Its representatives are later and in large number.
1
manuscripts have a fairly pure K-text and form a group, K
-£014 (W) in Mt, £051 (Tiflis), £55 (E), f6i (Q), etc. The
oldest witness of the K-text is the Peshitta, made by Rabbula
the Catholic Epistles and Paul as in the case of Acts.

oning mixed texts to

I,

K

K—

—

and that is little is retained
(41 1-435), f° r what is not
out of pious regard for the earlier Syriac version. From the
tenth century the great majority of Greek manuscripts contain
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the K-text in a slightly modified

K

1
,

due

to a last

463

form (K*)

weak concession
K was made

to

a Church edition of

as

compared with

In the twelfth century

I.

for lectionary purposes

(K

r

)

including a few I-readings and certain orthographical peculiari-

This revised K-text dominates the

ties.

later

manuscripts.

group of manuscripts representing the type of
text contained in the Complutensian Polyglot which is desig-

There

is

nated

K

The

also a

c
.

text which

von Soden seeks

to establish

is

thus the

I-H-K-text lying back of the three great recensions.
The
principles upon which his text is constructed are the following
1.

In orthography and purely linguistic matters uniformity

maintained except when recensions

is

which case dePunctuacision is based on the second and third principle.
tion and divisions of the text are uniform and without regard
Accents
to the punctuation and divisions in the manuscripts.
rules.
and breathings follow the accepted
2.

When

dififer,

the readings of the recensions are

reading supported by two recensions
3.

If

in

is

certain,

the

generally adopted.

two recensions have a reading which agrees with a
reading of the third which differs from the paral-

parallel, the

preferred, with exceptions.

lel is

4.

The reading supported by Tatian

the suspicion of departing

from

is

at once subject to

the original text.

Only

in the

event of two recensions agreeing with Tatian and the dissenting recension agreeing with a parallel

secondary

;

and

this

is

the latter adjudged

remains the case even when the former

reading also agrees with a parallel.
5. When early, certainly mutually independent witnesses
whether they be only patristic writers or versions agree in a
reading which differs from Tatian, this reading requires se-

—

rious consideration for the text even

when

all

three recensions

agree with Tatian.
It is

made

generally conceded that von Soden and his helpers have

a most important contribution to our knowledge of the

materials upon which a critical text must be based.

It will

von Soden has given a good account of
the history of the K-text. The association of the H-text with
Egypt and the wide influence of the I-text appear to be well
There is room for more serious doubt however
established.
also be admitted that
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about other matters of

importance touching the value of

vital

K

for the reconstruction of the earlier text and in regard also

to

the history of the text prior to the time to which von

Soden assigns the origin of the

I

H

and

Does

recensions.

I

Gospels preserve I-H-K better than any other recen-

in the

H admittedly does so in Paul. Are the textual phenomena in the period prior to the three recensions explicable
by I-H-K and Tatian, Marcion and some edition of Acts and
sion?

the Epistles?

bear the

our knowledge of Tatian’s text

Is

critical structure built

upon

sufficient to

it?

yet there is one matwhich although apparently based on a formulated principle
can not but cause some uneasiness about the application of the
In Mt. i. 16 von Soden inprinciple, granting its validity.
It is

not possible to enter into details

;

ter

serts in his text the reading

supposedly underlying the render-

—a

reading which is not found in
Von Soden’s decision was foreany primary authority.
shadowed in Die Schriften, I. ii. p. 1574 (cf. p. 1585) where
8
he argued that the differences in Mt. i. 16-25 between Sy and
c
c
Sy show the influence of Tatian in a tendency in Sy to
ing in the Sinaitic Syriac,

eliminate Joseph, a similar tendency being responsible like-

wise for the change in verse 16 from the text of Sy
of Sy'. 1
salibi

;

8

to that

In support of his text von Soden adduces Sy

against

variants of

P

it,

af

all
it

others omit

Sy' Tert

H

Ioxr^

8e

;

8

Bar-

then follow the

Ii K, the variants in the Dia-

logue of Timothy and Aquila, the reading in the genealogy

added

in the

Arabic version of Tatian’s Diatessaron and the

The variants have been discussed by
Merx, 2 who defends the reading of Sy against the weight of
evidence and understands it in a natural sense, and by Zahn 3
who defends the H-text according to von Soden’s majority
rule, the I-H-K-text
against both P and Sy
Of von Soden’s

reading in Aphraates.

8

—

—

8

.

1

Cf. also Burkitt, Evangelion

D a-Me pharr e she,

2

Das Evangeliutn Matthaeus,

1902, pp. 5

pedia Biblica,

xv (1910)
legal

161
*

ii.

pp. 22of.

“Mary”, iii. pp. 2961 f. Heer, Biblische Studien,
s
defends the text of Sy but understands it in a
also Jochmann, Biblische Zeitschrift, xi (1913), pp.

cf.

and Mader

Einleitung

1904,

Cf. Schmiedel, Encyclo-

art.,

pp. 154

sense;

f.,

f¥.

i.d.

ff,

(ibid), pp. 281

N.T

f.

3
.

1907,

ii.

p.

298;

Das Evangeliutn

d.

Matthaus,

1903. P- 65, n. 34; cf. Grosheide, Theologisch Tijdschrift, xlix

pp. 100

f.

(1915),
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“I add a few examples of the ap-

To our amazement von Soden reads
Joseph, to whom was betrothed Mary the
5.

Here von Soden has simply decided
according to the rule that a widely current reading (we find

Virgin, begat Jesus.’

s

now, as is well known, entire [only Sy ] or in part attested
in the Greek Codex 050, a portion of the Ferrar group, Old
Latin, Syriac) must be received into the text even against
the three great recensions if its wide currency can not be
This last [qualification] is
explained by Tatian’s influence.
excluded in this instance since we know that the genuine
it

Tatian certainly did not include the genealogy.”

Von

Soden’s

fifth rule requires serious consideration for a reading even

—

found only in the secondary evidence patristic writers
or versions provided the witnesses are early, mutually inThis can not be
dependent and agree against Tatian.
if

—

whose serious consideration
in the von Soden’s text.
secondary witness (Sy ) and, ac-

affirmed directly of the reading

has resulted in
It is

its

incorporation

supported by one early

s

cording to von Soden, by a late (12th Century) Syrian bishop,

Von Soden rightly follows Burkitt rather than
Conybeare in interpreting the evidence in the Dialogue of
Timothy and Aquila; and he is quite silent about Irenaeus
silence which Conybeare’s attempt to extort from Irenaeus
knowledge of such a reading would scarcely have broken. 5
But is von Soden right in citing Barsalibi in support of the
Sy* reading? It does not seem to me that he is; and it is
quite possible that his error had its origin in adopting as a
fact what Burkitt unfortunately formulates as an alternative
possibility.
After quoting a “passage from the still unpublished Commentary of Barsalibi (on Matt. i. 18: cf. Dudley
Loftus, Trans, p. 33)” Burkitt says: 6
“Whether this be
Barsalibi’s own comment on the Peshitta text, or a quotation
from some ancient writer who had before him a text like that
of S, it is after all a sound exposition of the general meaning
Barsalibi.

—

4

Theologische Rundschau, xvii (1914),

5

Zeitschrift f.d. N.T. Wissenschaft, xiii

p.

150.

(1912), pp. 171

Bacon, American Journal of Theology, xv (1911), pp. 83
pp. 92 f.
6
Op. cit., ii. p. 266.

f;

f.,

cf.

also

especially

.

:
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of the passage Matt.
salibi

16

i.

ff.

The

.

.

may have quoted from some

before him a text like that of Sy

possibility that

ancient writer

Bar-

who had

s

is based on the words transby Burkitt (or Dudley Loftus) thus: 7 “And when it
comes to Joseph it says ‘Who begat the Messiah’
The
Commentary of Barsalibi has since been published 8 and it
appears that the passage here quoted from his comment on
the Peshitta text of Mt. i. 18 follows a long comment on the
Peshitta text of Mt. i. 16. 9 Moreover it is at least doubtful

lated

Burkitt gives a slightly different rendering of the passage in Westand Hort, The New Testament in the Original Greek, ii, 1896, p.
141 but he does not alter the words “who begat” or their treatment as
‘

cott

a quotation.
8

Corpus

Bar
9

Script. Christ.

Salibi, ed.

I.

Orient, cur. Chabot, Script. Syri. Dionysii

Sedlacek, 1906.

Barsalibi’s comment on Mt. i. 16 is not
main purport is plain. It begins thus
“Jacob begat Joseph the husband of Mary from whom [dmnh] was
born Jesus who is called the Messiah. But this ‘from whom’ [dmnh],

Sedlacek, op.

free

—

cit.,

pp. 46

from obscurity but

f.

its

had not been supplied with a

might have been believed
But the point however
which is before the word dmnh shows that he was born from the
Virgin and not from Joseph. But according to the meaning of the
Greek version it is not so written [ i.e the difference in gender does not
depend as in Syriac upon the diacritical point] but Joseph the husband
of Mary tnn hi d [from that one (from) whom apparently attempting
to reproduce the explicitness of the distinction in Greek by the resolution of dmnh into its constituent elements and by the substitution of
the demonstrative pronoun in which the feminine differs from the
masculine in radical structure, for the personal suffix of the preposition where the difference depends on the presence or absence of the
if it

point,

it

of the Messiah that he was born from Joseph.

—

Thus if instead of [the] iud
point] Jesus was born.
Matthew had written uu [u], it might indeed have been believed that he was the son of Joseph. But in as much as he wrote hi
and not mn hu he makes it known that he was born from the Virgin and
From this it appears that Barsalibi’s thought is
not from Joseph.”
fixed solely on the difference in meaning that would have resulted from
the use of a different pronoun. There is no indication that he knew

diacritical
[*]

of hi

textual variants in the voice of the verb or in

the pronoun.

“But she

In commenting on

shall bear a son.

It

i.

21

its

subject or, indeed, in

Barsalibi says

does not say

‘to thee’

(ibid.,

p.

79)

:

because the bearing

was not to him but to the whole world and again, since he did not
s
draw near at all in his birth, it says not ‘to thee’ ”. Both Sy and
Sy c have the reading which Barsalibi, following the Peshitta, denies to
Matthew. The argument however does not suggest knowledge of a
textual variant and in the comment on i. 25 (ibid., pp. 82 f) no al;
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“d” after the verb rendered “it
“who” and made part of a
more natural and certainly grammatically pos-

relative particle

properly translated by

is

quotation.

It is

10

If the sentence were rencomes to Joseph it says that he begat the
Messiah”, the words would express Barsalibi’s summary statement of Matthew’s account in the genealogy of Joseph’s relation to the Messiah 11 After his full discussion of this relation

render

sible to

it

as a conjunction

“And when

dered

.

it

.

lusion

(

aAA’

croc,

distinctive of

is

Sy s

.

simply following an exegetical tradition

is

Chrysostom, ed. Field,

cf

him” which

to the reading “to

probable that Barsalibi

It is

rai

made

is

i. p. 49
ri^erai, <f>r)(rlv vtov ovk eiTre, ri£egcTcwpav air 6 6 els' ov yap avriZ etlktev, aAAa
Cramer, Catenae i. p. II
ovk eJ.tte Se TcijeTai croi
;

,

obrAuis, ri^erai,

rfj oiK.ovp.ivr) iraar).

:

aAAa “ ri^erai,” iva p.rj ira\iv rts avrov ek tovtov irarepa vnoirTevcn).
Opus imperfectum, ed. Montfauqon, vi. p. 756: “non dixit pariet tibi
filium, sicut ad Zachariam”.
Theophylact, ed. Humphrey, p. 22
ovk
eItte Sc, re Aral” croi, aAA’ an-Aws ri^era r ov yap ekeIvlv etlktev aAAa rrj
OLKOvp.ivr) traarr)). In the comment on
25 {ibid., p. 86) a Greek codex
ulov ,

:

i.

quoted and the meaning, apparently, rather than the exact wording of

is

its

text

is

Burkitt {op.

given.

from “the Greek”

Evangelion da-Mepharreshe”
here
10
11

cit.

(cf. Burkitt, ibid.,

ii.

p.

;

p.

ii.

Ephraim are

in

190) thinks that the citations

from memory of the

“citations

but this can scarcely be the explanation
257).

Noldeke, Kurzgefasste Syrische Grammatik; 1898, p. 288, § 367.
The reference to the word “husband” [b‘lai\ in the context shows

—

mind the Peshitta

text of i. 19 which here agrees
and Tatian rather than the text of i. 16 where
the word for husband is gbrh. In spite of the apparently unnatural
change in the subject and voice of the verb in his reference to i. 16
his comment is concerned not with this but with the meaning of the
word “husband” in relation to the supernatural mode of the Messiah’s
birth.
But perhaps this change was not felt to be unnatural in such
a context; and this may account for the presence of the masculine
pronoun in a text so late as the genealogy added in the Arabic Diatessaron {cf. Ciasca, Tatiani Evangeliorum Harmoniae Arabice, 1888, pp.
ix and 6 (Arabic text) note; Hogg, Ante-Nicene Fathers, ix (1900), p.

that Barsalibi has in

with Sy

45,

n.

s

against Sy

Ciasca gives only the text of

6.

Burkitt {op.

MS)

cit., ii, p.

“contains

marizing

—

c

i.

16

no

appears

also

the form in which he gives
of the Gospel.

A

(the Vatican

in

it is

The context

in

Aphraates for

it

is

not likely that

a reproduction of a variant in his text

Aphraates moreover

is

not unlike the

section of the genealogy he says (Griffin, Patrologia Syriaca,

De

Joseph.

Acino, xx)

but

In the conclusion of his discussion of the last

context in Barsalibi.

p. 63,

MS)

264) reports that the genealogy in B (the Borgian
Freedom in sumancient element of text”).

:

“And Maitthan begat

And Joseph was

Jacob.

called the father to

[/]

And

I.

ii,

1907,

Jacob begat

Jesus Christ.

And

)
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and in view of the context in which this statement occurs, its
meaning could not well have been misunderstood. But there
is at least no clear indication that Barsalibi is here quoting
from another whose opinion had been formed by dependence
s
on a text of the Gospel like that of Sy
There remains then
s
only the solitary witness of Sy and von Soden’s rule which
.

specifies early,

mutually independent witnesses does not

quire for this even serious consideration.

re-

Bousset’s defence

von Soden’s text is however not direct. In spite of his
amazement he recognizes in von Soden’s decision the mechaniof

cal operation of a rule

but the rule, according to Bousset,

;

whole because it accredits the part. But surely
this is strange.
Rule 5 however does not apply. The part, or
s
the reading supposedly derived from Sy
has attestation in
an important type of the I recension and should fall under
rule 2.
So far from exemplifying rule 5 von Soden’s text in
this instance affords “un cas important ou toutes ces regies
habilitates the

,

sont violees.” 12

In other matters of large import von Soden’s text does not
differ

The

from a

critical

text like that of Westcott

text of the Gospel of

Mark

ends with xvi. 8

endings being printed in different type.

This

is

and Hort.

—the variant
the case like-

wise with Jn. vii. 53-viii. ji. Von Soden’s treatment of the
Western Non-Interpolations is discussed in Die Schriften, I.
ii.

pp. 1570

ff.

The multitude

of errata in the larger

work

as

in the smaller edition of the text is regrettable.

William

Princeton.

Jesus was born from

Mary

P.

Armstrong.

the Virgin, from the seed of the house of

David, from the Holy Spirit, as it is written: ‘Joseph and Mary his
betrothed, both of them from the house of David’. And the Apostle
testifies that Jesus Christ was from Mary, from the seed of the house

Holy Spirit. Joseph was called father to Jesus although
not from his seed”. Again in chapter xxi {ibid. pp. 66 f
Aphraates traces the generations from Adam and concludes ‘‘Matthan,

of David, in the

He was

:

Jacob, Joseph, and Jesus, the Son of God,

who was born from Mary

And Joseph was called his father”.
“Lagrange, Revue Biblique, x (1913) P- 522; cf. Lietzmann, Zeitschrift f. d. N.T. Wissenschaft, xv (1914). PP- 323 f Hoskier, Journal
of Theol. Studies xv (1913-14), pp. 3<>7 fthe Virgin.

!
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APOLOGETICAL THEOLOGY
The Psychological Aspects
H. K. Gill, A.M., Ph.D.

of

Christian

Boston:

By Richard

Experience.

Sherman, French

& Company.

8vo, pp. 104.

1915.

the purpose of this interesting and able little book “to study from
standpoint of psychology the mental developments and changes

It is

the

accompanying the various phases of Christian experience, and induced
by them, with as impartial view as possible, in order that we may be
better able to guide the intellect in healthy moral channels.”
Our
author’s leading principle is “attention”.
“The greatest problem of
religious

psychologically,

life,

In this he

tion.”

is,

is”,

as he believes, “control of the atten-

doubtless, correct; and also in

what might be

called his second principle, that attention should be controlled, first of

and above

all

We

ings.

Dr.

Gill’s

all, through the intellect as distinguished from the feelcan not endorse every sentence, and we certainly can not take
doctrinal position; but we can and we do gladly pronounce

his discussion as well

worth reading.

William B renton Greene,

Princeton.

Is

Jr.

End?

Being a statement of the arguments for Immorfrom the Standpoint of Modern Science and
Philosophic Thought, of the Immortal Hope; and a Consideration
of the Conditions of Immortality and Their Relation to the Facts
and Problems of Present Human Existence. By John Haynes
Holmes, Minister of the Church of the Messiah, New York. New
York: G. P. Putnam’s Sons; London: The Knickerbocker Press.

Death

the

tality; a Justification,

1915.

As

the

8vo, pp. 382.
title

of this book indicates,

it

is

an attempt to consider the

new problem of immortality in the light of modern thought
science and philosophy. The author starts by pointing out that

old but ever

both in

we must

accept as our definition of immortality that

vival of the

human

it

“is

soul after the dissolution of the body in

retention of conscious identity”.

Then

in

the surits

full

a chapter entitled Intima-

and
moral arguments for immortality. In this connection he presents the
arguments that if there is a conservation of force in the physical world,
so there must be a persistence of spiritual values and also, accordtions of Immortality there are presented parts of the teleological

;
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ing to an idealistic interpretation, that

if

a world with any

meaning

is

man must live forever. Next, the argument from Evolution
presented.
The writer argues that since nature has been at work

to survive,
is

for millions of years producing her highest product, man,

it would be an
he were to perish forever after a few brief years.
The writer now takes up the argument from scientific research and decides that since the psychical researchers have not succeeded in “isolating spirit communication as the sole and only cause of that which they
observe”, their contribution to the doctrine in question is not very conclusive.
Having given these arguments, the writer goes on to show
how he has made a proof of immortality. He argues that just as the
scientist by logical inference must postulate the ether to explain
certain physical phenomena, so we are justified in postulating immortality as the only rational explanation of all the facts of life.
The
rest of the book is taken up with problems growing out of the subject.
He shows that immortality can not be conditional but must be enjoyed
by all. Then follow discussions of the questions, “What will Immortality be like?”, “Is Immortality Desirable?”, “Mortal or Immortal:
Does it make any Practical Difference?”
After having read this book what impresses us most of all, perhaps, is the wide acquaintance with and the full appreciation of all
that is new in modern thought. The author shows a wide knowledge

irrational universe

if

;

of

modern

science.

He shows

a

marked

ability

to

take these

new

views of science, assimilate them, and then use them in a most telling

way to illumine the
new and in applying

doctrine of immortality.
it

It is in interpreting the

to familiar themes that he excels.

He

not only

shows a wide acquaintance with modern thought, but also manifests
marked ingenuity and subtlety in finding in these new doctrines fresh
He makes an especially telling
light and added proof of immortality.
use of the doctrine of Evolution. His book is really “shot through and
through” with this hypothesis. He presents most effectively and sympathetically the argument for immortality from Evolution; and when
he discusses the nature of immortality, he says that according to the
law of continuity the next world will only be another stage in the
Then his treatment of the Results of Psychical Resoul’s evolution.
search and their bearing on Immortality is scholarly, logical and acute.
He gives a good history of the work of the society and presents the evi-

—

dences of their work in a fair-minded way, but decides that the
are of the “earth, earthy” and not such as we would
expect to be manifested from a higher world, and clinches his argument

phenomena

by pointing out that so long as earthly causes will suffice, we are
not warranted in asserting that heavenly forces are needed to explain
the data.

Another good feature of the book

is

the style in which

it

is

written.

never “doze” while perusing these pages. The book
fairly bristles with good illustrations not only from science but from

The reader
literature,

will

and with forceful and illuminating

figures.

The

style

is
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always vigorous, lively and stimulating. The author especially excels
in the massing of short, exclamatory sentences that give peculiar
power and eloquence to what he is saying. There are passages of
high literary excellence in this volume.

And now we would
seems

point out the few weaknesses in the book.

It

to us that the very feature that constitutes the chief excellence

of the work
too far

(its full

appreciation of

makes a defect

modern

argument.

in the

science) by being carried

In other words, the writer

so whole-hearted in his acceptance of certain

modern views

is

that he gives

up or endangers certain truths that are absolutely essential not only
to a belief in immortality but in any spiritual values whatever.
Thus
because he follows the new psychology in its dictum that the self, as
knower, is only a series of states of consciousness, he gives up altogether the metaphysical argument for immortality from the nature of

And

the soul.

yet,

unless

we

have a

really

self

that preserves

its

identity in the midst of all the changes of consciousness, I do not feel

—

that any further discussion of immortality

is necessary,
for an immorwhich we did not preserve our true identity would be valueless and irrational.
Then the doctrine of Evolution, which he follows
very closely throughout his book, often comes up to “plague’’ him.
Besides being an ardent devotee of science, the writer is also a believer
in the spiritual values of life.
But on any causo-mechanistic scheme of
Evolution in which there is no discontinuity, it is hard to see how these

tality in

high spiritual ideals are developed at

all

in

the world.

chapter on Conditional Immortality, where he
life

is

tionist

for

all,

who

he

is

Thus

in

his

proving that eternal

is

forced to meet the argument of the strict evolu-

says that according to the law of the survival of the

fittest,

only the worthy will persist, while the unfit will be annihilated.
attempts to meet this objection by showing
process another law, the law of altruism

is

how

evolved,

in

He

the evolutionary

— and he argues that,

according to this law which is regnant in the world today, even the
unworthy will be given immortality. The weak point in the argument
to us is the

attempt to evolve this higher law out of a process in which

the law of the survival of the

fittest is

operative.

To transmute

selfish-

ness into unselfishness even by the aid of the laws of sociability, imita-

and as it seems to me an imposonce we have made the law of
“tooth and claw” operative in the world’s history on a scheme of
naturalism it seems to me the natural course to allow this law to be
operative even today, and to say that now might makes right. In his
argument for a universal immortality Dr. Holmes proceeds, we believe,
upon theses that are untenable. We accept, of course, the truth that none
are to be annihilated, but we would prove this fact upon premises different from his. He argues, that all men will have eternal life from
the principles that God is all love with no flaming justice; that there is
due to every man a second chance and that the purpose of punishment
In the first place, we fail to see where the author
is purely redemptive.
tion

and self-love

is

always a

difficult,

sible task for the evolutionist.

When

—

—

—

;

—
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gets

any ground for the

belief that

God

ruled in his actions solely

is

by love. Surely nature does not give him any grounds for believing
in such an indulgent, tender-hearted God with no element of justice in

His character; and certainly the Bible gives us a picture of no such a
God. Then his principle that all men are due a second chance may
follow naturally from our philosophies and from our ideas of the fitness
of things, but the Scriptures give us no grounds for such a hope.
Finally his argument in this chapter proceeds upon the principle that
the purpose of punishment is the redemption of the criminal. Now this
idea may be held in some of our states today, but it is contradictory
to the teachings of the Bible.
The Scriptures represent God’s punishment of -the wicked as penal, and as due to their sins. Lastly, in his
chapter on What Will Immortality Be Like, he argues that according
to the law of continuity, Heaven will be only another stage in the soul’s

—

evolution.

While

this

reasoning

is

ingenious,

we

believe that

it

over-

looks a radical distinction between the soul’s transformation at death

any other evolutionary step in the process. At death, we believe,
to be a complete purifying of the soul from sin and this
differs from any other changes that may have taken place in it.
In conclusion, we believe that this book would be improved by a
greater conciseness both of treatment and of style. In places the very
richness and ornateness of the language are carried too far, at least in a

and

at

there

—

is

philosophic discussion of this kind.

Cecil V. Crabb.

Princeton

The Layman Revato; A Story of a Restless Mind in Buddhist India at
the Time of the Greek Influence. By Edward P. Buffet, 804 Bergen
Avenue, Jersey City, N. J.

—

The Layman Revato lives at Rojagaha the place that the Buddha
had most nearly called his home. The story opens with him debating
with Bharadvajo and Kondanno, two mendicants, on a very subtle
point in moral casuistry, as to whether he should resign his receivership of Royal Customs. In regard to this very matter Revato decides
to go to see the King, Asoko, at the Capital, Pataliputta. On his journey he comes across a servant who is being cruelly tortured because
he made love to a certain lady in a harem. This vision of human anguish exercises a profound influence over the soul of the Layman.
he meets Prote, the daughter of the
to an island to inspect the
Parayana Sangharama (the buildings and enclosure of a monastery),
upon which the architect Diomedes is working. While here the young

Having arrived

at Pataliputta,

Grecian architect, Diomedes.

Then he goes

Buddhist catches a vision of an entirely different world from his own
“the world of art”. Having met Diomedes, he is invited to visit his
home. When he goes to the home of the Greek he has an entirely
different revelation of a realm of values entirely different from his own.
He sees the novel inventions of their science hears read the classic lines
;
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their literature; receives

philosophers

some

upon the dissolution of the soul

their great

at

Revato finds that
death (the very point combatted by

Buddha

new world

of values and of an entirely

the soul of the

With this revelation of a
new viewpoint from his own,

constructs his system.

young man

is

thrown

into a state of turmoil

and con-

Shall he follow the ideal of the East of asceticism, self-repression,

Or

renunciation, of the will to refrain?

of the

works of

insight into the

(Heraclitus, Socrates and Aristotle).

Aristotle),

flict.
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West

shall

he accept the philosophy

of Aestheticism, of self-expression, of realization, of the

will to act?
That is the conflict in his soul. Then there is enacted
by him, as by Buddha, the Great Renunciation and tossing away his
gem graven with the Greek girl he leaves the city and goes back to his
old home and his own ideals. But even while at home, having received

—

—

the vision of a

New Way,

teachings of Buddha.

And

He

he

is

still

unsatisfied with the traditional

peace by a traditional method of

tries to get

and makes use of a
Impelled now by his
vision of Greek culture, he hurries to Pataliputta to find his Greek
friends. Finally during a terrible flood he finds Diomedes in his architectural triumph, the Monastery, preparing to burn it and flee.
Revato
is left on the Island by the Greeks because he persists in staying behind
to find his dog. The Layman is carried away by the flood. Later he is
cared for in his weakened physical condition by the monks. Here the
great conflict between the two ideals still goes on and this continues
until his soul drifts out upon “the shadowy Great Ocean’’.
The
epilogue tells us of two Christian travellers who three centuries later
visited the monastery and are told the story by the abbot of the Layman Revato and his spiritual struggles. The Abbot decides that had
he known Christ the discordant motives within him might have been
harmonized.
The principal excellence of this book is the vividness and force with
which it sets forth the two ideals of Buddhism and of Greece. By his
conversations in the story, by the incidents described, by the very atmosphere that pervades it, we are made to see and even feel most forcethe church.

so he goes into

certain breathing exercise.

But

it is

the

forests

all in

vain.

—

—

fully the problems of the Indian religion.
The great questions arising
out of birth, old age, death, sorrow, lamentation and despair are brought

most forcibly before the reader.

He

is

made

to understand, as per-

haps he never did before, the great Ideal of Buddhism, that, “All our
selfish motives must be dried up, our anxious projects abandoned; for
these are streamlets tributary to the river of life which continually
flows into the ocean of Sangsara.’’

Almost

of the religion of Greece presented.
is

the “stuff” of which happiness

is

We

as strikingly

is

the viewpoint

see that for the

made; that

life

is

Greek pain

only a happy

abandon of oneself to pleasure, with the one great passion for joyous
achievement and appreciation of the beautiful. The making clear of
these two contrasted viewpoints of East and West, as we have said,
seems to us to be the strongest feature of the book. The writer shows
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a wide acquaintance with the

two religions, and quotes most widely
But he has done more than merely
the positions of the two world viewpoints and give citations from

to support his various positions.
state

—

literature
he has imbibed the very spirit of their respective
systems and has breathed this into the characters that represent the

their

two standpoints.

The next

best feature of the book, as

of the character of the

Layman

siderable

delineator

ability

a

as

it

Revato.
of

seems to

character

analyzer of the various motives that arise in the

up

the soul of Revato for us

and

lets

us, is the

portrayal

The author shows here construggle,

human

and as an

soul.

He

opens

us see there the hesitation, the

and the reaching
His psychological analysis of this tempest-tossed
soul with its procrastinations and its doubts is a strong piece of work.
There is very little adverse criticism that one can make of this
book. We would, however, call attention to one or two positions that
are taken in the Epilogue with which we can hardly agree. Here it is
said that Christ has been expressed “anticipatorily” in Buddha.
Now
while we recognize the greatness of this prophet in many respects, yet
we do not believe that it can be said that he anticipates the Christ.
Their agreements are rather in matters that are for the most part
accidents in the Christian system! while as to the essence of their
respective religions, their differences are most radical and profound.
With no clear belief in any supreme God at all, Buddha could hardly
indecision, the clinging to the traditions of the past

out for

new

ideals.

be said to anticipate the One who came to reveal the Father. Since
the idea of Sin with the prophet of India is that it consists in desire
of any kind with no reference to its being an infraction of the law
of God, he can hardly be said to presage in this respect the Xazarene.

Then with Buddhism Salvation

consists in an escape

from the endless

chain of lives and in an entering into Nibbana, a state of non-existence,
or of “being blown out”. It is needless to say that such an idea of
Salvation differs from the Christian conception of it as pardon and
sin.
Seeing then that the religion of Buddha differs

cleansing from
in toto

sin

and

Buddha
their

from Christianity on the three fundamental doctrines of God,
salvation,

anticipates

it

seems to

Christ.

me

that

When two

it

is

inaccurate to say that

religions differ entirely as to

fundamentals, then their agreements in non-essentials does not

lender the two systems alike.
We would criticize one other point,

in

the epilogue.

It is

there said

Revato could have learned the doctrines of your Enlightened
One, the discordant motives which sounded within him might have been
brought into harmony”. Now if this means that Revato might have
given up his past doubts and questionings and accepted Christ as his
Saviour, then we have no quarrel with the statement. But if, on the
other hand, the writer means that Revato would have seen in Christ
a philosopher in whom these two standpoints of Self-Expression and
Self-Repression were synthetized, then we cannot accept such a state“that

if
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from another
two tendencies, “that
in your Enlightened One they both must have dwelt, and for once
lived at peace”.
Now we cannot agree that Christ was merely a
thinker in whom these two diverse tendencies of East and West were
harmonized. His mission was entirely a different one from harmonizing Greek and Indian philosophy however important such a synthesis
That

ment.

this

quotation where

his

is

it

position

evident

practically

is

agreed, in regard to these

is

—

may

be in the history of thought.

we would
who wish to get a

we would recommend

this book
two systems of thought.
The “story-element’’ in the work is a relatively minor one. It does,
however, enable the writer to set forth his position more vividly and
even more accurately than he could have done in a purely philosophical
discussion.
Moreover, it adds some interest to the work. This book
shows the result of much careful thought and of much reading. While
some few of the chapters may be a trifle heavy, yet a perusal of the
entire work will well repay anyone in giving him a clear conception

In conclusion,

to those

say that

clear idea of the

of the problems of thought of the third century before Christ.

Cecil V. Crabb.

Princeton

Introduction

Par Rene Dussaud.

L’Histoire des Religions.

a,

Paris

1-292.

I -VI,

Ernest Leroux, Editeur, 28 Rue Bonaparte,

:

VI e

.

I9H.
This introductory volume to the Bibliotheque Historique des Religions

intended to guide the student through the maze of fact and

is

research has discovered, to bring him into
most important problems, to introduce him to the
“comparative method” in order that he may make judicious use of it.
The problem of Comparative Religion, first formulated in the eigh-

which

fancy

touch with

teenth

century,

and
tion

of

great

Andrew Lang

the

principle,

if

any,

common

to

all

with a rapid sketch of the

Naturism, the theory of Depuis, Adalbert Kuhn,

Muller, that
the

is

present volume begins

answers.

Max

“What

is,

The

religions?”

various

religious

the

all

religions have originated in the contempla-

phenomena

of

nature,

is

dismissed,

because,

pointed out, the solar hypothesis on which

it

as

rests is

names of the deities is
Animism, the theory founded by Tyler, supported by Herbert
Spencer, and perfected by Mannhardt, that religion originated in the

arbitrary and the linguistic parallels in the
inexact.

veneration of

spirits,

explains to be sure

many

facts,

but

is

inadequate

Preanimism was used
by Marett in 1900 to supply this defect. Other theories lay stress on
the sociological aspect of religion, they show how a common ritual
with its sacred things binds a community into a church.
These
theories however are vague in their notion of what constitutes a
sacred thing. Therefore our author turns to Totemism, a phenomenon
in dealing

first

with others and so

is

not ultimate.

studied by the missionaries in the eighteenth century, but

first
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used in the explanation of
the theory is that the same
this life is the object of

may

religion

of

be

The Soul

is

Smith.

Briefly,

flows in the clan and in the totem;

worship; from

organized and

termed Panvitalism.
The remainder of the book
this theory.

by Robertson

religion
life

is

it

the varying

all

phenomena

This theory

explained.

may

be

taken up with the application of

that portion of the principle of life which

conceived to exist in each individual.

The gods

personifications of the principle of life as

it

is

of nature are the

appears in nature.

The

gods of the group are the personifications of life as it exists in
the family or tribe. Fetiches, amulets, and idols are material reprelife.
The sanctuary and its cultus grow
from the sacred spot where the principle of life manifests itself.
Sacrifice in all its diverse forms is a concrete effort to gain increase

sentations of the principle of

Prayer is the oral participation in life. The worship of
dead originates in the belief in the continued existence of the
soul and the conviction that it is not separated from the life of the
group.
Initiation and Consecration are to admit to communion in
life: Sin and Taboo arise from trespass on the privileges of life; Myth
and Dogma and Moral Notions arise from the intellectual elaboration
of

life.

the

of the concept of
It

will thus be

life.

seen that here

we have

a simple principle consist-

ently developed as an explanation of the manifold facts with which

Each

the science of religion deals.
trated

division of the subject

by an astonishing number of apposite
attempts to explain

of the treatise

is

upwards.

This

may

effort

grope after God

to

that

it

all

is

The

citations.

religion

illus-

defect

from below

serve in the case of religion that represents man’s
it does
not
haply he may find him
down from above, the religion that is
after man and finding him.

if

;

explain the religion that came

organized by God’s reaching

George Johnson*.

Lincoln University, Pa.

EXEGETICAL THEOLOGY
Religious Development between the Old and the New Testaments. By
R. H. Charles, M.A., D.Litt., D.D., F.B.A., Canon of Westminster.

University Library of Modern Knowledge). New York:
and Co.; London: Williams and Norgate. No date.
Holt
Henry
Pp. 256, with index.

(Home

Canon Charles

is

book on the
Old Testament, because in addi-

well qualified to produce a popular

Apocrypha and Pseudepigrapha of

the

tion to his admitted leadership in the criticism of this literature he has
a pleasing style and a just judgment of what the ordinary reader can
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he had confined himself to his

If

those describing the two classes of books just

last

named

two chapters
at most to

— or

his chapter on Prophecy and Apocalyptic, with
from the chapters on the Kingdom, the Messiah and
the Future Life, he would in our judgment have produced a better
balanced book and one more suited to the title it bears. When he
unfolds the development of these doctrines and others within the Old
Testament according to an artificial scheme that is no longer tenable, he
goes afield and when he inserts a chapter simply designed to bolster
up the programme of the broad church party in the Church of England

these chapters plus
selected paragraphs

;

(chap, vi) he

is

the special pleader, not the historian.

Princeton.

J.

Oscar Boyd.

An Historical Approach. By Lucius
Our Knowledge of Christ.
Hopkins Miller, Assistant Professor of Biblical Instruction in
Princeton University.
New York: Henry Holt and Company.
1914.

The
of

Pp.

ix,

166.

Price, $1.00 net.

significance of Professor Miller’s

four articles in the Biblical World,

found scholarship or striking
that the

modern or

little
is

book, which

is

a reprint

not in any claim to pro-

originality, but

in

its

attempt to show

so-called “liberal” view of Christ

and the Bible

not destructive of the older evangelical experience and piety. The
author has a sincere respect for “the spiritual power and intellectual

is

many who retain the older views, and speaking of the
atmosphere in which he was reared, he remarks
“I owe
too much to my upbringing to be able, even if I wished, to deny the
spiritual value of that heritage.” While recognizing the spiritual power
which resided in the older ideas of religion, Professor Miller has
nevertheless found these ideas, he intimates, “increasingly unsatisfying”. Historical study, he tells us, “has forced many good and sincere
honesty” of
religious

:

Christians (himself,

we may

infer,

among

the

number)

to alter greatly

their views regarding the Bible, including the Gospels

and the life of
Christ”. The author recognizes the dangers to faith and morals which
are involved in a radical readjustment of religious views, but he
reassures those who may find the conclusions of his book to be negative by saying:
“I can only say that these conclusions form a basis
on which I have been able to maintain a vital, positive faith in Christ
His sole purpose in writing the book
as Master, Lord and Saviour.”
has been “to advance the interests of Christ’s Kingdom among men”
(extracts quoted from the preface).
Notwithstanding his confession already quoted, the impression gained
from reading the four chapters on “The Source of Our Information
concerning Jesus”, “The Life of Jesus”, “The Teaching of Jesus” and
“The Divinity of Christ”, is that of one who has drifted from the
old moorings, but has not yet found any secure anchorage for his
In spite of his evident intention to be “modern”, we venture
faith.
to suggest that a

more

patient first-hand investigation of the

Scrip-
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and a more diligent reading of the latest critical authorimight have saved him from making some sweeping statements
which bear the marks of carelessness or immaturity. It is scarcely

tural material
ties

true, for example, that in the Synoptic Gospels “the idea of the Holy
Spirit is rarely found” (p. 153), when the Spirit is mentioned at least

ten times in Matthew, six times in Mark, and twelve times within the
first four chapters of Luke in connection with the Forerunner, the

conception or birth, the baptism, the temptation and the preaching
of Jesus. Again it scarcely gives a correct impression of Paul’s teaching to say that ‘‘he cut himself off, in large part, from the details of
Jesus’ historical career”, and that the burden of his thought

was “the

whom
whom he

heavenly Christ”,

he “everywhere subordinates” to God, even
the Father to
shall deliver up the Kingdom (pp. 136, 137).
Paul’s thought of Christ went beyond this conception of a heavenly
being both on the human and the divine sides. Again, of the four
Gospels it is said without qualification that “they were all written
forty to seventy years after the death of Jesus” (p. 4).
It seems to

modern critics, Harnack, now
Luke before the conclusion of Paul’s trial at
Rome. Professor Miller would place Matthew and Luke “between the
years 75 and 90 A.D.” (p. 26) while in recent discussion the question
as to Luke is whether it was written before the year 63 (with Harnack), or after 93, when Josephus composed his Antiquities (with
Burkitt and Moffatt). It is an over-statement, once more, to say of the
so-called Logia-document that “it is undoubtedly the document referred
‘Matthew
to by Bishop Papias of the second century in these words
composed the Logia in the Hebrew language, etc.’ ” It is because
Papias’ meaning is doubtful that it is now usual to call the hypothetical
Wernle (Syn. Frage.
discourse document “Q” instead of “Logia”.
be forgotten that the most influential of

dates the writing of

;

:

1 18)
is sure that Eusebius, in quoting Papias, and Papias himself
meant our Matthew by the term Logia. It is scarcely correct to say
of Paul that “his whole theological position seems to forbid the idea
that the physical body has anything to do with the resurrected state”
It will be remembered that Paul said that Christ was
(PP- 35> 36).
buried and rose the third day and appeared to Cephas, and Professor
Miller himself says that “the signs and portents, the empty grave, the

p.

definite period of three

period and the ascension

days, the physical appearances, the forty-day

—

all

these

phenomena

are definitely

bound up

Paul was
with a physical explanation of the resurrection” (p. 80).
asking with what bodies the dead were raised, and when he speaks of a
It is per“spiritual body” he plainly does not mean no body at all.
fectly clear that the bodily resurrection of

table to

modern thought, was with Paul

Christ,

however unaccep-

the keystone of the arch of

would be in the interests of fairness and honesty to recEven apart from this passage in 1 Corinthians, other
indirect references to the resurrection in which it is spoken of as the
reversal of burial (Rom. vi. 4; Col. ii. 12), leave no doubt of Paul’s
faith,

and

it

ognize that

fact.
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conception of the bodily resurrection of Christ (see Bishop Ely: The
Gospels in the Light of Hist. Crit., 1914, p. xxi).

Professor Miller’s treatment of Jesus’ own words about his resurrecthrows light upon the method of his “historical approach’’. After

tion

which Jesus speaks of his death and
(Mk. vii. 31-37; ix, 9-10; x, 33-34),
add that the verses which speak of the resur-

quoting the three passages

in

rising again “after three days”

the author

at pains to

is

rection “merely record what, in the light of their experiences, later

thought he must have said” (p. 70). The prophecy of the
is reduced to this, that “Jesus’ own thought must have
run out beyond his own death”, and that he must have imparted to
his followers “whatever he had within him of faith, hope and endisciples

resurrection

couragement” (p. 71). But surely the saying of Jesus about his death
and resurrection is as well authenticated as any saying in the Gospels.
The prophecy of his rising again on the third day, or after three
days, is repeated three times in three of the Gospels (Mt. xvi. 21
Mk.
viii. 31; Lk. ix. 22; Mt. xvii. 23; Mk. ix. 31; Mt. xx. 19; Mk. x. 34.
Lk. xviii. 33; Lk. xxxiv. 7)
it is connected with the most impressive
scenes in the ministry, the confession of Peter and the Transfiguration;
it is organically united with the most profound and self-evidencing
ethical teaching; and it is supported by other indications of its correct
transmission (Jn. ii. 19; Mt. xxvi. 61; Mk. xiv. 58; Mt. xxvii. 40, 63;
Mk. xv. 29; Mt. xii. 40). The words of a Lenten sermon come under
our eye as we write: “We have no other record of Christ than the
;

;

record of the Gospels.
the record as

it

In simple fairness to Christ

away
The “Resurrection”, we

stands, or

throw

it

we should

take

altogether and create a Christ

may have been “a
by the Society for Psychical
Research, or a psychologically caused vision, the result of reaction from
the deep depression which followed the Crucifixion.
“For a modern
man,” it is remarked, “the choice appears to lie between these two
views” that is, between the theory of apparition and that of hallucination. The touchstone of truth becomes acceptability to the modern man,
and historical evidence to what is not thus acceptable is thrown out of

of our own.”

spiritual appearance”, such as

is

are told,

testified

—

court.

How
to

we

then are

to interpret the death of Jesus

which the author appears

under the theory,
was an

to incline, that the resurrection

been theologized out of all true
it was the climax of his life
of love and service has thereby been attested, but often in unmeaning,

hallucination?
perspective.

if

“Jesus’

The

death has

unalterable fact that

We do not have to be trained
understand either the necessity of the Cross or its

not actually anti-ethical, terms.

theologians

to

main significance. The essential values of this supreme event lie
near the surface, but they also run down deep into the very heart of
the meaning of life” (p. 80). Nothing, so far as we have seen, is said
about the connection of the Cross with the forgiveness of sin, and we
some loss whether to regard the words quoted as simply “un-

are at
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meaning” or as actually offensive to those who, like Paul, glory in the
Cross of Christ. If the main significance of the death of Christ is in
the example it furnishes of devotion to the truth (“Jesus maintained
his cause to the very end, battling in virile fashion against his enemies,

page 79), we cannot see that

etc.”

it

was after

all

the supreme example

The death of Socrates was
death of Stephen was more triumphant.

of such heroism or devotion.
the

calmer, and

After reading the previous chapters it is rather surprising to find
is a defender of the “divinity of Jesus”, a role
in which, it must be confessed, he is not very convincing.
“Let us,

that Professor Miller

therefore, for entirely practical reasons, put forth an account of the
intellectual process

by which a modern man, with

the results of science and of historical criticism,
in the divinity

divinity
(p.

of

of Jesus”

Christ

“is,

When we

132).

(p. 158).

in

the

He

first

tells

recognition of

full

may defend

his faith

us that the problem of the

instance,

an historical problem”

we

look, though, at the historical chapters,

find

from the record of the Gospels most, if not all,
that might be the basis of fact upon which an inference to the divinity
of Christ might be drawn. The supernatural element is eliminated from
the resurrection of Jesus, and “it is not unlikely that he was the son
of Joseph and Mary” (p. 51). Miracles, except those of healing which
the modern man can accept, are viewed with suspicion. We must not
indeed allow science to dictate our religious beliefs, but on the other
hand we should be “keen to reject the false identification of belief in
that he has eliminated

the supernatural with either physical miracle or belief in biblical miracles

his

per se”

own

(p. 44).

is not founded upon
words have been to some

Belief in the divinity of Jesus

assertions, for in the first place his

extent altered in transmission, and in the second place

many

essential as

think to

know what

“it

is

not so

Jesus taught regarding himself”

It seems strange that in the chapter on the teaching of Jesus,
(p. 46).
where the attempt is made to select “thoroughly representative” passages from his teaching, no mention is made of Matthew xi. 27 f. (Luke
x. 22) which, as interpreters of all schools are coming to see, contains

the essence of the Johannine theology.

Perhaps

it

is

not important to

Jesus thought about himself. The inference to divinity
even in the modern sense can scarcely be from the character of Jesus,
for “Jesus was certainly not careful to insist on his complete infalli-

know even what

departments of knowledge or of life, else he would never
None is good save one, even
callest thou me good?
God”’ (p. 147). If Jesus was not infallible in all departments of
“Must not
life, as the inference seems to be, it is confusing to hear:
our God be like Jesus of Nazareth? He cannot be inferior to him and
remain God; nor can we easily imagine a quality of life superior to
that of Jesus. Thus the usual form of the problem is reversed. The

bility in all

have

said,

‘Why

modern question

is

not, ‘Is Jesus like

of the same quality of
the

unknown

life as that

quantity which

we

God?’ but rather,

possessed by Jesus?’

‘Is

there a

God

are seeking to determine, and

God

is

the x,

it

seems
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to hold that Jesus

is

the
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factor through which

are enabled to solve the problem” (p. 161).

But did Jesus

God was like
modern man? The

really think that

insight revealed only to the

himself, or
case

is

is

this

simplified

if

an
he

its meaning, and if he had a right to
Son save the Father; neither doth any
know the Father save the Son, and he to whomsoever the Son willeth
“No one cometh unto the Father but
to reveal him”; or if he said:
by me. He that hath seen me hath seen the Father.” But this would
imply a view of his person unacceptable to the modern man.

said with full understanding of

say:

“No one knoweth

the

We

are assured that Professor Miller’s view of the person of Christ
“modern”, but just what his view is it is difficult to determine. He
disclaims alike Arianism and Athanasianism, and while sympathizing
with historic Trinitarianism rather than with Unitarianism (p. 154)1
he declares that the issue between the two presents a “false dilemma”.
He uses, it is true, “many of the time-worn terms that have been
hallowed by Christian usage”. “We may call him Messiah, the Christ,
the Son of God, the Revealer, the Savior, Lord, and Master” (p. 162)..
And yet these terms need to be so much qualified and toned down, tobe used “with intelligence, discrimination, and yet with a whole-hearted
His
self-commitment”, that they somehow do not ring quite true.
minimizing attitude toward the Gospel record seems to involve inevitably a minimizing attitude toward him of whom the record speaks.
is

When we
self in

hear such expressions as “God

human

life”,

or that Jesus

we

is

is

continually incarnating him-

“the supreme incarnation of the

is no essential difference between
and that set forth by the American Unitarian
Boston (see pamphlet on “Unitarian Principles”)

God-life in man”,

feel that there

his theological attitude

Association

of

:

“Unitarians are often charged with

They do not deny, but

declare

it.

denying the divinity of Christ.

They

declare the divinity of his les-

sons of love, the divinity of the soul that

man who

felt

them, the divinity of the

But by the same principle they declare the divinity of all souls that feel it and of all the men who live it.”
Professor
Miller must feel himself that the “complimentary” view of the divinity
of Christ, as his in our judgment may properly be called, is inadequate
as an expression of Christian experience, and is distasteful to the
deepest Christian sentiment. However sincere and however rhetorically
expressed the compliment may be, it is at best a poor substitute for
adoration and worship and the compliment, with its suspicion of a
minimizing and patronizing attitude, comes with bad grace from one
who really calls upon the name of the Lord, and looks to him with reverence, trust and gratitude as divine Redeemer and indwelling Lord.
There are some good remarks in the chapter on the teaching of
Jesus, and it is refreshing to find that the author ventures at one point
“There has been a vast
to diverge from the modern point of view.
lived them.

;

deal of faulty interpretation of the teaching of Jesus in favor of social

conceptions that are wholly modern.

.

.

.

Jesus’ teaching

was primarily
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individualistic but affords ground for, and imparts a great impetus
an extended social application" (p. 128).

Lincoln

Wm. H alloc k

University, Pa.

A Grammar
search.

to,

Johnson.

of the Greek Neva Testament in the Light of Historical Re-

By A. T. Robertson, M.A.,

D.D., LL.D.,

Professor of

New

Testament in the Southern Baptist
Theological Seminary, Louisville, Ky. Hodder & Stoughton. New
York: George H. Doran Campany. 1914. Pp. xl, 1360. $5.00 net.
Dr. Robertson’s Short Grammar of the Greek New Testament was
reviewed in the Princeton Theological Review, Vol. vii, 1909, pp.
491-493, and the German edition of the same work ibid., Vol. xi, 1913,
The present grammar marks an important advance not
pp. 129 f.
only in content but also in form. The faults of style which we ventured
to point out in the case of the Short Grammar have now for the
most part been eliminated the author’s short, pithy sentences have
been largely freed from the abruptness and obscurity which formerly
marred their effect. Still more important, of course, is the advance
Interpretation

of

the

;

work intended to be “an intermediate
men familiar with the elements of Greek
both in school and in the pastorate” and rather too ambitious, we may
add, to serve that modest purpose we have now at last the longawaited complete grammar where the author’s learning has been
in content

;

instead of a brief

liandy working

grammar

for

—
—

allowed full scope.
An adequate review of so important a reference work would be possible only after years of actual use; at present we can only indicate
briefly the essential character of the book.
Dr. Robertson has produced far more than a mere descriptive grammar of the New Testament; he has endeavored throughout to view New

Testament usage in the light of the entire development of the Greek
In
language and even of the Indo-European languages in general.
particular, of course, the non-literary papyri are regarded as of prime
This thoroughly historical aim and spirit of the book
importance.
invites comparison with the works of J. H. Moulton and Radermacher,
but Dr. Robertson’s grammar is more comprehensive than theirs, and
seeks to combine the historical discussions with material suitable for
reference. It cannot be maintained that the ideal of such a grammar

—

has been altogether realized Dr. Robertson himself would no doubt be
the last to make any such claim— but at least a notable beginning has
been made. A certain amount of repetition could not be avoided in
the arrangement of the vast material but the exceedingly wide reading
;

of the author in modern philological discussion has combined with his
own researches to produce a book that is at least worthy of careful
attention.

elaborate introduction sets forth the author’s views with regard
Koine and the place of the New Testament within it. Dr.
Robertson agrees with Moulton and Deissmann and many other recent

The

to the
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New Testament primdevelopment of the Koine, but also admits,

investigators in connecting the language of the
arily with the non-literary

perhaps more adequately than some investigators, the influence of the
Semitic languages.

made the most elaborate single conTestament grammar which has yet appeared; the
work is the product of a vast deal of industry and reflects credit upon
American scholarship. If the vastness of the material has strained the
author’s powers of arrangement and classification, such difficulties were
perhaps unavoidable in so unprecedented and so comprehensive a work.
Finally the thoroughly reverent attitude of the grammarian and his
sensible Hews with regard to the authorship of the New Testament
books must be noticed with special satisfaction.
The book seems to be admirably printed such a high degree of accuracy could not have been attained without the most conscientious
Dr. Robertson has in this book

tribution

to

New

;

attention to details.

Princeton.

J.

Friedrich Blass’

Gresham Machen.

Grammatik dcs neutestomentlichen Griechisch. Vierte,
von Albert Derbunner, Dr.

vollig neugearbeitete Auflage besorgt
phil.,

'Lehrer

Gottingen:

an

Despite recent researches,
fessor Blass

is still

the best

for the average student.
is

Predigerschule

evangelischen

der

Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht.

1913.

Pp.

xvi,

in

Basel.

346.

well-known work of the late ProTestament reference grammar, at least

the

New

The appearance

to be greeted with satisfaction.

of a

new

edition, therefore,

Dr. Debrunner has undertaken an

extensive revision, and thus helped to preserve the usefulness of the

admirable book.
Princeton.

J.

Gresham Machen.

to St. Mark.
Edited by the Rev. A. Plummer,
M.A., D.D., formerly Master of University College, Durham, and

The Gospel according

sometime Fellow and Tutor of Trinity College, Oxford. With
Maps, Notes and Introduction. Cambridge Greek Testament for
R. St. John Parry, D.D.,
Schools and Colleges. General Editor
Fellow of Trinity College. Cambridge: at the University Press.
New York: G. P. Putnam’s Sons. 1914. Pp. lvi, 392. Price
:

4/6 net.

Plummer’s qualities as an expositor of the Gospels are well
his commentaries on Matthew and Luke. This edition of
Mark, though limited by the purpose of the series, is useful and instrucIt contains an introduction, the Greek text
in general “the text
tive.
of Westcott and Hort”, “but not quite exclusively” expository notes, an
appendix on the addition to Mk. xvi. 14 in the Freer MS (W), indices,
a plan or Herod’s Temple, and two maps. one of the Sea of Galilee and
Dr.

known from

—
—

—
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the surrounding country, and one of Palestine in the time of Christ.

In
the introduction matters concerning the origin, character, transmission
and interpretation of the Gospel are discussed. The statements of fact

cover what

is essential and the expressions of opinion are carefully
formulated and in the main reasonable. The treatment of the integrity
of the transmitted text is clear and its conclusion sound, although
the discussion of the historical problem concerning the origin of the
long ending is meager. The section on the text of the Gospel enters

somewhat into detail, yet says nothing about the work of von Soden
and fails to include the Freer MS (W) in the list of uncials an
omission which is not adequately supplied in the Appendix. The statement about the Syriac version (pp. liiif) is obscure and might readily
mislead the uninformed by its failure to make clear the distinction
between the date of the Sinaitic and Curetonian MSS and the date of
that form of the Syriac version of which they are the representatives.

—

The beginning of
have been as

the second missionary journey of Paul can hardly

late as

52

(p.

xiii)

that the first half of that year

was

Gallio’s proconsulship in Achaia.

on

cited

given.

p.

xvi)

is

since the Delphi inscriptions

The passage from Irenaeus

not accurately translated though the sense

The authorship

shows

either the beginning or the end of

of the Gospel

is

is

(iii.1.1,

correctly

rightly assigned, in accordance

who wrote most probably in Rome and
for Gentile (Roman) Christians. The principal source of the Gospel
was Mark’s reminiscence of Peter’s discourses but there may have been
other sources, other eye-witnesses, Mark’s own experience, and inciDr. Plummer does not favor the
dental knowledge perhaps of Q.
with early tradition, to Mark,

;

—

recent theories of an Aramaic original or of various strata and redac-

The Gospel is dated after the death of Peter, between 65 and
70 and preferably nearer the later date in which those who favor the
early date of Acts and still think of Mark as a literary source of Luke

tions.

—

have

will

difficulty in concurring.

William

Princeton.

The

Epistle of Paul the Apostle to the Ephesians.
J.

P.

Armstrong.

Edited by the Rev.
Cambridge.

O. F. Murray, D.D., Master of Selwyn College,

Cambridge Greek Testament for
R. St. John Parry, D.D.,
Fellow of Trinity College. Cambridge: at the University Press.
New York: G. P. Putnam’s Sons. 1914. Pp. ciii, 150. Price

With Notes and

Introduction.

Schools and Colleges.

General Editor:

3/6 net.

good commentary, compact but rich in content, the result
sympathetic study and presented in a form which
arouses interest, opens long vistas and delightfully guides into the
heights and depths of Paul’s thought. The Introduction is comprehenThe evidence for and the
sive and in essentials sufficiently complete.
arguments against Pauline authorship are examined with thoroughness
This

of

is

long,

a

careful,
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and weighed with clear historical insight. Details are not neglected;
nor the larger background of idea, germinal and developing expression,
formal and thought affinities. In this manner instructive sections are
devoted to distinctive conceptions

:

iv tois e 7rovpaviois,

irpoOtvo; rtov

rj

aiwvwv, the doctrine of the Church and ev Xpiar<2 The second is distinctly stimulating; and the last modifies and supplements Deissmann’s
.

discussion

important respects.
Pauline authorship being
in the group with Col. and Philm.,

certain

in

established,

the (Epistle belongs

—

probably later than Phil.; was written from Rome the Ephesian imprisonment hypothesis of Deissmann and others is improbable and
sent as a circular letter

—
—a “pastoral”— to predominantly Gentile churches

Lycus valley including Ephesus. The effect of the Epistle is
1
Pet. and the Apoc. and certain Johannine affinities are
pointed out. The text adopted is that of Westcott and Hort; but the
variants in von Soden’s text are recorded, analysed and estimated.
Compared with the text of W-H, von Soden’s has twenty-two variants;
of these eight are marginal readings of W-H; fourteen are passed over
by W-H, for three of which von Soden has the support of Tischendorf,
leaving eleven that are new. The conclusion of the textual discussion
“When we survey the series as a whole
is stated thus (pp. xcivf)
there can be no doubt that the ‘internal evidence of readings’ is disin the

traced in

:

tinctly

unfavorable to the genuineness of the

new

readings.

If they

are a fair sample of the result of the application of von Soden’s principles, his

work

will

prove of far more value as a collection of materials

for Textual Criticism than as a guide to the formation of a sounder

Text.”

The

exegetical notes are -brief but clear.

Here

also the plan

of the Introduction has been followed with advantage and Additional

Notes of greater length are devoted to

^dpts,

atpa rov xpurTov, 6

ir\ripu>p.a ,

7rarrjp

rijs

Sofjjs,

0tK0v0pua.-0tK0vdp.0s,

to

ivepyelv-ivepyeicr&ai,

^ptaros, and the Sources of St. Paul’s Teaching with
regard to the Place of the Unity of the Church among the Objects

<T<f>payi£,ecrdai,d

of the Passion.

A

list

of

words and

indices,

English,

Greek and

Hebrew, conclude the volume.

William

Princeton.

Jesus and the Future.
College, Cambridge.

P.

Armstrong.

By Edward William Winstanley,
VI., 415 p.

Edinburgh: T.

&

Trinity

T. Clark, 1913.

Dr. Winstanley’s book has developed from a series of lecture-ser-

mons.
of

since

to

Originally attributing the apocalyptic element in the eschatology

Jesus
the

to

the misunderstanding of

the reporters

study was begun, abandoned

his

the

author has,

former view and come

regard this element as authentic, representing the actual

of Jesus’ teaching.

setting

This change of view has not been without

its

on the author’s work as it lies before us. For the new
Repeatposition cannot be said to have been consistently maintained.
edly the author is obliged to make, in what the Synoptists report as
influence
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words, allowance for the prepossession of their up-bringing,

Jesus’

for “the crude apocalyptic tendencies” of a Matthew.

book the following subjects: The Kingdom
Man, Resurrection and Life, Judgment and its
Issues, Eschatological Teaching as a Whole, The Johannine Interpretation, and Some Practical Reflections.
A word on these to illustrate
some of his conclusions. With regard to the Kingdom of God WinWinstanley covers

The Son

of God,

in his

of

stanley holds that Jesus did not conceive of

At most

only

is

it

existence

actual

potentially

Winstanley interprets

as present but future.

it

Passages which

present.
as

having

imply

reference

its

the

to

ethical characteristics of those fitted for citizenship, or else they are

shown to be not in harmony with the general trend of Jesus’ teaching.
The title Son of Man Dr. Winstanley will not attribute to the
leflection of the early

Himself.

It

is

church but believes Jesus used and applied

Messianic, though in the early chapters of

Man

to be

and Son of

to
it

In the passage in which Jesus declares as Son

simply means “man”.
of

it

Mark

Lord even of the Sabbath,

Man would

man
As

the distinction between

“in the original conversation be pointless”.

the Resurrection Winstanley observes that “the only resurrection
worthy of the name is that of the just”. The term “eternal” is said
to be nowhere predicated of the existence of the wicked.
to

Great value, according to the author,
Gospel.

It is a

attaches

to

the

Johannine

revelation on a grand scale of the Synoptic teachings.

Eschatology has almost vanished from

The

it.

idea of a future king-

adopted by our Lord, John, we are told, rejects, and the
religious, philosophical term Life, a present not a future reality, takes
The passage “They that have done good shall come forth
its place.

dom

as

:

unto the resurrection of

life”

Winstanley

calls “inconsistent

The same transmutation

ably secondary”.

has taken place with reference to the

told,

ment,

etc.

practical

and prob-

of time-conception,
title

we

are

Son of Man, Judge-

This brings us to the author’s last chapter containing
The real importance of Winstanley’s book

his

reflections.

is

found here. He continues the alleged revaluation of the Gospel
by the Fourth Evangelist and brings it up to date by reinterpreting
the Gospel for the modern man with his modern evolutionary worldDr. Winstanley undertakes to show what is the bleibende
view.
Bedeutung of the Gospel. He succeeds in a measure, and a great
deal of what he says is excellent and to the point, but the Gospel has
to be

become a Ircpov evayyeAiov.
Grand Rapids, Mich.

Christ

By

A

the

Creative

Rev.

W.

L.

Ideal.

Walker.

w ell-written book,
T

its

R. Janssen.

Studies in Colossians and Ephesians.
Edinburgh: T. & T. Clark. 1913. vi, 236.

capable author

moving with ease

in

the

theological and philosophical literature, particularly of the liberal type,

familiarizing

us

with his

non-materialistic

evolutionary

views,

with
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the present state of religious unrest, a faith that has suffered ship-

wreck or else has come to regard the traditional conception of Christ
and Christianity as out of harmony with scientific truth, attempting
to modernize the teachings doctrinal and practical of Colossians and
Ephesians to meet the needs, of those adrift on dark and stormy waters
all this and more Walker’s book stands for.
Let us see what are
some of the teachings it brings. With reference to Walker’s view

—

we are assured that as a certain lower life culminated in
man, so a certain human life culminated in Him. It is as the true man
that His claim on our attention consists.
If He is thus held forth
we shall have a revival of religion. The Divine working had reached
its destined goal in His organism, as it has not reached in ours.
It
is just this difference between Christ and us
not in respect of the
ideal of our life, but of its attainments.
Still Walker does not conof Christ

—

sider

it

possible that as evolution proceeds

more Christs may appear.

Why?

Because God has in Christ attained the ideal and has returned
to Himself.
[The author warns us elsewhere, p. 189, that His being
absorbed in the Deity must not be taken in a pantheistic sense.]
But may we not conceive of God as reappearing for a higher reason
in

still,

a

higher

human form, meeting
we are told that “it

Christ’s resurrection

ceive of

page

123.

Him

as being at once

The account

higher

still

is

As

needs?

to

impossible for us to con-

Divine and permanently embodied”,

of the bodily ascension at the end of

Mk. “does

not belong to that Gospel”, the closing verses of Luke are “omitted

by some ancient authorities”, and the narrative in the opening chapter
Christ put
of Acts is of “too dubious authority to be founded on”.
off that body and the Church is henceforth His body.
Such a resurrection as the early Christians believed in does “not

commend

itself

no mention of a
resurrection of Christians”.
As to the author’s views on life after
death divine grace is operating in the world beyond, page 209. Even

to

our minds today”.

“In these Epistles there

is

—

we who

An
this

believe shall need the

further action of grace 'after death.

element of that “glory” into which Christ has entered
:

to bring those

who have

died, the lost, to

representatively reconciled in Christ and

all

God.

is

likely

“All have been

shall yet be so in

actual

and these all include men and angels. Satan and his throng?
It would also seem that Walker is inclined to take the view that in
the distant ages the animal world will approach to personality.
R. Janssen.
Grand Rapids, Mich.
fact”,

John Baptist and His Relation to Jesus.
Pp.
J. & J. Bennett Ltd., London.

By Alban Blakiston, M.A.
273.

The question which Blakiston attempts to answer in this book is
“What was John Baptist’s place in History?” The assumption is
made at the outset that students of Christian origins have not been
The real
prepared to accord to the Baptist the place he deserves.
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cause of

this,

is

it

held,

is

in the

which purThis tendency dis-

Biblical record itself,

posely seeks to obscure the Baptist’s character.

coverable in the sources, the author thinks, is made the more probable
by the existence of a Baptist sect in conflict with the early Christian
Church upon a most fundamental point of her teaching.

Blakiston takes the central incident of the Baptism, John’s meeting
with Jesus, as the starting-point for his study, working from there

both backwards and forwards.

almost the sole factor

dom

of

Heaven

is

at

is

In the preaching of John he thinks

that of repentance, Matthew’s “for the King-

hand” being

editorial.

This

to f recede the rite of baptism.

is

Confession of sin

is

made

stated with great confidence,

might be well to point out here that the Synoptic
it.
The participle employed is the
present ££o/j.o\oyovfj.tvoi, and follows i(3 a. 7rTi£ovTo in all the passages
in which it occurs.
It would seem that the being baptised constituted
cf.

pages

16, 25, 46.

It

record nowhere thus represents

itself a

confession of

sin.

We

next have a chapter on John’s religious genius. The discussion
here is based mainly on the passage dealing with the question of
fasting.
What Jesus says in this connection is meant, we are told,
to bring out the contrast in spirit between Himself

and the

Baptist,

the latter as well as the Pharisees adhering to a system of religious
ideas that

is

outworn.

Blakiston incidentally remarks that

Matthew

represents John as himself sending his disciples to put the question

This I think is purely an assumption not even suggested
Matthew’s gospel. Luke’s addition: “No man having drunk old

to Jesus.
in

wine,

etc.”,

is

to be considered in the light of “an apologia for the

Baptist, indicating that Jesus

A

and

his

forerunner are parting company.”

further chapter takes up the question of John and the Elijah.

Blakiston

first

prepares an expurgated text (Matt.) removing what he

regards as editorial additions or as resting on ill-founded tradition,

—

and then reaches the conclusion that John’s being the Elijah the
Baptist, according to Blakiston was not proclaimed Elijah during
was
his lifetime either by the people, his own disciples, or Jesus
both his strength and his weakness. The victim of his preconceptions
and doubting Jesus’ Messiahship he remained less than “he that is
but little in the Kingdom of Heaven”. The author’s interpretation of

—

“and wisdom
it

is

is

justified,

etc.”

is

novel to say the

least.

held, refers to the self-sufficient righteousness of the

“Wisdom”,
Pharisees,

and “her children”, consequently, to those whose frame of mind

is

just this righteousness.

The other chapters of the book are The Antecedent of the Baptism,
The Evidence of the Fourth Gospel, John and the Baptists in the Acts,
The Growth of the Baptist sect, The Political, Social, and Religious
Background, and The Life of John Baptist. A word or two on these
must suffice here. The Gospels’ story of John’s infancy is not to be
The
regarded as history but of the nature of a beautiful idyll.
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Baptist’s prophetic career previous to “his
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enterprise” of heralding

Prophet extended over several years.
In the Fourth
Gospel some undesigned contradictions enable us to disengage the
figure of the Baptist from the setting in which he is placed. Blakiston
is puzzled over the fact that John’s denying that he is the Elijah and
his claim that he is “the voice, etc.” is in accord with the historical
data of the Synoptists.
On the whole the treatment of the person
of John is idealistic in the Fourth Gospel and at the expense of history.
In the Acts Blakiston finds verification of his previous conjectures,
such e.g. as that neither Jesus nor His disciples baptized during his
greater

the

—the

lifetime

argumentum

Messianic

trait

in

of the

e silentio

pointed to the same conclusion

—and

Synoptists,

we

are told,

that this absence of this supposed

Jesus was the real cause of the Baptist’s doubt.

Further, the case of Apollos

is

said to prove,

as

was the author’s

previous contention, the rise of a wide-spreading body of disciples of

At Corinth may have been the

John.

chief center of

the Baptists,

The

but they as yet did not identify the Baptist with the Messiah.

Hemerobaptists and Dositheans, whose origin

is

back to

to be traced

John, regarded their founder as the Messiah.

The

author’s

notices,

is

theological

It is,

is

From

must be owned, has considerable
research.

as

position,

thoroughly “modern”.

apparent from the above
standpoint the book,

this

merit.

breathes the

It

spirit

it

of

furthermore, well written and throughout stimulating.

main part of the book, ont page go
In the Appended Notes which
cover over fifty pages mistakes are somewhat more frequent in the
quotations from the Greek sources.
Grand Rapids, Mich.
R. Janssen.

Very few corrigenda occur
is

The

ip the

;

course a typographical error.

of

Distinctive Ideas of Jesus.
By Charles Carroll Albertson,
Minister of the Lafayette Avenue Presbyterian Church, Brooklyn,

N. Y.

Philadelphia

:

The Westminster

Press,

1914.

Pp.

148.

75 cents.

Dr. Albertson

is

known

as

a

man

of broad culture, an eloquent

preacher and a Bible student of insight, and

in the

present

little

volume

he has given us in an attractive style the fruit of his thought and study.
The distinctive ideas of Jesus, presented in a popular rather than

an academic form, are God’s Solicitous Fatherhood (God seeking the
Humanity’s Eternal Value (the value of that which is lost),
Jesus Christ’s Mediatorial Ministry (the method by which the lost
lost),

may

be restored), The

New

Birth of

returned prodigal), Love as the

Law

Manhood
of the

(the

new

New Man

life

of the

(the supreme

motive of the restored and reborn), and the Unbroken Continuity of
Life (immortal fellowship with God). The treatment of these themes
is

suggestive rather than exhaustive, but the points

and the author’s choice of

illustrations

are well made,

and quotations

is

especiallj
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A

comparison between Christianity and other religions is promThe chapter on “New Life from God”
shows the author’s insight, and closes with the statement that “the
spaciousness and beauty of that new life in God to which we are
called may only be imagined by the ampleness, and glory of His life
through Whom we enter into the life of God.”
Lincoln University, Pa.
Wm. Hallock Johnson.

happy.

inent throughout the discussion.

The Christology of

the Epistle to the Hebrews, Including Its Relation
Developing Christology of the Primitive Church. By Harris Lachlan MacNeill, Ph.D., Professor of New Testament
Language and Literature, Brandon College, Brandon, Manitoba.
to the

The University

of

Chicago

Press,

Chicago,

Illinois

and Linguistic Studies in Literature Related
ment. Second Series. Vol. II, Part 4).

to the

(Historical

New

Testa-

Dr. MacNeill offers us in this monograph a very thorough, almost
exhaustive, study of the Christology of the Epistle to the Hebrews.

The

discussion draws within

its

scope practically the whole teaching

all more or less closely related to
Hence not merely the student of Christology but also

content of the Epistle, since
the Christology.

it

is

the student of the Epistle in general will find

much

in

it

that

is

clarify-

ing and helpful.

familiar with the older and

more recent

The author is thoroughly
work done in the exposition

of

succeeds

organizing and presenting his

in

Hebrews and admirably
That he does

material.

not fully succeed in reproducing the peculiar Christological idiosyncrasy of the Epistle

is

due not

to

any defect

method of approach pursued.
element is not the dominant element

it

element rather than

the

to

the

:

document

fully

it

it

shapes

would be necessary

was bound to
While good remarks
tology

sion, the total

that

In
is

in his

Hebrews

work, but rather
the Christological

shaped by the soteriological
latter.

to bring out

To understand the
how such a Chris-

arise out of such a general milieu of teaching.
to this effect are scattered

impression produced in this line

is

through the discusnot

sufficient.

We

drawback that the exposition has been worked
into an a priori scheme of the development of Christology in the
This scheme is nothing
primitive church as the sub-title indicates.
but the old liberal scheme according to which the sonship of Jesus
was at the first purely ethico-religious or at the most Messianic, and
that the transcendental aspect which it bears in most of the New
Testament writings shows the result of a gradual deifying process.
For Hebrews this has the result that the author of the Epistle is
credited with a reluctance explicitly to apply the term “Son” to the

also

must consider

it

a

preexistent state. Also a tendency is discovered to emphasize the true
humanity of Jesus as counterbalancing the transcendental aspect of
His person, somewhat after the manner in which the Synoptical Gospels are believed to have conserved the true human Christ to the
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confess that of a reluctance to carry the sonship back
and pre-mundane life of the Saviour we are

the pre-incarnate

into

unable to find any trace in the Epistle. On the contrary the document
appears to us in this aspect even more explicit and emphatic than the
Pauline teaching.
And as to the emphasis on the identification of

human
down or offset

motived not by any desire to

Christ with

nature, this also

tear

the divine aspect, but arises purely

tological considerations, both the

essential to the Savior’s revealing

is

human and

from

soterio-

the divine natures being

and priestly function.

aversion to finding the doctrine of the two natures in the

The modern

New

Testa-

ment can not but obscure the facts especially where a writing like
Hebrews with pronounced theological proclivities is concerned. Why
the coordination of the two natures should have been more impossible
to the writer than to coordination of the two offices of revealer and
priest which he consciously makes in several passages, it would be
hard to explain.

Geerhardus Vos.

Princeton.

HISTORICAL THEOLOGY
Die altesten Apologeten. Texte mit kurzen Einleitungen herausgegeben
von Edgar J. Goodspeed. Gottingen
Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht.
:

1915.

The

Pp. xi, 380.

editor of the

indispensable, has

Price 7.40

M.

;

gbd. 8.40

M.

Index Patristicus and the Index Apologeticus, both

now

issued an edition of the early Apologists, giving

a critical text with brief apparatus and literary references.
tains

the

following:

Quadratus,

Justinus, Apologia; Justinus,

Fragmentum;

It

con-

Apologia;

Aristides,

Appendix; Justinus, Dialogus; Tatianus,

Oratio ad Graecos; Melito, Fragmenta; Athenagoras, Supplicatio pro

nominum and an index locorum.
reamins of the Apologists prior to Irenaeus, except Theophilus, are thus brought into this volume,
or slightly more (the
Eusebian Fragments of Melito) than the material covered in the Index
Christianis

The

;

together with an index

literary

—

Apologeticus.

In brief introductions the

more important

each author and the authorities for the text are stated.
of Justin the text

recorded in the

is

based on the Paris

critical notes.

The

text

MS
is

and

its

facts about

In the writings

variants carefully

well printed

—

— in

clear type

Quotations are underlined surely a good
and attractive format.
method and one that might be more generally adopted. The edition
should be in the hands of all students of early Christian literature.
William P. Armstrong.
Princeton.

Ethik im Judentum.
Herausgegeben vom Verband der
Deutschen Juden. Zweite Auflage. Verlegt bei J. Kauffmann,
Frankfurt am Main. 1914. 135 S.

Soziale
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This interesting and instructive volume was published by order of
the “’Verband der Deutschen Juden” at their fifth convention in

November

Ham-

1913, with the object of proving that the

fundamental
principles of social morality, approved even if not realized by presentday civilization were first taught to mankind by Judaism. There are
nine essays in the book. The Creation of Fellowman, by Leo Baeck,
Berlin; Siate and Society, by Simeon Bernfield, Charlottenburg Right
and the Administration of Justice, by Bernhard Breslauer, Berlin;
Charity, by Juda Bergmann, Berlin; Woman in Judaism, by Max
Eschelbacher, Dusseldorf Education and School, by Moritz Gudemann,
Vienna; The Instruction of the People, by Philipp Bloch, Posen; The
Sabbath, by N. A. Nobel, Frankfurt am Main; The Kingdom of God,
by Hermann Cohen, Berlin. The notes, consisting of references to the
Bible and to Jewish literature, in support of the statements made in
the essays, are printed at the end of the book.
There is a wealth of interesting material in these essays which can be
cited merely in brief allusions following the order given above. Greek
Philosophy discovered man and defined him over against nature it
was reserved for the genius of Israel to discover fellow-man. For the
Jew the state means the sovereignty of God. In such a state right
makes might. The old Babylonian and Egyptian laws make mention
of charity only here and there; the Jewish laws are filled from beginning to end with the spirit of compassion. The world stands on three

burg,

9,

;

;

;

things

In European languages, two different

doctrine, worship, love.

:

words are used

to distinguish

phasize the unity of

man and

human nature

wife; the

Hebrew terms em-

in spite of the difference of sex.

Judaism never exalted love apart from marriage, as did the minnesingers
woman was not honored as virgin, but as wife and mother.
Next to monotheism, nothing characterises Judaism so much as the
impulse to mental culture. While the Bible says little about education, it
says much about the value of children, and education naturally follows
from such assertions. The Hebrew had no names but numbers for
the days of the week with the exception of the seventh for which the
name Sabbath was used. God rested on that day from His creative
activity and thus the Hebrew who worshipped God in a special manner
;

on that day was taught that his God, unlike the pantheistic-mythological divinities of heathendom, was not engaged in eternal warfare with
other deities nor with the powers of nature in order to maintain HimThe Jew was to work six days, because work ennobles. At the
self.
same time work may absorb the personality; hence, one day was given
Israel’s mission is to extend
to rest and the recovery of personality.
over the earth the faith in God’s unity; Messiahship is a name for
the realization among men of the morality of Jehovah; the kingdom
of the Messiah is in this sense the Kingdom of God.
The book is marked by an entire absence of polemic tone; everything
that could possibly offend

modern

strives to present his topic in the

taste

is

carefully avoided; each author

most winning and persuasive manner
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once the strength and the weakness of the volume,
what we have here is not Judaism in its

raises the doubt that

which com-

entire development but an interpretation of selected aspects

mend themselves
Abraham’s seed

to the

modern world

largely because the greatest of

— Himself rejected by His brethren and not once men— has already spread them among men through the

tioned in this book

Gospel and His Church.
of liberalism

It is

when one whom

a strange revelation of the illiberalisin
the world considers the greatest repre-

and the culmination of the Hebrew genius should be so

sentative

completely ignored in essays of this sort.
interested

how

learning

in

to

viewpoint of modern Judaism

appreciate

may

who

Nevertheless, those
sympathetically

the

are

ethical

be safely recommended to read this

book.

George Johnson.

Lincoln University, Pa.

Seyyed Ali Mohammed dit Le Bab, Le Bey an Person. Traduit du
Persan par A. L. M. Nicholas, Consul de France a Tauris.
Tome deuxieme i - 1 74 Tome troisieme 1-162; Tome quatrieme
;

1-185.

Paris:

deuxieme

tome

et

Paul

Librairie

troisieme,

Geuthner,

1913;

Tome

13

Rue

Tome

Jacob.

quatrieme,

1914.

fr.

3

50 chaque.

The Babi-Baha’i movement
extravagant but

is

it

has

originated and in Syria,

its

on the continent of Europe,
Its

representatives

are

cessful propaganda.

reason

for this

It

its

claims millions of adherents.

Its

it

present centre, but also in Burma, India,
in

Great Britain, and

carrying

on

an

active

in the

and

United States.

apparently

suc-

has a strange resemblance to Christianity and

for no other claims the attention of the

if

claim

following not only in PersTa where

student

of religion.

What

then

Babi-Baha’iism?

is

The answer

to this question takes

Mohammedanism.
Most of his followers

us back over a thousand years into the history of

Was Mohammed

the last of the Prophets?

The

Moslems, however, while formally
Mohammed came twelve Imans
or personal representatives of God starting with ’Ali, the prophet’s
son-in-law, and continuing in this line until the twelfth withdrew from
Thereafter for seventy years there was a
the world in A.D. 873.
period of “Minor Occultation” during which communication was maintained with the Imam by means of one Bab (-Gate) after another
until these also ceasing there began the “Greater Occultation” a period
to continue, so the Shi’as held, until another Gate or Bab should
believe that he

agreeing with

was.

this,

Shi’a

claim that after

About 1840 these Messianic hopes gained strength in Persia.
The Shaykhis, another Mohammedan sect, proclaimed the coming of
In a short
a Bab in advance of the Imam who was soon to appear.
time this Bab was manifested in the person of Mirza ’Ali Muhammad
reappear.

of

Shiraz,

a

Sayyid or descendant of the Prophet.

His personal
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character and poetical gifts soon gained him

many

followers.

Grad-

Bab let it be known that he was the Imam whom he proclaimed. The movement prevailed in spite of persecution and suffering
which culminated in the martyrdom of the Bab in 1852 at Tabriz.
The writings of the Bab have been superseded in the propaganda
by the writings of the two later leaders: Baha’u’llah (Light of God)
ually the

who

until

entitled

to

his

death in 1897 did so much for the cause that he is
its second
founder, and his son ’Abdu’l-Baha

be called

movement with
may wish

the present head of the

theless, the student of religion

literary product of the original

to consult at first

founder and

this

present translation of the Bayan (Exposition).
to

le

Neverhand the

residence at Haifa.

accessible in the

is

He

will be introduced

how

jargon Babi and will be led to understand

this

religion

one present day condition of advance in many circlesobscure and mystical speculation concerning God with philanthropic
fulfils

at least

tendencies.

George Johnson.

Lincoln University, Pa.

Histoire de L’Antique.
a

des

l’etude

humains).
Guenther,

Eduard Meyer.

societes

Traduit par
13

Rue

Jacob,

Maxime
VI

Tome

David.

Introduction

premier.

(Evolution

anciennes.

Paris:

1912. I-VIII, 1-284.

des

grupements

Librairie Paul
7 fr. 50.

This volume is a French translation of the original work in German
of Professor Meyer, corresponding to Band I, Erste Haelfte, of the
third German edition. It considers three topics, Political and Social Evolution, Intellectual Evolution, and History and Political Science.
While the translation has all the lucidity and ease of the language -in

which

it

is

issued,

nevertheless the American student will

doubtless

prefer to consult the original.

George Johnson.

Lincoln University, Pa.

The Armenian Awakening. A History of the Armenian Church, 1820The University of Chicago
1860.
By Leon Arpee. Chicago
1909.
T. Fisher Unwin, 1 Adelphi Terrace.
London
Press.
:

:

Pages XI.,

A
of

235.

record of what

Armenian

Price, $1.25 net; postpaid, $1.36.
is

clearly

an important period

in the

development

Founded by Gregory the Illuminator (258the Armenian Church “the first national Chris-

Christianity.

342?), the author calls

tian church of the world” (p. 2).

Prevailingly ritualistic and oriental,

church rejected the filioquc, but branded itself as schismatic in
The political history of
its adherence to the Monophysite heresy.
Armenia in its relation to Turkey, Russia and England is traced,

this

also the points of agreement with and difference from Romanism,
and the Romanist emancipation of the Armenian Church. Paulicianism (Chap. 5), in the seventh century and following, had its part in
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Its doctrinal statement in The Key of
Unitarian and as to ritual almost Puritanic, so that the

Armenian awakening.

Truth

was

movement

Paulician

in

Armenia became,

cursor of European Protestantism

The work

as

Mr. Arpee

says,

a pre-

(pp. ix, 91).

of reform involved the labors of the

missionaries in

first

the Turkish empire, sent out in 1815 by the 'Church Missionary Society

and

(Anglican)
for Foreign

in

American Board of Commissioners

1818 by the

Among

Missions.

these were William

Goodell

(1831),

H. G. O. Dwight (1832), and Cyrus Hamlin (1840). The inevitable
persecutions were encountered, the chief opposition to a Protestant
Armenian Church being Matthew, the Armenian Patriarch at Constantinople, and (1858-1865) Catholicos of all the Armenians.
Nevertheless evangelical missions arose and rapidly developed under efficient
leadership.
It was Matthew, representing the genius of intolerance
within the Orthodox Church, together with other contributing causes,
which led to the founding of an independent Protestant Armenian
Church (Chap. 8). And all this was one with the struggle for democracy against the civil-ecclesiastical oligarchy, issuing
of

tution

political

with beneficent though temporary

i860,

The

and religious conditions.

Turkish Constitution (1876) appears

in

Appendix

in

social,

II.

Benjamin

,

the Consti-

of the later restored

full text

Langhorne Pa.

in

results

F.

Paist, Jr.

How

Europe Was Won For Christianity. Being the Life-stories of
Men Concerned in Its Conquest. By M. Wilma Stubbs.
New York: Fleming H. Revell Co. 1913. Pp. 309. With 16

the

full-page

Illustrations.

$1.50

net.

Miss Stubbs recounts the missionary conquests of Europe from the time when St. Paul obeyed the Macedonian
vision to the labors of the Moravians and others, closing with the
work of William Carey in India. With the beautiful touches of a
missionary historian who has enough poetic imagination to impart
In

color

twenty-five chapters

and vividness

historic

veracity,

we

her

to

are

to

Arian Christianity to the Goths
Constantine.

We

without

picture

made

detracting

see Wulfila the

the

in

last

days

aught

of

the

and bequeathing to the world
tracts are given in Appendix
in

his great
III.

We

Ireland

Confession, from which exsee

Ninian, Kentigern, and

Scotland, with the latter’s celebrated monastery at Iona

and Severinus, the hermit-missionary
Austria).

Ernperor

see St. Patrick (373-463), though not himself Irish,

strengthening the already existent but feeble Christianity in

Columba

from

Bishop taking an

We

see the

Irish

in

Noricum (ancient southern

monk Columbanus

with his companion

Gallus following the upper Rhine to Lake Zurich, but driven eastward

by the unwelcoming Zurichers to Lake Constance and Bregenz, and
the founding of the famous monastery of St. Gall on the Steinach.
In the labors of Augustine of Canterbury we listen to the story of
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conversion, of

the

Saxon king, and the humble
Then follow Paulinus in NorthBede and Alcuin to the Church “the

zEthelbertht,

the

beginnings of Canterbury Cathedral.

umbria, which was to give

its

;

A

gentle Aidan” and Cuthbert of Lindisfarne.

chapter (12) is given
Melitus, Cedd, Felix,

on “England’s Lesser Apostles,” among them
Birnus, and Wilfrid of York. In Friesland we have Amandus, Bishop
of Utrecht, St. Eligius, Wilfrid of York (as above), Willibrord, and
:

A

Willehad.

the apostle to

chapter for Winfrid,

Germany, with

Ansgar of Hamburg, the brothers
Thessalonica

of

notice of

among

some of

the

known

to

monastery

his

Cyril

Slavs,

us better as Boniface,
at

Fulda.

Then come

(Constantine) and Methodius

and the

first

part closes with a

the martyred missionaries, notably Trudpert in the

Black Forest, Kilian in Franconia, the Saxon brothers Hewald in
northern Germany, Wenceslaus, Adelbert, Archbishop of Prague, and

Wendish emperor

the

Gottschalk.

All the above occupies the

first

part of the book, under the general

“The Age of Heroes.” Part
break,” takes up St. Francis of Assisi.

on “Darkness and DayLull, Bartholome
de las Casas, the Jesuits Loyola, Xavier et al., Hans and Gertrude
Egede in Greenland, Count Zinzendorf and the Moravian missionaries,
and closes with Ziegenbalg, Pliitschau, Schultze, Schwartz, and Carey
in India.
Five appendices are added at the close of the book, the last
being a chronological table from St. Paul to William Carey.
Miss Stubbs has told a wonderful story and told it well. What
she has here gathered together some have doubtless read before as
But it is surely a mental stimulus and a matter
separate accounts.
that brings joy to all who love the Lord in sincerity and in truth, to
have these wonderful works of God so comprehensively set forth, a
sort of missionary processional, moving in the slow but triumphant
redemption of Europe out of the barbaric shadows of ancient and

caption of

II.,

Raymund

mediaeval paganism into the purer light of modern Christianity.
this

triumph,

it

is

well to recall,

And

came not by force of human arma-

ment, but by an industrious and courageous devotion to the essential
facts of our faith.

Benjamin

Langhorne, Pa.

F. Paist, Jr.

SYSTEMATIC THEOLOGY
The Plan of Saltation.

Summer
field,

A

Five Lectures

Delivered at the

phia: Presbyterian Board of Publication.

This book

Princeton

School of Theology, June 1914. By Benjamin B. WarProfessor in Princeton Theological Seminary. Philadel-

is

made

1915.

i2mo;

up, as the title page intimates, of

delivered at the Princeton

Summer

pp. 144.

five

lectures

School of Theology, June 8-12, 1914.
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are designed to give a comprehensive survey of the varying con-

which have been held by any large parties in the church
concerning God's procedure in saving men.
In the first lecture these differing conceptions are passed in rapid
ceptions

review, in an ascending order.

First the fundamental opposition of
Naturalism and Supernaturalism is pointed out; then the division among
the Supernaturalists between Sacerdotalists and Evangelicals is indicated; next the Universalistic and Particularistic varieties of Evangelicals are distinguished

;

and

The outcome

lastly the several

kinds of Particularists

on Infralapsarian Calvinism as the
only tenable conception. This lecture is accompanied with a tabular
arrangement of the several views which is supposed to facilitate their
are intimated.

is

to fix

understanding.

The subsequent lectures more fully explain the several generic views.
The Naturalistic view is taken up in the second lecture under the name
of Autosoterism.
It is shown how widely spread Autosoterism is
among the churches, despite their universal official proclamation of
Supernaturalism. The outcome is, however, to exhibit Autosoterism
as essentially anti-Christian. The third lecture discusses Sacerdotalism
and points out its implication of a mechanical action of the Holy Spirit
in salvation.
The inconsequences of Universalistic Evangelicalism are
exposed in the fourth lecture. In the fifth, Calvinism is presented as the
only consequent Supernaturalism, the only thorough Evangelicalism,
and the only rational Universalism as, in a word, the conservator of
Christianity in its purity as over against defection from its fundamental
principles on this side or that. The several varities of Calvinism are
distinguished and reasons assigned for prefering Infralapsarianism, as
over against whether Supralapsarianism on the one side or Postredemptionism in any of its forms on the other.
;

Princeton.

Benjamin

B.

Warfield.

Politics.
An Essay Toward an Ideal. By Harold B.
Shepheard, M.A. With Introduction by Vida D. Scudder. New
York: E. P. Dutton & Company, 681 Fifth Avenue. 1915. 8vo;

Jesus and

pp. xxxii, 145.

an earnest and interesting, but somewhat disguised plea for
The author believes that Christ’s plan was that
men should “be whole and poor”, having no property of their own but
enjoying the wealth of the world as the common property of all; that
This

is

Christian Socialism.

can be attained only as the State shall combine the
all things; and
that, consequently, it is the duty of all who would have Christ’s will
done on earth to enter politics and so seek to bring in the Christian
Those of us who know something of the history of socialistic
state.
movements will not be surprised to hear Mr. Shepheard characterize
justice as “that second-rate virtue which Jesus never praised”, to find
this

social ideal

rapidly forming trusts and herself assume control of

:
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him decrying all creeds but his own socialistic one, and to discover not
one reference to the Holy Spirit as necessary to wisdom and strength
in political as in other reforms. This attitude, however, impresses us as
being as damaging as
Princeton.

it

is

not unexpected.

William Brenton Greene,

Jr.

PRACTICAL THEOLOGY

—

A

Which?
Study of the Cure for World Militarism and the 'Church’s Scandal of Division. By Peter Ainslie,
Minister Christian Temple, Baltimore. Author of “God and Me”,

Christ or Napoleon

“My

Brother and

I”,

“The Message of

Toronto, London and
Revell Company. 1915. 8vo; pp. 96.

York,

Chicago,

the Disciples”, etc.

Edinburgh:

New

Fleming H.

This is an earnest and strong plea for universal and premanent peace
and for visible as well as spiritual church unity. It is weakened by the
mysticism which the author avows and by the disregard of the primacy
of justice which he reveals. Christian feeling can be discriminated as
such only by Christian doctrine and peace which does not rest on justice is wrong.
Princeton.
William Brenton Greene, Jr.
Jesus as

He Was

A

Modern Attempt to set forth the Abiding
By Samuel G. Craig, A.M., B.D., MinNorth Presbyterian Church of Pittsburgh. New York
and

Is.

Significance of Jesus Christ.
ister

of the

Hodder and Stoughton. 8vo; pp. 288.
The functions of the pastor and the doctor

are happily combined in

the minister of the North Church of Pittsburgh.

Mr. Craig,

in

the

Preface of his volume, speaks of these discourses as “Sermon-Lectures”,
and they deserve the title. Their solid substance and attractive literary

form

will recall to

some

of the older

angelic Doctor, A. A. Hodge,

members of

who was

his congregation the

the first pastor of the church,

and gave many a course of Sermon-Lectures which attracted and fascinated the leading minds of all the region round about. Dr. Warfield,
who succeeded Dr. Hodge in his Chair at Princeton, and who writes an
introduction to the volume, was once a regular attendant of the church
while Professor in the Western Theological Seminary, and an occasional
preacher in it, and he also illuminated the great themes which Mr. Craig
now discusses. Such a set of “Sermon-Lectures” suggests that Mr.
Craig still has hearers who hear with the spirit and understanding.
The chapters of the book discuss, with unusual clarity of style, keen
insight and cogent logic, the burning issues of modern theological controversy with such simplicity of manner that the uninstructed might
fancy that it is easy to write such sermons. But it is not easy, as
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everyone knows who has ever tried. A too small book-shelf will hold
those which have been recently written on the conservative side of the
Deniers or questioners of the true Deity of Christ, and

great debate.

the inspiration of His

Word, by

who ought

amount of

the

their literary output,

have been more prompt and faithful in
re-affirming the ancient faith of His people.
We congratulate Mr.
Craig and his congregation, that he has done his work so well.
The fifteen sermons all revolve about Jesus. It seems inevitable
that we should speak of Him as the Gospels do, as “Jesus”, yet we confess to a certain shrinking from following even this biblical usus
loquendi.
The cant of rationalism affects an over-use of the word
“Jesus”, when “Lord Jesus” would be more fitting. Mr. Craig discusses,
in successive chapters:
(i) Jesus and His Place in the Christian
put us to shame

to

Why

Whence came Jesus? (3)
Jesus came. (4) Jesus
(6) Jesus as a Preacher.
(5) Jesus as our Example.
(7)
Jesus as a Miracle-Worker. (8) Jesus as a Healer. (9) Jesus as One
Died. (10) Jesus as the Regenerator of Character. (11) Jesus as

Religion.

(2)

as King.

Who

the Regenerator of Society.
(13)

Jesus as a Judge.

(12) Jesus as a

(14)

Jesus and His

Man and

as a Friend.

Place in the Cosmos.

(15) Jesus as the Coming One.
These topics might all be treated, and often have been, by those bent

Mr. Craig, on the contrary, faces them
sometimes almost too quietly for one whose blood
tingles when he thinks of the baseness with which Christ is wounded in
But, for the purpose of these “Sermonthe house of his friends.
Lectures”, it was no doubt wiser to hold in check even righteous abhorrence.
The very first sentence in the book shows how serious the
on evading the

real issues.

calmly, quietly,

matter is: “The center of controversy to-day among those who call
themselves Christians has to do with the place that Jesus Himself
occupies in the religion that He founded.”
What an extraordinary
situation

it

is

in which,

we might have adopted

to-day,

we

Livy’s phrase,

find ourselves
Not long ago,
jam primutn omnium satis constat,
!

but now, the very truisms of the centuries are written with interrogation

marks.

Was

there ever a Jesus?

Is

He

the Jesus of the Gospels?

Or

must we bow to the mock Jesus whose portrait is now being painted
by those who think themselves better artists than the evangelists were?
These are questions which any minister at any moment must be ready
to face, and he will need all his piety and all his learning to do it
well. Mr. Craig does face them with courage and address, and although
we might suppose that a church so schooled in the fundamentals would
not need it, even there, no doubt, the germs of evil may poison the
atmosphere.
This necessitates sharp and exact definition, discriminating exposure of error, adjustment of the old formulas to the pre-

need of the hour, so that the things most surely believed may be
surely believed than ever before.
The virus of pantheistic
Rationalism is very catching, and Mr. Craig, who preaches, as his
predecessors have done at times, to an audience partly of theologues
cise

more
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and theological Professors, does well to give them strong meat. He
makes no parade of his reading, but, evidently, he has read and thought
for himself, and can say at the close of the chapter
“To perceive,
:

however, that Jesus

One
attitude we

the living

the

of heaven or

is

the object of religion,

is

to perceive that

He

is

whose hands are the issues of life, and hence that
take up toward Him is indeed a matter of weal or woe,
in

hell,

The argument

of life or death.’’

follows the sinuous windings of the rationalistic line

of battle with persistence and

skill;

driving the foe

vindicating at every point that Jesus

from

the object of

is

their trenches,

the

Christian

—

and not its mere subject showing that the Gospels picture
Him as He was and is, and do not present a mirage of the truth without body or substance. With this beginning, the preacher follows the
topics given above and clears the ancient landmarks of the faith from
the rubbish that critical vandalism has encumbered it with.
The
rationalistic positions are clearly and fairly stated, and convincingly
refuted without heat of passion, in the dry light of fact and in the sober
religion

garb of truth.
We have space only for some samples:

One Who

The chapter on “Jesus

as

Mr. Craig grounds
himself on the classic passages which affirm the primacy of the Cross
in the scheme of saving grace, but his citation of them is not pro
forma; they are not mere proof texts, but woven into the substance
of his own reasoning. “Now what was true of the New Testament
Church is scarcely less true of the Church of all ages. No important
branch of the Christian Church has ever assigned to the death of
Christ a place of subordinate importance. Whether we have regard to
the writings of their representative theologians, or whether we have
regard to the statements of their official creeds, or whether we have
regard to the thoughts embodied in their songs and hymns it is clear
Died”, seems to us peculiarly strong.

that they are

all

agreed

central importance.

in assigning to the

Cross as the symbol of Christianity, and

‘Lamb

that

It will

his book,

was

death of Christ a place of

Catholics and Protestants unite in recognizing the
in singing the praises of the

slain’.”

be seen, therefore, that although Mr. Craig, in the

and his Preface, claims that

it

is

title

of

a “modern attempt to set

forth the abiding significance of Jesus Christ”

(p.

viii.)

,

his

is

the

modernity which rests back squarely and unmistakably upon the fundamental verities. He is both a traditionalist and a modernist in the
He does obeisance to the
best senses of these much-abused words.
Scriptures as the norm and warrant for all doctrines, but proceeds on
the principle that Scripture is corroborated by the faith which it created
and nurtures. It is in this that the strength of the book lies. The
Bible, the Church and the Reason stand in their appointed relation to
each other. The written word is supreme; it is handed town to us by
the church which believes it and it issues in these lectures and elsewhere,
;

in a

reasoned

faith.

In the chapter just cited, as in

all

the others, the
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author opens to us the Scriptures with an insight and understanding

on the rock.

that give the reader a comfortable sense that his feet are

He

quotes from modern writers, Dr. Denny, Dr. Dale and Dr. Fairbairn; but one never loses for a moment, the feeling that this is a

theology in the most exact sense with which he has indoc-

Biblical

Almost any chapter would afford

trinated his people.

method, which

In the chapter on “Jesus as a Preacher”

“The question

that

is

we read:

116-117),

(pp.

constantly at issue has to do with the question

whether the Christian or the non-Christian
as he does.

illustration of his

carried consistently throughout the volume.

is

from

All Christianity asks for,

hearing and a just verdict.

justified

is

believing

in

this point of view, is a fair

is the mother of
asylums for the feebleminded. The first charge we bring against the non-Christian is that
he is irrational. We believe in Christ because it is the only rational

Christian

Otherwise, ignorance

devotion and Christian

churches

thing to do.”

The

chapter on “Jesus as a Miracle-Worker”, carries the author into

where controversy

the regions

no longer merely an

is

of the

affair

schools alone, but has been taken up by popular novelists, writers in the

and be

“flash” magazines,

said with reverence, the infallible theo-

it

logians of the secular Press,

who rushing

in

where angels fear

to tread,

matter by a criterion of truth found rather “Inside the Cup”,
than inside the Bible. Mr. Craig wisely disdains conducting his argusettle the

ment on

quite this level, but takes a

foeman worthy of

his steel

“Pro-

:

fessor Foster of the University of Chicago even goes so far as to say
that a

man

cannot be intellectually honest and at the same time believe
“Miracles enter into
To this, Mr. Craig replies (p. 131)

in miracles.”

the very

:

substance of

so

Christianity,

miracles would not be Christianity at

“The miracles of

all.”

Christianity

And

and so a system that

finds

its
its

without

its

again, on page 139:

Christianity are organically united.

they form a system that finds
tion

that

Taken together

center in the great fact of redemp-

He

center in Christ himself.”

argues

his case with vigor.

In the last three lectures, Mr. Craig traverses the familiar ground of

eschatology; familiar, that

is,

to those

who have always

value of truth in the whole and not merely in
of course,

much

less to those

its

who have drunk

believed in the

easiest parts
in the spirit

;

though,

of denial

on established fact or divine
Mr. Craig makes no attempt at
eloquence, but continues his argument with his wonted calmness, citing
the Scriptures with point and effect, and letting them carry their own
and ground

their hopes for the future not

promise, but on pride and presumption.

message.

The
in

the

fifteenth chapter deals with

ointment’’

of a

what we must regard

as

“the

fly

considerable section of present-day thinking

Our Prewe
they may come to

which, in general, belongs on the right side of the fence.

millennial friends are so good, so devout and so generally right, that

must not do more than wish, and perhaps

pray, that
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a fuller knowledge of the truth (as they, no doubt, pray for us), and
be thankful that Mr. Craig, in addition to the other virtues and graces
of his book, has not spared to point out the serious reasons

why

analogy of faith and reason and the specific teachings of the
Testament, lead to a sounder conclusion than theirs.

the

New

Wle can give no more than an impression of the value of these SermonLectures, which are entitled to a high place in the theological litera-

They may perhaps be passed over in silence by those
fancy they have dethroned the truth as it is in Jesus, and that we
are dependent on the latest and most audacious loop-the-loop flights of
ture of the day.

who

theological aeroplaning.

We

await the result with

the final crash, and are content to follow the

Mr. Craig.
is on terra

He

little

doubt as to

more sober guidance of

maintains his balance, and though without high

flights,

firtna.

Dr. Warfield’s introduction to the book is after his manner. With
unwonted fervency of eloquence he expounds the verse “Jesus Christ,
the same yesterday, to-day and forever’’ a fit prologue to such a
book.
Ministers, elders and Sunday School teachers would find it
profitable to read or, better, study
the whole book.

—

—

New

My

—

John Fox

York.

Sermon-Notes. By C. H. Spurgeon.
vols.
1912. Fp. 389, 378, 381, 405.

Fleming H. Revell Co.

Four

This work comprises “a selection from outlines of discourses deMetropolitan Tabernacle, with anecdotes and illustra-

livered at the

Old Testament and the New. The
pursued throughout a brief introduction, a minute
analysis of the text, followed by illustrations drawn from various
sources. We are impressed anew with Spurgeon’s marvellous homiletic
fertility, his ingenuity, sometimes strained, in drawing from the text
In the hands of an ordinary preacher
all that it may possibly contain.
an analysis less detailed and exhaustive would ordinarily be more
effective.
He would find Spurgeon’s method as cumbrous as David
found the armor of Saul. This indeed Spurgeon recognizes. “These
outlines were not written to be used as they are. True, they may be
filled up with choice original matter, and employed as frameworks in
their present form but more probably they will be taken to pieces and

tions”; equally divided between the

same method

—

is

;

built

up

in

another shape, or they will be cut into halves, or portions of

VI). The evangelical and
everywhere apparent, and the Gospel is presented in
its simplicity and power.
Admirable as these volumes are in many respects, they should be

them

will be united with other materials” (2:

evangelistic spirit

is

used with caution. The better helps of this kind are, the more readily
do they lend themselves to abuse. Spurgeon has himself sounded a
note of warning in the preface to every volume. “I have prepared these
frameworks, not to encourage indolence, but to help bewildered indus-
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have not written so much as to enable any man
nor so little as to leave a weary mind without help” (1:6). “I hope to lend a handful of chips or shavings, or, if
you will, a bundle of fire-wood, to a brother with which he may kindle
a fire on his own hearth, and prepare food for his people. Possibly a
lazy brother may boil his own pot with my sticks, but even that I shall
not deplore so long as the food is well cooked. Should I be so unfortunate as to be a helper to the utterly idle man, by tempting him to
gather no fuel of his own, I shall not even then view the matter with
despair, for perhaps the idler may burn his fingers in the operation;
and I shall fall back upon the consideration that he would have taken
wood from some other pile if he had not met with mine” (2: VI). “I
hope and believe that these notes will not be of much use to persons

and

try;

hope that

I

I

to preach without thought,

My outlines are meant to be aids
and nothing more” (3: V). “It was never my design to
help men to deliver a message which is not their own. It is ill when
prophets steal their prophecies from one another, for then they are
all of them
likely
But as the young
to become false prophets.
prophet borrowed an axe of a friend, and was not censured for it so
long as the strokes he gave with it were his own, so may we refrain
from condemning those who find a theme suggested for them, and
a line of thought laid before them, and with all their hearts use them in
who

fail to

think for themselves.

.

.

.

to preparation,

—

—

speaking to the people. This should not be their custom: every man
should have an axe of his own, and have no need to cry, ‘Alas, Master
it was borrowed’; but there are times of special pressure, bodily sickness, or mental weariness, wherein a

may

use

it

man

is

glad of brotherly help, and

For such occasions

without question.

I

have tried

to

provide” (4: VIII).

The

fact that

indicates

how

may be

kind

it

real

was necessary
is

to repeat the

The

the danger.

warning so frequently

occasional use of helps of this

justified, but occasional easily slips into habitual.

Henry Ward Beecher was

asked,

“What do you

When

think of the benefit of

using books of sermon-plans?” he replied, “They will help you when
you know how to use them that is, when you don’t need them.
Before that don’t smother yourself with them” (Yale Lectures, I,
;

P

236).

In Vol.

3,

page 50

Hames

is

thrice written

Princeton.

J.

Paul’s Message for
Co.

1914.

for

T o-day. By

Pp. 270.

J.

R. Miller, D.D.,

Harms.
Ritchie Smith.

George H. Doran

$1.25 net.

—

The book is divided into two parts. 1 The Message of Paul’s
The course of it is traced from his conversion to his journey
The
to Rome, and apt and helpful lessons are drawn at every step. 2
Message of his Letters. Passages are selected from a number of his
Life.

—

Epistles,

and the great truths contained

conditions of our

own

time.

in

them are applied

to the

?

.
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The volume

written in the clear and flowing style that

is

is

familiar

everywhere, and the teaching throughout is
comforting, helpful, gracious. Dr. Miller’s rare power of illustration
and application finds ample scope in this study of the great apostle.
Princeton.
J. Ritchie Smith.
to multitudes of readers

Fifty-two Story Talks

The

to

Boys and

George H. Doran Co.

ley.

By Rev. Howard

Girls.

Pp. 126.

J.

Chid-

75 cents net.

increased attention given to the children in the services of the

Church is a wholesome sign. Sermons to children are taking a recognized and important place in homiletic literature.
Mr. Childley has well named his addresses story talks and not
sermons. They are very brief, covering generally not more than two
pages, and many of them are concerned simply with questions of
manners or morals. There is a notable absence of the religious appeal,
and of Scripture, in a large part of the talks, and this is the most

The preacher should never

serious defect of the volume.

fail to

lay

the basis of morals in religion.

The

Why

style

is

terse

and

clear,

and truth

often put in a striking way.

is

Oliver Cromwell dubbed, Sir

and is it true that
36)
comets “never have trees or flowers on them because they are ‘tramp
is

stars’?”

(p.

;

17).

(p.

Princeton.

J.

The Gospel of

and other Sermons. By Rev. J. D.
George H. Doran Co. 1914. Pp. 328. $1.50 net.

the Sovereignty,

Jones, M.A., B.D.

This volume
which the title

composed of twenty-three sermons. The first, from
taken, dwells upon the thought of the Divine Sov-

is
is

ereignty as peculiarly needed in this age

have
It is

lost the sense

well said,

“A

in

mon no

less

is

“to a large extent

genial humanitarianism will never carry a

the inordinate use of

Scriptural
I,

New
is

J.

Testament

in

Life and Literature.
1914.

a companion volume to

Literature by the same author; and

Human

Life.

Ritchie Smith.

By Jane

T. Stoddart.

Pp. 508-

The Old Testament
is

The New Testament as
Then

treated in the opening chapters.

a whole

and
Psalms in

in Life

similar to Prothero’s

and The Gospels are

the several books are taken in

order, and various passages are illustrated from history and

forms of

chief

in a single ser-

than forty-five times.

Hodder and Stoughton.
This

Church to

The

fashion.

which occurs

Princeton.

The

we

are strong and clear, dealing with great

a straightforward, manly,

defect of style

when

of religious awe, of reverence, and of godly fear”.

The sermons

victory” (p. 6).

themes

Ritchie Smith.

literature.

Books of

this

from

all

kind furnish the most impressive

witness to the richness, variety, and power of the Scripture.

We

see
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Men and
and conditions, of all peoples and tongues, have
found here unfailing guidance and comfort and strength. Faith is
strengthened as we mark how impregnable is the rock on which it builds.
The work is well done. Of course no book of this kind may pretend
played so large a part in the history of the race.

all

classes

The preface
“The material has been
gathered in my private reading, spread over a number of years, and
nothing whatever has been borrowed from anthologies or homiletic
sources. Foreign literature. has again been largely used, and with a few
to be exhaustive, but the field covered

how

suggests

great

exceptions mentioned in the foot-notes

A

at first hand.’’

very broad.

is

was the labor involved.

all

translations have been

made

copious Index of Texts, a Short Index to the Gospel

Story, and a General Index, place this ample store of material within

easy reach of the reader.
Princeton.

J.

Ritchie Smith.

GENERAL LITERATURE
Money and

Transportation in Maryland

Johns Hopkins

1720-1765.

University Studies in Historical and Political Science under the

Economy and
By Clarence P. Gould,

Direction of the Departments of History, Political

XXXIII, No.

Series

Political Science.

1.

Ph.D., Michael 0 Fisher Professor of History in the University of
The Johns Hopkins Press. 1915. 8vo;
Wooster. Baltimore:
.

pp.

176.

“This study forms the second installment of what

is

intended to be

Maryland between 1720 and
1765. The first part, entitled The Land System in Maryland, 1720-1765,
appeared in the Johns Hopkins University Studies, Series XXXI, No. 1.
Work on the Agricultural System is now under way.”
If we may judge of the series from the number before us, it will be
both exceedingly interesting and exceedingly able.
William Brenton Greene, Jr.
Princeton.
ultimately a complete economic history of

Needs of Farm Women. United States Department
of Agriculture, Office of the Secretary. Report No. 103.
(Com-

Social and Labor

W. Wharton, Chief.) Exfrom farm women in response to an
Department of Agriculture can better meet

piled in the Office of Information, G.
tracts

from

inquiry,

letters received

“How

the Needs of

provision

of

the U. S.

Farm House Wives”,
instruction

economics under the act of
agricultural extension work,
ing Office.

1915.

Pp. 100.

with special reference to the

and practical demonstrations

May
etc.

8,

1914,

in

home

providing for cooperative

Washington: Government Print-
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A

just and, therefore, valuable presentation of the peculiar difficul-

and needs of farm women. These difficulties would seem
long hours, inefficient help, and isolation from church and

ties

to be
social

privileges.

William Brenton Greene,

Princeton.

Jr.

The Domestic Needs of Farm Women; Report No. 104. The Educational Needs of Farm
omen; Report No. 105. The Economic
Needs of Farm Women; Report No. 106. Pamph., pp. 100, pp. 88,

W

pp.

United States Department of Agriculture, Office of the

100.

Secretary.

Even

if

Washington

these

Government Printing

:

papers did not contain

much

Office.

1915.

valuable information

and many useful hints for the amelioration

as to existing conditions

of these, they would be well worth while because of the importance

of the question to which they

Princeton, N.

A

call attention.

William Brenton Greene,

J.

Public Recreation System for Newark.

mendations by
Newark, N. J.

The importance

the
:

L.

City
J.

Suggestions and

Commission.

Plan

Hondham

Printing Co.

Pamph.,

Jr.

Recompp.

30.

1915.

question discussed in this informing and
must admit; but the reviewer hopes that
some will be ready to dissent with him from the statement on page 19,
that “of all forms of healthful play the world seems never yet to
have found one better than the dance.”
William Brenton Greene, Jr.
Princeton, N. J.
interesting

of

pamphlet

the

all

the Colony of Virginia.
By Percy
Scott Flippin, Ph.D., Professor of History and Economics in
Series XXXIII No. 2, Johns
Central University of Kentucky.

The Financial Administration of

Hopkins University Studies in Historical and Political Science
under the Direction of the Departments of History, Political
The
Economy, and Political Science. Pamph., pp. 95. Baltimore
Johns Hopkins Press. 1915.
Like the other papers of these series which from time to time have
been noticed in this Review, this is packed with well digested and
:

arranged information not hitherto made available.
Princeton, N.

J.

William Brenton Greene,

Jr.
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H. R. Mackintosh, Modernism and the Church of Rome W. Ernest
Beet, Imperialism of Napoleon I; Harold M. Wiener, Mosaic Authen-

—

;

ticity

of the Pentateuchal Legislation

Apostle of Ireland;

rick,

J.

Agar

;

Edward

J.

Brailsford,

St.

Pat-

Beet, Christian Assurance and the

Witness of the Spirit.
Lutheran Church Review, Philadelphia, April
G. H. Gerberding,
Can We Agree on a Standard Course of Theological Instruction?;
E. F. Bachman, Training of Christian Workers in Germany; Charles
R. Keiter, Mohammedan Missionary Problem Perry E. Baisler, English Lutheran Opportunities in Canada; William Brenner, Mission of
the Church; Charles M. Jacobs, Development of Luther’s Doctrine of
the Church; J. A. W. Haas, Power of Christianity; Charles J. Smith,
Principles of War War and the New Year; Leander S. Keyser,
Some Specimens of Liberal Biblical Criticism; C. F. Pfatteicher,
Ritsohl and Mysticism J. L. Neve, The Son of God.
Lutheran Quarterly, Gettysburg, April
G. H. Gerberding, Formula
for Infant Baptism; A. L. Dillenbeck, The Pastoral Relation; Luther
A. Fox, Some Facts Related to the Number of Theological Students;
J. A. Faulkner, Luther and the Lord’s Supper in the Critical Years
1517-22; Holmes Dysinger, Development of Denominational Consciousness J. Aberly, Ecclesiastical Position of the Lutheran Church Jesse
B. Thomas, The Critical Method A Voice from the Pew; Lutherans
in Iowa; J. M. Hantz, The Divine and Human Nature in Christ.
Methodist Review, New York, May-June: Claudius Spencer, Robert
McIntyre; J. M. Dixon, Two Interpreters of History; A Significant
Interchange Between Prussia and England; J. B. Thomas, A Message
from Peter; A. B. Leonard, Missionary Bishops; H. M. DuBose, The
Consciousness of Jesus; J. Sumner Stone, The Antiquary of Antofagasta; O. S. Baketel, First Educational Institutions of the Methodist Episcopal Church; L. H. Chrism an, The White Water Lily;
A. W. Armstrong, Departure of America’s Native Singer; W. J.
Downing, Kipling’s Men and the Minister; R. A. Brown, The Church
:

;

—

;

:

;

;

;
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and the Workingman; John Lee, Cardinal Rampolla’s Conception of
Ethics.

Methodist Review Quarterly, Nashville, April: S. A. Steel, Albert
T. Bledsoe, Sometime Editor of this Review; James Mudge, Books on
the Inner Life ; Elmer T. Clark, Bergson’s Contributions to Religious

Thought; Francis A. Downs, The Greatest Woman of Southern
Methodism S. Parkes Cadman, Erasmus and the Reformation M. T.
Plyler, A Sturdy Itinerant of Heroic Days W. O. Carver, Eucken
and Royce on the Problem of Christianity; W. D. Weatherford, What
;

;

;

Is

it

to be a Christian?

Preserved Smith, Disciples of John and
Odes of Solomon Ludwig Boltzmann, On Methods of Theoretical
Physics; Bertrand Russell, On the Experience of Time; Philip E. B.
Jourdain, Newton’s Hypotheses of Ether and of Gravitation from
1679 to 1693 Robert H. Gault, On the Meaning of Social Psychology.
Reformed Church Review, Lancaster, April: James I. Good, John
Huss and the Reformed Church Leonard L. Leh, Comparative Study
of Ancient and Medieval Missions; Charles P. Stahr, Eugenics:
Hiram King, The Gospel and the Heathen Dead; Frederick C. Nau
Monist, Chicago, April:
;

;

;

Realization of Social Ideal of Jesus.

Review and Expositor, Louisville, April
Romolo Murri, Benedict
E. Y. Mullins, The Jesus of “Liberal” Theology; S. P. Brooks,
Doctor Benajah H. Carroll; J. M. Burnett, Some Values of the Newer
Psychology for Preachers; Bible and State; B. H. Tukey, Does the
New Testament Teach That Christ Actively Participated in His
Resurrection?; W. M. Lawrence, Some Impressions of the late Edward
Judson; C. B. Williams, Grammatical Glimpses at Some Scripture;
Charles Manly, Rise of Seminary Sentiment among Southern Baptists; W. T. Whitney, Probable Moral and Religious Results of the
War.
W. W. Moore, William
Union Seminary Review, Richmond, April
the Silent; T. R. English, Language of the New Testament; John I.
.Armstrong, Christian Motive; M. A. Hopkins, Russell and Russellism;
W. W. Morton, Theological Education in Scotland J. J. Murray.
Impressions of the Church of Scotland F. C. Brown, The United
Free Church of Scotland; J. Leighton Stuart, Chinese Students and
:

XV;

:

;

;

the Christian Life.
L. P. Jacks, England’s Experience
Yale Review, New Haven, April
with the “Real Thing”; Archibald C. Coolidge, Nationality' and the
New Europe; Benjamin W. Bacon, Imperialism and the Christian
:

George G. Wilson, Neutralization in Theory and Practice;
Emile Legouis, English Literature in France; John Burroughs, Journeying of Atoms Newman Smyth, Utility of the Churches Duffield

Ideal;

:

Osborne, Xanthippe on Woman Suffrage.
Calogero Vitanza, L’eresia
Bilychnis, Roma, Febbraio:

;

di

Dante;

Ugo Janni, Le varie dottrine circa l’essenza della religiosita. 2;
Romolo Murri, La religione nell ’insegnamento pubblico in Italia
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Lehre und Wehre, St. Louis, Marz Lehrstellung der Forende Kirke
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